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ALMOST THERE
One of Gulfstream’s G500 prototypes taxis to the static display area before the start of EBACE 2017. The
new long-range, large-cabin business jet is powered by a pair of Pratt & Whitney Canada PW814GA
turbofans with more than 15,000 pounds of thrust each and set a city-pair record on its flight from the
U.S. Gulfstream expects certification and initial deliveries later in 2017. See page 93 for more.

Citation Longitude
lands at EBACE 2017

Textron Aviation’s fourth flight test Citation Longitude is
shown parked in the static display area at EBACE 2017. The
company expects to obtain FAA type certification and begin
deliveries of the super-midsize business jet later in 2017.

by Kerry Lynch

Bizav Markets

and systems related to passenger experience.
The fourth Longitude prototype flew for the first time
on May 6, initially completing a three-hour and 20-minute
flight from Beech Field in Wichita, Kansas. That flight took
place less than eight months after the original prototype Longitude took to the skies. Since
that time, the flight-test fleet has

PHOTOS: DAVID McINTOSH

Textron Aviation’s Citation Longitude is making its European
debut during this year’s EBACE
as the super-midsize jet program
moves steadily toward certification later this year.
Textron Aviation (Booth V22)
is displaying the fourth Longitude to join the flight test program (P3). The first of the Longitudes to be fully fitted with an
interior, the aircraft will be used
to evaluate cabin technologies

Continued on page 93 u
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Business jet sales for 2017’s first
quarter are up slightly over 2016, while
individual company results show a
mixed bag. Hold on tight. Page 26

European and U.S. firms of all sizes
are competing to be your cabin interior
designer, and the winner may be the same
company that built the aircraft. Page 30

Especially considering the popularity
of in-flight internet access, bizav’s
security concerns may be more
complicated than ever. Page 56

Few people think of business aviation
as a “green” industry, but research into
renewable fuels continues to grow. In the
end, economics rule. Page 72

According to EBAA’s chairman Juergen Wiese,
business aviation’s future in Europe ultimately
may have little to do with the number of
passengers aboard an aircraft. Page 86
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Series production of the PC-24 twinjet is
now under way at Pilatus Aircraft’s headquarters in Stans, Switzerland, as the
company prepares to deliver the first customer aircraft in the fourth quarter following certification. The production status
of the first few PC-24s is already “well
advanced,” the company said, with the
first production airplane already painted
in its final livery. In January, PlaneSense
was revealed as the launch customer for
the new twinjet.
Meanwhile, the third PC-24 prototype
(P03), which also represents the series standard, will be publicly unveiled this week at
EBACE. P03, which has been flying since
March 6, has a “shimmering pearlescent”
livery and executive “Zermatt” interior.
On display next to the PC-24 is a fullsize mock-up with the “Vail” style interior with a “flexible” six-plus-two seating
configuration. A total of six interior color

by Kerry Lynch
GE Aviation signed an agreement with Aerion to launch a
formal study to define the final
engine configuration for the AS2
supersonic business jet, the company announced Sunday at the
EBACE show.
GE is moving forward with
the study after conducting initial
evaluations of different configurations and cores for a number of years, according to Brad
Mottier, GE vice president and
general manager for business
and general aviation and integrated services.
Mottier could not specify
when a design might be finalized, but said he expects that it
“won’t be too long” and added,
“stay tuned.” GE Aviation is
entering the joint study with the
expectation that the effort could
lead to production, he said, adding that “we have the technology
to do this.” Aerion has targeted
a Mach 1.5 supersonic jet that
would fly in 2021 and enter service in 2023.
o
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Pilatus Aircraft has started serial production of its forthcoming PC-24 twinjet at its headquarters in Stans,
Switzerland, as shown above. The first production airplane, which is scheduled to be delivered to U.S.
operator PlaneSense shortly after type certification in the fourth quarter, is already painted in its final livery.

themes have been created in partnership
with BMW Designworks and are named
after well-known ski resorts.
With the addition of P03 in March, the
PC-24 flight-test fleet is now complete.
To date, the three prototypes have logged
950 flights and 1,525 hours. Further certification flights are currently in progress, Pilatus said, with PC-24 certification
planned for the fourth quarter.
Pilatus stopped taking orders after

signing sales contracts for the first 84
shortly after the program was announced
in May 2013. The order book remains
closed, but is due to re-open next year.
Final PC-24 performance data will
be published after certification, according to the company. Pilatus said that the
twinjet will exceed preliminary estimated
performance numbers for cruise speed
(425 knots), range (1,800 nm) and runway performance.
o

MATT THURBER BECOMES
AIN GROUP’S NEW EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Matt Thurber will become editor-in-chief of AIN
Charlie Alcock has been editor-in-chief of
Publications on June 1, with overall editorial AIN Publications since 2012, having worked
responsibility for all the group’s products includ- for the AIN group since 1990. “It has been
ing the Aviation International News monthly edi- an enormous privilege to lead the AIN team,
tion, AINOnline.com, the AIN Alerts, Air Transport and I am extremely proud of our achievePerspective, and Defense Perspective e-newsletters, ments in building this staunchly independent
as well as AIN’s show daily editions and Business media group into a modern, digital-first news
Jet Traveler. He has worked for AIN for a total of and information hub serving a growing audi17 years, most recently as senior editor based in ence of aviation professionals worldwide,”
Los Angeles, and has now
he commented. “But
relocated to the group’s
now the time is right
headquarters in the New
for me to return to
London to pursue a new
York City area.
career challenge. Matt
Thurber is an award
winning aviation journalThurber epitomizes all
ist and an experienced
that is great about AIN,
ATP/CFII-licensed pilot
which will thrive under
with more than 3,000
his leadership.”
hours and is a qualiThurber started flyfied A&P mechanic. He
ing back in 1975, and
holds type ratings in the
has been writing about
Cessna Citation 500 and
aviation since 1978.
Matt Thurber, AIN’s new Editor-in-Chief
the Gulfstream G550.
He started his jourAIN Publications managing director Wilson nalism career as an associate editor with
Leach commented: “All of us are thrilled we Flying magazine, before having the first of
were able to promote Matt into the editor-in- his stints with AIN and then going on to be
chief position—only the fourth in AIN’s 45- editor of Aviation Maintenance magazine. In
year history. What I particularly like is that addition to working as an A&P mechanic on
Matt’s DNA is steeped in the editorial qual- multiple aircraft from Piper Cubs to turboity standards established in 1972 under the props, he taught flying at his father’s school
direction of founding editor Jim Holahan, fol- in Plymouth, Massachusetts, and later flew
lowed by Randy Padfield and of course Charlie for a private aircraft owner.
Alcock. Matt is homegrown, so to speak, and
“The best part of working for AIN is getwe all just could not be happier Matt is step- ting out in the field and meeting readers
ping up. He will do a great job leading AIN’s and the companies that serve them,” Thurber commented.
n
established editorial team.”
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HondaJet. The Art of Aviation.
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EBACE 2017 22 – 24 May at Geneva’s Palexpo
Witness the world’s most advanced light jet at booth O68 and the static display.
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Global 5000/6000s
get new cabin interiors
by Curt Epstein
While the business aviation
industry’s attention on
Bombardier is largely focused on
the progress of its new flagship
Global 7000, the airframer has
proved that it has no intentions of
abandoning its smaller siblings,
with the launch here at EBACE
of a new Premier cabin interior
for the Global 5000 and 6000.
The new standard interior
package is clearly intended to
unify the Canadian OEM’s
expanding Global family.
Unveiled yesterday on board
the company’s Global 6000
demonstrator in the static
display, the refreshed and refined
cabin is now available on the two
large-cabin twinjets. It offers
many of the same streamlined
stylistic cues of the clean-sheet
7000 (the third flight-test 7000
made its first flight on May
10). Leather, metal brightwork
and hand-polished wood offer
a more “homelike” feel to the
wide cabin.
“You’ll see a strong family
resemblance between this aircraft
and the Global 7000, which is
deliberate,” said Tim Fagan,
the manufacturer’s manager
for aerospace industrial design.
“One of the things we wanted
to emphasize was creating a

common look and feel across the
Global platforms.”
While many in the industry
might have anticipated such a
move by Bombardier, it was a
surprise that it would make the
introduction before the 7000’s
entry-into-service, slated for
next year. The company believes
that when choosing among
aircraft of similar performance,
prospective buyers have become
more sophisticated and are now
weighing differentiators such
as attention to detail in their
purchase decisions. “We’ve
developed our knowledge so
much on the 7000 that we take
this opportunity to bring it to
the 6000—to have those benefits
and a unified cabin experience
across all of our platforms,”
noted Fagan. “Our aim is that
when we figure out something
about comfort, we want it on all
of our products.”
Bombardier turned to the
high-end automotive industry
for inspiration in its new cabins,
as well as its own lessons learned
in ergonomics and delivering
human comfort, particularly in
its next generation of seating.
According to Brad Nolen, the
manufacturer’s vice president
of marketing, seats have evolved

While all eyes have been on the developmental Global 7000, Bombardier borrowed some of the R&D from that project’s interior for
its existing Global 5000 and 6000.

so much from the previous
Globals that they are scarcely
recognizable. Meant to juxtapose
with the clean straight lines of
the cabinetry, the seats feature
soft, almost organic shapes with
a higher backrest, giving better
support to the shoulders and
head. They have raised armrests
to allow a more natural resting
position, bearing more weight
as a passenger shifts position.
Cushion upholstery has been
resculpted to increase and
improve contact in recline
between the lumbar area and
seat back. The new seats also
have a hard backshell to provide
a more secure platform for the
upholstery and redesigned
stitching on the leather
coverings, completed in-house
at the company’s Montreal shop.
Sharp-eyed guests will notice
that same leather and stitching

The Bombardier Global 5000 has always looked impressive on the outside. Now, its revised and upgraded interior closes the gap
between the large-cabin twinjet and its up-and-coming stablemate, the developmental Global 7000.
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repeated on the control yokes in
the cockpit.
The side ledge in Bombardier’s
Premier cabin design is now
flat, in recognition of its role
as functional space, able to
hold personal effects such as
notebooks, glasses or phones.
It also comes with embedded
cupholders with nesting lids that
hinge closed when not in use. The
covers for the retractable arms also
snap shut, covering the stowage
area that also accommodates
personal electronic devices and
charging ports.
The newly revised divan
also offers the same recessed
cupholders in its end cabinets,
along with cabin-comfort
controls, providing functionality
for all seated positions. A
credenza, echoing the 7000
design, continues the same simple
clean lines. “We want these pieces
to look like a piece of furniture
that was purchased and brought
into the home,” noted Fagan.
In the entrance galley and the
lavatories, the design introduces
the option of non-slip hardwood
or natural stone tile flooring
surfaces, which combine the
homelike experience with easyto-clean functionality.
The galley itself also received
attention, with revised straight
cabinetry lines, allowing the
company to slightly increase
storage volume. The rollaway
doors over the kitchen equipment
and bins now have a metal finish.
The package will also include
Bombardier’s Venue cabinmanagement system, introduced
last year at EBACE. “On some
other designs, when you ask the
system to act, there can be a bit
of latency before the action is
shown in the cabin. But with a
new fiber-optic backbone, it’s
really ultra-fast,” said Mathieu
Noel, director of product
strategy and design, noting the
system has fewer components
than previous systems. “It’s a
very reliable system, because
everything is redundant,” he

said. “We have dual-band Wi-Fi
with dual Wi-Fi networks, as
well, because it’s important that
our passengers stay connected
at all times to the cabinmanagement system as well as
to the internet.”
According to Noel, the
system offers tremendous
flexibility, allowing any type
of entertainment device or
media source to run through
a dedicated media bay in the
galley area, with power ports,
along with HDMI and USB
inputs. Coupled with the fastest
inflight connectivity through
the optional Wave Ka-band
system, which was introduced to
Bombardier’s Globals last year,
customers can video conference,
access the internet, and stream
content through multiple devices
virtually anywhere in the world.
As with all Bombardier’s
aircraft, the Global family
allows unrestricted access to the
baggage area during flight, so
passengers can retrieve personal
items from their luggage anytime.
The company credits its smaller
wing (relative to the weight of
the aircraft), wing slats, and its
designed flexibility—especially
around the wingtips—for
delivering a smooth ride.
Overall, Nolen believes
these features, coupled with
the allure of the Premier cabin,
will further enhance the Global
5000 and 6000, which list for
approximately $50 million and
$62 million, respectively. “If
you go back in business aviation
20 or 30 years ago, people were
deciding what aircraft to buy
based on how far it flew, how fast
it flew, how big the cabin was,” he
said at a pre-EBACE event, “But
we’re getting to the point where
the customers are starting to
look at the finer elements of the
aircraft, including smooth ride,
noise levels and fit and finish.
That’s how people are deciding
today between buying aircraft A
or aircraft B, even more so than
how far does it fly.”
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Turbine Business Airplanes
Worldwide Deliveries-1Q/2017 vs. 1/Q 2016

Gulfstream has high hopes for 2017’s sales tally, seeing a market shift to large-cabin, ultra-long-range jets.
That’s the Savannah, Georgia, company’s sweet spot, ably filled by the current flagship, the G650/G650ER.

Pressurized airplanes only

Model

1/Q 2017

1/Q 2016

Airbus
ACJ318/319/321/320*

0

0

ACJ330*

0

0

Total

0

0

0

1

Boeing
BBJ/BBJ2/BBJ3*
777-300ER*

1

0

787-8/787-9*

2

0

Total

3

1

Bombardier

New business aircraft deliveries
largely subdued in 2017, so far
by Charles Alcock
While the inherently subjective
market sentiment factor may
have appeared to be somewhat
ascendant during the first quarter of 2017, business aircraft
delivery numbers for that period
did little to boost expectations
for the industry’s prospects this
year. For the most part, manufacturers reported flat or declining delivery statistics.
On May 11, the General
Aviation Manufacturers
Association reported that
worldwide business jet deliveries climbed 6.5 percent, rising from 122 last year to 130 in
the first three months of 2017.
Since Dassault reports deliveries
only at half- and full-year intervals, the first-quarter business
jet numbers do not include any
Falcon shipments. The number
of pressurized business turboprops handed over to customers in the quarter plunged 42.8
percent year-over-year, from 50

Learjet 70/75

5

1

Challenger 300/350

9

14

Challenger 605

6

2

Global 5000/6000

8

14

CL850/870/890

1

0

29

31

7

5

Not reported

Not reported

Total
Daher
TBM 900/930

to 35 airplanes, almost entirely
due to fewer King Air deliveries
by Textron (see below).
First-quarter deliveries at
Bombardier Business Aircraft
slid by two units from a year
ago, to 29 aircraft, while revenues plunged nearly 30 percent
due to a more “unfavorable
mix,” according to a financial
report that the Canadian company released on May 11. The
delivery mix included more of
its entry-level Learjets and fewer
higher-end Globals.
More specifically, the company shipped five Learjet
70/75s, nine Challenger 350s, six
Challenger 650s, one Challenger
850 and eight Global 5000/6000s
in the quarter versus one
Learjet, 14 Challenger 350s, two
Challenger 605s and 14 Globals
in the first three months of last
year. However, Bombardier
Inc. president and CEO Alain
Bellemare reconfirmed his

company’s estimate of 135 business jet deliveries for this year.
Revenues at Bombardier
Business Aircraft fell by nearly
$300 million year-over-year in
the quarter, to $1.007 billion,
while earnings took an $8 million hit, settling in at $74 million. Book-to-bill was just shy of
1:1, as the business jet backlog
eased by $200 million from late
last year, ending the first quarter at $15.2 billion. Bellemare
termed Global sales in the quarter as “soft,” but added that it’s
midrange Challenger models
are doing “extremely well.”
In its April 26 first-quarter
results call, Gulfstream parent
company General Dynamics
announced a moderate increase
in aircraft deliveries from 28
in the first quarter of 2016 (20
large-cabin and 8 midsize, numbers modified since last year’s
report) to 30 in the first three
Continued on page 10 u

Dassault**
Falcon 900LX, 2000LXS, 2000S, 7X
Embraer
Phenom 100

3

1

Phenom 300

8

11

Legacy 450

1

0

Legacy 500

1

5

Legacy 600/650

1

6

Lineage 1000

1

0

15

23

7

8

G450/550/650

23

19

Total

30

27

15

3

0

3

0

1

12

16

4

2

Total
Gulfstream
G150/280

Honda Aircraft
HondaJet
One Aviation
Eclipse 550
Piaggio
Avanti/Avanti II
Pilatus
PC-12
Piper
Meridian/M500/M600
Textron Aviation: Beechcraft
King Air C90GTx

With orders way down, Textron has
nevertheless held the line on prices
for its King Air turboprops, convinced
its customers will be back.

King Air 250
King Air 350i/ER
Total
Textron Aviation: Cessna
Mustang
M2
CJ3+
CJ4
Citation XLS+
Citation Sovereign+
Citation Latitude
Citation X+
Total
Grand Total Jets
Grand Total Turboprops
Grand Total Jets/T-props

2

4

6

12
2

8

3

5

3

5

6

15

26
1

4

5

7

6

3

2

1

2

10
32

7

34

124

122

159

172

35

50

*Green airframe deliveries. **Dassault now reports deliveries only at mid-year and
year-end, and no longer specifies deliveries by aircraft model. GAMA deducted
Dassault’s 1Q 2016 delivery totals from the total number of business jets for an
equivalent year-to-year comparison.
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The Embraer Executive Jets Lineage 1000 got on the delivery scorecard in the first quarter of 2017 with one delivery.
Sales of the Brazilian OEM’s Legacy series of large jets were down, however, contributing to an overall dip of 44 percent.

Aircraft deliveries
subdued for 2017
uContinued from page 8

months of this year (23 largecabin, seven midsize). Thanks to
the more favorable mix of aircraft
models at Gulfstream, revenues
at General Dynamics’ aerospace
division, which also includes Jet
Aviation, soared $293 million
year-over-year, to $2.074 billion,
while profits climbed $111 million, to $443 million, it said.
Even though the General
Dynamics aerospace backlog
slipped by more than $600 million from a year ago, to $12.579
billion, and book-to-bill was
0.7:1 in the quarter, chairman
and CEO Phebe Novakovic was
upbeat about sales prospects at
Gulfstream. “The market has
shifted back to large-cabin business jets, and we’ve seen nice
demand for our products in this
range,” she said. “We’ve also
seen sharp increases in interest from buyers in Europe and
China during the quarter.”
According to Novakovic,

G650 production “will come
down a touch” next year, as the
company ramps up production
of the G500 and G600, which are
expected to enter service late this
year and in late 2018, respectively.
Meanwhile, she was optimistic
about the aircraft completions
and services businesses at both
Jet Aviation and Gulfstream,
saying that the completions side
is “steady,” while the services

ANALYST SEES GROUNDS FOR OPTIMISM
IN EUROPE’S BIZAV MARKET
The business aviation industry
has been counting on a sustained
uptick in the European market for
almost a decade, only to be disappointed by what at best has
been a sluggish rate of growth.
But ahead of this year’s EBACE
show in Geneva, seasoned industry analyst Brian Foley predicted
that the tide could at last be turning for the continent.
“Recently, there have been
fresh dynamics quietly developing
that could help stimulate this sleepy
market,” said Foley. He cited three
factors to support his renewed
optimism: signs of improved political stability, recovery in European
stock markets, and a strengthening
of the euro currency.
According to Foley, the victory
in the recent French presidential election of centrist candidate
Emmanuel Macron over hardright rival Marine Le Pen seems to
have dampened concerns about
further
disintegration
within
the European Union. “While
this event in no way eliminates
the angst over the future of the
Eurozone, it at least takes it down
a notch for now,” commented
Foley. “This in turn could manifest
itself into some increased level of
private aviation activity.”
Leading European stock markets in London, Frankfurt and
Paris are now at their highest
levels since the financial crisis

Brian Foley

of 2008, and some indices have
even surpassed pre-crisis levels.
Foley maintained that this translates into improved liquidity for
individuals and companies with
the desire to fly privately.
So far in 2017, the euro currency has recovered five percent
in value and the U.S. dollar has
weakened slightly. “Business aircraft are priced in dollars, so a
stronger local currency makes the
purchase price look a bit more
palatable,” said Foley. “Right
after the French election, the
euro rallied to its highest level in
around six months.”
That said, Foley tempered his
more bullish outlook with a caution: “While all these factors add
up to a positive for business aviation in Europe, it will be somewhat offset by the decade-old
‘do more with less’ mentality that
will be difficult to erase.” —C.A.

business is “seeing nice growth.”
By contrast, Embraer
Executive Jets sales plunged by
about 44 percent in the first quarter as deliveries of its large jets
fell by seven units and light jets
by one, the company reported
earlier this month. In a May 2
announcement, the Brazilian
airframer said that its Executive
Jets division brought in $226
million in the first quarter, compared with $401.8 million in the
same period last year. Embraer
earlier had reported that firstquarter business jet deliveries
had fallen from 23 in 2016 to 15
in the most recent quarter.
Despite the light quarter,
Embraer reaffirmed its guidance
for the year for deliveries of 70 to
80 Phenom light jets and 35 to 45
of its Legacy and Lineage jets. This
would keep the company close to,

if not a little below, the 117 business jets delivered last year.
Company executives noted
that the business unit maintained
its activity in the first quarter,
but the market “has not shown
great growth.” The executives
continue to see challenges, but
not enough to revise its planned
outlook for the year. They also
reiterated that the first quarter
tends to be among the weakest
for the company and noted that
several aircraft deliveries, including one for a Legacy, pushed into
April, slipping out of first-quarter reporting.
The performance of the
Executive Jets unit contributed
to Embraer’s overall decline in
revenues from $1.3 billion in first
quarter a year ago to $1.026 billion in the most recent quarter.
Also company-wide, earnings

MAINTENANCE PROVIDER
REPORTS INCREASED BIZAV FLYING ACTIVITY
Maintenance program provider Jet Support Services, Inc. (JSSI)
tracks business flying activity as part of its data-collection process,
and reported an increase in business aviation flight activity for the
first quarter of 2017 in the latest edition of its Business Aviation
Index, published on May 3. Overall flight hours worldwide for the
first three months of 2017 increased by 1.6 percent compared with
the final quarter of 2016, and by 4.4 percent compared with the first
quarter of last year.
Breaking down JSSI’s data by region, the Middle East saw the largest increase over the fourth quarter of 2016 (13 percent), followed by
5.7 percent in the Asia Pacific region. By contrast, Central America
saw a 6.6 percent decrease. The index also showed that companies
involved in business services were responsible for the highest increase
in aircraft use at 8.2 percent, followed by healthcare at 7.5 percent and
consumer goods industries at 5.3 percent.
The JSSI Business Aviation Index tracks and reports on the flight
activity and utilization of close to 2,000 business aircraft worldwide.
“This has been one of the strongest starts to the year we have seen
in almost a decade,” commented JSSI president and CEO Neil Book.
“The significant increase in activity could be an indicator of positive
sentiment among businesses concerning the overall economy. With
continued strong growth in key regions such as Asia Pacific and industries such as business services, we are optimistic 2017 will be a good
year for the business aviation industry.”
JSSI (Booth A74) provides operators with pre-paid programs covering all aspects of maintenance for their aircraft, engines and APUs,
allowing them to better predict and control operating costs.  —C.A.

before income and taxes fell
markedly from $85.7 million in
the first three months of 2016
to $23.4 million this year. This
year’s total reflects a $7.6 million reduction related to the
company’s voluntary dismissal
program.
At Textron Aviation, the
backlog has remained relatively
flat as business aircraft customers are able to purchase aircraft
on the spot rather than booking
further out, said Scott Donnelly,
the chairman and CEO of parent
company Textron. Asked during
the April 19 quarterly analysts
call whether the book-to-bill for
Textron’s Cessna family of jets
will move above one, Donnelly
responded, “I don’t know that it
will. I think that we’re really in a
mode now where there’s no reason for people to book aircraft
very far in advance.”
Cessna is working with business jet customers now as they
are ready for delivery. “There’s
no reason, given where the industry is, to be looking at deals that
are a year out or even six months
out,” he said. “I think that’s just
the nature of where we are in the
market….It’s different than the
industry used to be, for sure. But
we’ve been doing this for a lot of
years now, so it’s just a bit of the
nature of the beast.”
The collective backlog for
Textron Aviation, including Cessna and its affiliate
Beechcraft, remained at $1 billion at the end of the first quarter, roughly the same as it was
at the end of 2016 and down
slightly from $1.07 billion at the
end of 2015.
Despite the spot market for
aircraft sales, Textron Aviation
is holding the line on pricing,
Donnelly said, noting that the
company has “reestablished”
what it is willing to do in the
marketplace. The company saw
incremental improvement across
models in the quarter. “We
Continued on page 44 u
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Gulfstream’s G500, G600 on track
by Chad Trautvetter
Gulfstream Aerospace (Booth
T134, Static SD06) continues
to check off milestones for its
G500 and G600 programs, with
a G500 recently logging its longest test flight and the third

G600 making its maiden flight
earlier this month.
The third flight-test Gulf
stream G600, T3, successfully
completed its maiden flight on
May 5. Registered N730GD, the

fly-by-wire twinjet took off from
Savannah-Hilton Head International Airport on a four-hour,
35-minute inaugural test flight.
This milestone was reached just
five months into the flight-test

The third flight-test Gulfstream G600 flew for the first time on May 5 from the
company’s headquarters in Savannah, Georgia. Entry into service for the fly-bywire, ultra-long-range twinjet is on schedule for 2018.

Visit us at EBACE 2016
Hall 6, stand T70

WE FLY YOUR WAY
The Luxaviation Group offers a full range of tailored aviation services for both helicopter
and business jet owners including charter, FBO, aircraft management, maintenance and aircraft
transactions. Luxaviation is among the world’s largest private aircraft operators with 25 FBOs
worldwide, a fleet of 260 aircraft and more than 1,700 employees.
Luxaviation Group 4a, rue Albert Borschette L -1246 Luxembourg T +352 42 52 52 1 info@luxaviation.com

www.luxaviation.com
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luxaviation. we fly your way.

campaign for the G600, which
will have a 6,200-nm range at
Mach 0.85.
“The consistent execution of
the G600 flight-test program is
directly correlated to our investments in research and development and is a testament to the rigor
and discipline of our processes,”
said Gulfstream president Mark
Burns. “We look forward to our
G600 entering service next year.”
In all, four flight-test aircraft
and a production G600 will be
used for the test program. “We
increased the number of flighttest aircraft from three to four to
maximize our efficiency in flight
testing,” a company spokeswoman told AIN.
T1, which has logged more
than 311 hours since its first flight
on December 17, will be used to
test brakes development, flying
qualities, stall speeds, air data and
RVSM; T2, which has 52 flight
hours, will focus on loads, climb
performance, flyover noise and
function and reliability testing; T3
will be used for field performance,
ice protection, cabin pressurization and oxygen system testing;
and T4 will test automatic flight
control systems, avionics and the
fuel system. P1, the first production G600, will test cabin systems
and the production interior.
Meanwhile, the G500 has
remained on track for service
entry this year, with five flighttest aircraft amassing more than
2,750 hours. The program logged
its longest endurance flight when
a G500 flew 10 hours, six minutes across the U.S. last month.
The flight, which was used to test
the onboard satellite communications system, took off from
Savannah, Georgia, flew 300
miles west of San Francisco over
the Pacific Ocean and headed
back to Savannah. The route
covered 4,808 nm.
Gulfstream flew the fifth of
five test G500s—a production
aircraft being used for cabin evaluation—on the mission. Phebe
Novakovic, chairman and CEO
of Gulfstream parent General
Dynamics, said last month that
Gulfstream expects to wrap up
certification flight tests for the
G500 in October, with certification and initial deliveries still
anticipated by year-end.
o

Together, we’re transforming aviation.
Thank you.

Gama Aviation eyeing
PT6A-based prosperity
by Ian Sheppard
Farnborough, UK-based Gama
Aviation comes to EBACE with
three fresh contract signings: a
premium service provider agreement with Pratt & Whitney
to support its popular PT6A
engines across Europe; an agreement with Textron Aviation unit
Cessna for a new service center at
Gama’s Glasgow facility; and the
renewal of Gama’s Beechcraft
authorized service facility status at Farnborough.
Gama said that the PT6
agreement comes “at a time of
apparent growth in the engine’s
use with 7,089 Pilatus PC-12 and
15,001 King Air 200/350 movements in the last quarter across
Europe. In addition to the current departure volumes, changes
in UK air operations regulations
are predicted to see a further
increase, as single-engine commercial operations begin.”
Paul Bristow, head of engineering for Europe, commented:
“With single-engine operations
a regulatory reality, we are ideally placed to assist operators
of PC-12s, Cessna Caravans
and the Daher TBM930s with
engine-related AOGs across
Europe. This will be particularly important to new operators
who are establishing their reputations and business models in a
new and dynamic sector.”

Gama also reports that the
company’s Glasgow facility is
to become a factory-recognized
facility for the Cessna Caravan.
“We are positioning Glasgow
as a center of excellence for the
Cessna Caravan, extending this
in due course to other Cessna
single-engine models,” said
Bristow. “With Fairoaks and
Farnborough in the south and
Glasgow in the north, we are
providing a breadth of capability
and depth of experience to this
sector that few others can provide at scale.”
Last but not least, Gama’s
Farnborough facility has had
its authorized service facility
status renewed by Beechcraft,
having recently completed the
acceptance (through its delivery center in Wichita), delivery
and extensive modifications to
a King Air 350ER, including
the installation of the Raisbeck
Performance System.
“Our Beechcraft clients have
for years benefitted from a highly
skilled team,” said Bristow. “Our
service center status only reconfirms this. When combined with
our new Pratt & Whitney agreement, our Rockwell Collins,
Garmin and Raisbeck expertise,
we provide a class-leading solution, whatever our clients’ needs.”
Gama Aviation (Booth V36)

Marwan Khalek, group chief executive of Gama Aviation is bullish on his company’s
success in the U.S. market, noting that its merger with Landmark Aviation solidifies
Gama’s foothold in North America. A new joint venture in China is also promising.

also says that its U.S. operations are going from strengthto-strength, flying 54,533 hours
last year, the highest of any Part
135 charter operator in the U.S.,
according to Argus TRAQPak.
This was over 5,000 hours more
than the number-two ranked
operator and represents an
increase of 55 percent over 2015,
which accompanied a fleet size
that also increased more than
any other operator. Earlier this
year Gama Aviation Signature
was created through the merger
of Gama’s U.S. division with
Landmark Aviation.
Thomas Connelly, president
and CEO of Gama Aviation,
said: “Last year we were the top
U.S. Part 135 operator by number of hours. In 2017, we are
likely to be the top U.S. operator by fleet size and hours flown.
We believe [this growth rate] is
down to ensuring our clients
receive not only the economies
of scale that our size can provide, but also the bespoke concierge service that they expect
and deserve.”

IBAC ISSUES FIRST STAGE TWO IS-BAH APPROVALS
The International Business Aviation Council (IBAC)
is to grant the first two Stage Two approvals for its
International Business Aviation Handling (IS-BAH) program during this week’s EBACE show in Geneva. One of
the companies is Indian handling group SRC Aviation,
and the other is an as-yet undisclosed French FBO.
The new Stage Two IS-BAH approvals took effect
on May 1. According to IBAC, the new standard
ensures that a company’s safety management activities are “appropriately targeted and that safety risks
are being effectively managed.” The Stage One
standard confirms that a company has established a
safety management system and that safety management activities are appropriately targeted with all
supporting standards established. Eventually, IBAC
intends to introduce a Stage Three for the program,
which would verify that safety management activities
are fully integrated into the company’s business and
that a positive safety culture is being sustained.
SRC managing director Bobby Chadha received
confirmation of the Stage Two approval in early May
from IS-BAH program director Terry Yeomans and
IBAC audit manager Lawrence Fletcher. IS-BAH has
been developed for handling companies and FBOs.
The program runs in parallel with IBAC’s IS-BAO program for aircraft operators.

“Stage Two was more rigid [than Stage One],”
Chadha told AIN. “The biggest challenge was ensuring each person in our team understood the importance of what we declare in our manuals.” He added
the New Delhi-based company had adopted best
practices under the IS-BAH process for ensuring quality and managing risk. SRC is a ground handler for
Fortune 500 companies operating in India, Nepal,
Myanmar, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Bhutan, Sri
Lanka, and the Maldives.
In 2016, SRC experienced a 15 percent increase
in the amount of traffic it handled, compared with
2015. Chadha attributed this partially to an increase
in business between India and the West, and partly
to the confidence the IS-BAH accreditation has given
to clients.
“Our achievement did not go unnoticed,” he
said. “Our sales and marketing team received
more credibility. Our biggest constraint in the past
has been to convince Western companies we can
provide quality services.”
However, SRC and its clients continue to face
challenges resulting from India’s legendary bureaucracy. “There is more transparency now, but you can’t
expect miracles overnight… We treat everything with
kid gloves here,” Chadha concluded.
—N.M.
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Marwan Khalek, group chief
executive of Gama Aviation,
said, “The Argus figures evidence
the success of our U.S. associate
business to capture and convert
the organic growth opportunities available in the world’s largest business aviation market.
“The Landmark Aviation
merger adds further scale to this
already strong position, delivering more choice, greater proximity to our fleet and ultimately
higher levels of service to our
Part 135 clients.”
Gama in China

Meanwhile, Gama Aviation
Hutchison (Hong Kong),
the joint venture formed in
early 2016 between the UK’s

Gama Aviation and Hutchison
Whampoa, announced at the
ABACE show last month that
it has firmed up its new maintenance offering in collaboration
with Hong Kong International
Airport-based CASL. The new
maintenance check packages will
be available starting this summer.
The packages have been
designed “to provide a costeffective, transparent pricing model for fleet and private
owners.” Sergio Oliveira e Silva,
general manager of the joint venture, said the company “identified that business aircraft owners
and operators often face opaque
pricing and final bills that can
climb alarmingly from the initial quote. Through our collaboration with CASL, we are
introducing a simplified pricing
structure for standard maintenance inspections on Gulfstream
and Bombardier aircraft.”
The offering gives aircraft
owners local maintenance at a
cost low enough that they no
longer have to fly three to four
hours to Singapore, or farther
afield, for an annual check. This
is “inconvenient for the operator,
adds hours to the aircraft and, in
our view, is completely unnecessary,” said Oliveira e Silva. o

EMBRAER DELIVERS 1,100TH BUSINESS JET
Embraer delivered its 1,100th business jet on May 4, some 15 years
after delivering the first Legacy (it did not use model number designations at that time, but it later would be known as the Legacy 600).
The milestone aircraft—a Phenom 300—was handed over to fractional
provider NetJets at Embraer Executive Jets’ customer delivery center
in Melbourne, Florida.“Embraer scored the four-digit mark in business
jet deliveries in an impressively short period of time,” said Embraer
Executive Jets president and CEO Michael Amalfitano. “NetJets has
been integral to our success story by co-creating a premium product to
meet the tastes of their owners.”Notably, Embraer’s business aviation
division (Booth Z36, Static SD17) has expanded at an average compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 19 percent since 2002. Last year,
Embraer Executive Jets garnered 18 percent market share of business
jet deliveries. Its Phenom 300 has also earned the distinction of being
the best-selling light business jet for the past four consecutive years.
To date, more than 670 customers are flying 1,100 Embraer business
jets—ranging from the entry-level Phenom 100 to the Lineage 1000
bizliner—in more than 70 countries
—C.T.

On May 4, Embraer delivered its 1,100th business jet—a Phenom 300 that was
handed over to fractional provider NetJets.
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Falcon, FSI develop Master courses
by Samantha Cartaino
Dassault Falcon (Booth Z90)
and FlightSafety International
(Booth A89) have announced the
start of master-level advanced
training courses for the Falcon
2000EX EASy and 900EX EASy

series. The Master Aviator curriculum is composed of four courses, including advanced upset prevention and recovery training,
advanced rejected takeoff go/
no-go, advanced crew resource

management/human factors lineoriented flight training and advanced energy management.
The Master Aviator curriculum created with Dassault
builds on aviation fundamentals
FlightSafety International’s Master
Aviator curriculum for Falcon Jets was
developed in cooperation with the OEM.

SKYe SH09

The Swiss response to making a helicopter
The SKYe SH09 is equipped with the best baseline in the industry incorporating a full glass
cockpit suite, a dual hydraulic system, a dual electrical circuit, and more.
Expect outstanding hot and high performance. This is not just your regular single-engine, this
is a new class of multirole helicopters with the largest cabin/cargo volumes and modern

1’500 kg
3’300 lbs

800 km
430 nm

Up to 7 Passengers
with up to 10 suitcases

Swiss movement!

www.marenco-swisshelicopter.com
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students learned during initial and
recurrent training. Students must
complete an advanced aircraftspecific core course and electives
to receive Master Aviator status.
They must also complete recurrent training every eight months.
Each of the four courses in
this program address different skills. Advanced upset prevention and recovery training
for the Falcon 2000EX EASy
and 900EX EASy is available at
New Jersey’s Teterboro Learning
Center. Advanced rejected takeoff
go/no-go, advanced crew resource
management/human factors
line-oriented flight training and
advanced energy management
are offered for the same aircraft at
both Teterboro and FlightSafety’s
Dallas, Texas Learning Center.
FlightSafety executive v-p,
commercial David Davenport
said, “The development and
introduction of advanced courses
for Falcon aircraft demonstrate
and reinforce our close working
relationship with Dassault and
commitment to provide in-depth
training designed to enhance
safety. These master-level courses
provide valuable real-world experience that enhances a pilot’s ability to operate an aircraft safely
during emergency situations.”
At the same time, FlightSafety’s recently launched training
program for the Gulfstream G650
has received positive feedback.
The program, which takes place
at the company’s Learning Center in Farnborough, England, has
reservations from operators based
in 13 countries throughout Europe, Asia and the Middle East.
FlightSafety’s G650 training is
available at the company’s Learning Centers in Dallas Texas; Long
Beach, California; Savannah,
Georgia; Wilmington, Delaware;
Hong Kong; and Farnborough.
FlightSafety provides pilots,
technicians and other aviation
professionals with more than 1.4
million hours of training each
year. It has training locations
in the U.S., Australia, Brazil,
Canada, China, France, Japan,
the Netherlands, Norway, South
Africa and the UK.
o

OVERSEEING YOUR AIRCRAFT JUST BECAME...

Bermuda prepares for
greater registry demand
DAVID McINTOSH

by Kerry Lynch

CAN I GET A G?
Setting up the static display area at EBACE 2017 requires a wide variety of skill sets. Here, a crew is shown putting the finishing touches on the Gulfstream exhibit. Meanwhile, a nearby Daher TBM 930 tries to look away.

VistaJet eliminates
positioning charges
Membership jet charter firm
VistaJet has eliminated hourly
ferry flight fees for new program customers globally,
it announced on the eve of
EBACE 2017. “The move signals a significant commitment
to VistaJet’s mission to be the
first operator to offer a truly
global service,” said the company. “Customers now have
complete freedom when booking, without bearing the burden
of paying a ferry flight hourly
rate for an aircraft to return to
a home base or service area, and
enjoying transparent pricing.”
Positioning fees have

traditionally been a “frustrating
and unexpected cost” for business aviation clients, VistaJet
noted. Depending on location,
this can add tens of thousands
of dollars to the overall cost of
a flight, it said.
“When you call a taxi, you
don’t worry about paying for its
journey to you,” said company
founder Thomas Flohr. “Today’s
entrepreneur or business executive will be flying to America one
week, Asia or South America the
next, and Europe in between, so
it’s become critical to offer them
a truly global service…[with]
one-way pricing.”

According to VistaJet (Booth
F70), eliminating aircraft deadhead fees is made possible by
its €2.25 billion ($2.5 billion)
investment to expand its allBombardier fleet globally, as
well as establishing a global customer base through its 10 sales
offices on five continents. “Our
business model, built on removing the notion of a home base for
aircraft, means customers pay
only for the time they are in the
air,” the company said. “When a
VistaJet program customer books
a flight, we will simply move the
nearest airplane to pick them up.”
Unlike most charter operators, VistaJet owns each of the
70 silver and red Challenger
350s, 650s, and 850s and Global
5000s and 6000s in its fleet. It
added 15 new business jets to its
fleet last year.—C.T.

Bermuda is anticipating significant growth in its aircraft registry following the recent transition
from the former government-run
Department of Civil Aviation to
the semi-autonomous Bermuda
Civil Aviation Authority (BCAA,
Booth R106). The transition was
completed six months ago, and
BCAA has spent the time since
building up the team, processes,
and brand recognition to facilitate the growth for what it claims
is the world’s oldest offshore aircraft registry.
“After more than 85 years of
registering aircraft, the decision
to transition to an authority was
made to reduce restrictions that
apply to the public sector, and to
use of the newly formed authority to maintain safety oversight,
increase productivity, enhance customer satisfaction, and ultimately
grow the registry,” said Thomas
Dunstan, director general.
So far, BCAA has increased the
team by 10 percent, adding personnel in areas such as finance, operations, and information technology.
“We have started to increase our
exposure at international events,
such as EBACE, to promote the
fact that we are a global service provider in aircraft registration and
safety oversight,” Dunstan said.
The biggest obstacle, BCAA

Europe’s bizjet fleet to double by 2025
by Chad Trautvetter
According to private jet financing firm Global Jet Capital,
the European business jet fleet
is expected to nearly double in
size between 2015 and 2025.
The region is expected to see
fleet compound annual growth
of around 7 percent and will
remain the second-largest market for business aircraft in the
world, noted Global Jet Capital
European sales director Matthias
Müller.
Much of this growth will be
driven by aircraft in the midsize
to bizliner segments, said Global
Jet Capital (Booth V128), reflecting recent trends. Over the past
five years, 452 business jets in
these categories worth approximately €20.3 billion ($22.6 billion) have been delivered to
customers in Europe, according
to data from the company.
During the past five years
Germany accounted for the

largest number of deliveries,
according to the company, taking 64 midsize and large-cabin
business jets, as well as bizliners,
worth about €2.9 billion ($3.2 billion). This accounted for 14 percent of all deliveries to the region
over the past five years, it said.
Following this was the UK with
54 deliveries in these business
jet segments; Switzerland and
Austria, 32 deliveries each; and
Russia, with 30 deliveries.
Currently, there are approximately 1,742 midsize, large-cabin,
and bizliners in Europe. More
than a quarter of the business jets
in these segments are based in the
UK and Germany—255 and 209
aircraft, respectively.
Overall, around 41 percent of
the region’s business aircraft fleet
is composed of midsize to largecabin jets, “a significantly higher
proportion than in the global
fleet, where the corresponding

figure is 32 percent,” Global Jet
Capital said. Notably, 79 percent of Portugal’s 126 business
aircraft are in the midsize to
large-cabin jet categories. This is
followed by Russia, where 74 percent of its fleet of business aircraft are in these segments, and
Austria, where the corresponding figure is 59 percent.
“It’s important to acknowledge there are significant differences between the business
aviation markets of European
countries,” noted Graeme
Shanks, Global Jet Capital’s
sales director for northern
Europe. “Some are more developed than others, and this has
implications for the type of
financing that will be considered
by clients in each market.” The
company said that 80 percent of
the funding for aircraft in these
classes is sourced through external financing.
o
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said, was transitioning processes
from those designed for a government department to ones that are
tailored for an organization that
operates as a business. BCAA
is managed by an independent
board of directors made up of
executives with a variety of business backgrounds such as finance,
legal, administration and aviation.
“All board members had to gain
a thorough understanding of the
business operations and structure
in a very short amount of time,”
Dunstan added. “The benefit of
the board is the diversity that has
brought new thinking and provided some innovative strategies
to enhance the registry further.”
The registry currently comprises more than 780 aircraft, he
said, adding, “With our new business model we expect a significant
growth in the future.” BCAA
anticipates about a 10 percent
growth over the next three years.
The efforts to promote the new
brand come as Bermuda hosts the
35th America’s Cup sailing races
this month. The event will draw
a number of visitors and private
aircraft to the island, and BCAA
has remained actively involved in
the implementation of airspace
restrictions and helicopter operations approval throughout the
event’s planning period.
o

DASSAULT FALCONTALK
IN-FLIGHT APP LAUNCHED
Dassault Aviation (Booth Z90)
launched its new in-flight
phone application, FalconTalk,
here at EBACE 2017. The app
operates by using the aircraft phone number so it can
be used without the need for
SIM cards. FalconTalk, which
is available through the Apple
and Google stores for iOS and
Android devices, is compatible with the Falcon 2000 and
900 EASy series as well as the
Falcon 7X and 8X.
FalconTalk
simplifies
satcom
connections.

FalconTalk is the first of a
series of new solutions dedicated to simplifying life in
the air for Falcon passengers.
Once users connected to the
onboard Wi-Fi system download the app, they must select
the relevant profile (VIP, guest,
or pilot), type in an extension from the list, and enter
a user name. After that, the
app automatically manages
all connections to satcom service providers such as Satcom
Direct, ArincDirect or Inmarsat
access networks.
Olivier Villa, Dassault’s
executive v-p of civil aircraft,
said, “Customer demand for
more user-friendly and efficient connectivity is growing
exponentially, and we’re continuously investing to meet
that demand. FalconTalk is
the latest example of this
ongoing effort.”
—S.C.

WOW, WHAT AN AIRCRAFT!
“Smart Air has been operating the first Legacy 450 in Europe for many months. We receive very positive feedback from customers using
the aircraft as a charter. They are extremely pleased with the comfort.
My favorite elements are the quietness in the cabin, craftsmanship quality, the astonishing cockpit from a quality and technology
standpoint, the fly-by-wire as a true added value in terms of comfort and safety. Pilots enjoy flying this aircraft. These are remarkable
features that are not present in other similarly priced aircraft.
I now realize that my customer experience with Embraer is far better than what I experienced with other OEMs because we remain
customers even after the aircraft delivery. The teams are very invested in customer satisfaction. They have a true willingness in
accompanying the customer and ensuring his satisfaction throughout the aircraft operation.
The capability of the aircraft to land in Saint-Tropez/La Môle is an important time saver. The landing is done in very safe conditions. The
technical data after certification were far better than preliminary data. Those are good surprises when we take the risk of being the first
customer on an aircraft not yet certified without any validated performance. It is very nice, as a consultant company, to be able to go back to
our customer and say that the choice we recommended is by far exceeding the reality that existed when the decision was made.”
-Stéphane Ledermann, Founder & President, Smart Air
Watch Stéphane’s story and request more information at
EmbraerExecutiveJets.com/Stephane

The revolutionary Legacy 450 truly transcends previous perceptions of mid-light capabilities. A remarkable union of technology and design, this aircraft flies faster and farther than any
other jets in its class. The Legacy 450 delivers an enviable performance, including capability of taking off and landing on shorter runways. This is the only jet in its category with full flyby-wire technology, and the advanced Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion™ platform puts pilots in complete control in a cockpit environment with superior ergonomics and space. Up to nine
passengers enjoy the smooth flight experience in the largest-in-class stand-up cabin with unmatched luxury, comfort and style. The jet’s ultra-quiet environment is perfect for working or
relaxing. Welcome to the Legacy 450 - a new-generation aircraft that is a true reflection of the heights that can be reached when your mission is to rethink and redefine what’s possible.

Jetex adds four FBOs
to its European network

Aero Dienst Vienna is the newest
service center supporting the
Dassault family of Falcon jets.

by Curt Epstein
Dubai-based aviation services
provider Jetex Flight Support
has expanded its FBO network
in Europe with the announcement of four new ground handling locations.
In Spain the company makes
its debut with three new bases,
at Barcelona-El Prat, Adolfo
Suárez Madrid-Barajas, and
Málaga-Costa del Sol Airports.
Operating from the general aviation terminal in each instance,
the company will provide 24/7
support, including aircraft fueling, ground handling, parking
and ramp services. Customs and
immigration facilities and hangar space are also available at all
three locations.
“Spain is an important player
in the European business aviation community, as indicated
by a 6.4 percent year-over-year
growth in flight departures,”
said company CEO and president Adel Mardini. “With the
Spanish economy forecasted to
grow strongly over the next few
years and tourism on the rise,
Jetex is positioning itself to provide the highest level of service at
these key airports, as private jet
traffic increases in the country.”
At all three locations, the
company will provide executive and crew lounges, meeting
rooms, and concierge service;
and private car parking will be
available in addition to other
amenities.
“The addition of the three
Spanish ground handling stations fortifies Jetex’s global

presence by allowing us to serve
clients in key regions of Spain, as
well as open gateways to important markets such as North
Africa,” noted Yolanda Avalos,
FBO manager for Jetex Spain.
“With a total of 25 locations in
Europe alone, more private and
business aviation clients can
now experience the exceptional
level of service and quality that
defines the Jetex brand.”
Here at EBACE, the company (Booth O88) is celebrating
another milestone–its entry into
Italy, with the announcement that
it won a tender to provide FBO
services at Rome’s Ciampino-G.
B. Pastine International Airport,
the city’s main hub for general
aviation. Based at the 1,800 sq m
(19,375 sq ft) terminal, the FBO,
which is scheduled to begin operations in the second half of the
year, will provide a full range
of ground support including
fueling, ground handling, aircraft parking and ramp services.
Ground transfer, flight support,
and concierge services will also
be available both at the location
or via the company’s operations
centers in Dubai, Miami, and
Beijing.
“Opening an FBO in Rome
represents an important strategic step in expanding our presence in Europe,” noted Mardini.
“The city’s central geographical
location, together with its importance as the country’s political
and financial capital, makes it
the ideal location to establish
our first FBO in Italy.”
o

Dassault names newest service center
Dassault Aviation has appointed
Aero Dienst Vienna (Booth
X118) as its latest Falconauthorized service center. The line
maintenance station at Vienna
International Airport has five
licensed and experienced technicians, and it is now authorized for
scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, as well as repair services
under warranty and FalconCare
programs for the Falcon 900 and
Falcon 2000 families. Other tasks
that can be performed include

retrofitting, modifications, and
24/7 AOG service including a
mobile go team. All services are
supported by the company’s battery and tire shop.
“We see the certification of
our line station as an authorized
service center as a sign of special appreciation from one of our
most important partners,” said
Florian Heinzelmann, Aero
Dienst’s Dassault maintenance
manager. “At the same time, we
are very pleased to be able to

provide our European Falcon
customers with an even larger
service network, with Vienna as
a gateway to Eastern Europe.”
As the Austrian capital is a popular destination for business jet
operators and owners from around
the world, the Aero Dienst service
location is recognized by many
international aviation authorities, including EASA, FAA, and
those in Canada, Bermuda, the
Cayman Islands, Nigeria, Russia/
CIS, Turkey, and Ukraine.—C.E.

Signature Flight Support’s Elite service, which allows airline passengers to experience private aviation benefits such as dedicated
terminals and personalized luggage transfer, is now available at the company’s facility at Luton Airport northwest of London.

DAVID McINTOSH

Signature Elite service
now available at Luton

WELCOME TO GENEVA
As business jets of all shapes and sizes arrive at the Geneva International
Airport for EBACE 2017, they share ramp and runway space with
heavier iron operated by carriers like Switzerland’s national airline.

Signature Flight Support (Booth
D88) has added its London
Luton facility to the growing list
of its worldwide locations offering Signature Elite-class service.
Passengers traveling on EasyJet
domestically or departing the
airport internationally can now
experience some of the benefits
of private aviation by bypassing
the commercial terminal and
arriving or departing from the
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Signature FBO, where customs,
immigration, and security screening is conducted. Guests can then
enjoy all of the FBO’s amenities
and refreshments while relaxing
in its well-appointed lounges.
When departing for a flight, a
luxury Signature vehicle will
transport passengers directly to
the aircraft, while staffers transfer their luggage.
“We are pleased to extend this

extraordinary customer experience to our newly-inaugurated
ultra-luxury FBO at London
Luton,” said Evie Freeman, managing director for Signature’s
EMEA division. “It removes the
stress of transiting the commercial terminal, and our staff can
accommodate passengers’ needs
in a world-class manner. We are
excited to bring luxury back to
commercial air travel and we
look to continue to expand this
service in the future.” Currently
the Elite service is available at
Signature’s facilities at London
Gatwick, Antigua, Barbados
and Grenada.—C.E.

Challenging times require superior answers.
Leonardo Helicopters redefines mobility by setting new levels in luxury,
comfort, performance and safety.
Maximise your time and be where it counts.
Inspired by the vision, curiosity and creativity of the great master inventor Leonardo is designing the technology of tomorrow.
Visit us at EBACE: Hall 6, Stand Z24

leonardocompany.com
Helicopters | Aeronautics | Electronics, Defence & Security Systems | Space
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It’s About
Your Business

Global Jet Capital appoints Farrant CMO
by Samantha Cartaino
Aircraft finance group Global
Jet Capital (Booth V128)
recently appointed Andrew
Farrant as chief marketing
officer. He comes to the U.S.based group with more than

25 years of experience working in the business, commercial
and military aviation markets,
most recently having served as
vice president and marketing,
strategy and communications

for Sequa Corporation and
Chromalloy.
Farrant will be responsible
for leading Global Jet Capital’s
global marketing and communications efforts. He previously

has direct experience of business aviation marketing
work, having been involved
in the corporate rebranding
of Landmark Aviation, and
the brand development of

Aircraft finance group Global Jet Capital
recently appointed Andrew Farrant as
chief marketing officer.

Standard Aero. He also held
marketing leadership positions
with Bombardier Aerospace
for 15 years.
“I’m very excited to join a
company which is relatively new
but one that is enjoying strong
growth and in a short space of
time has established itself as a
key player in the business aviation finance market,” Farrant
commented. “Global Jet Capital
has a firm footing in the U.S.
market and has been expanding into other regions around
the world, which has significant
implications for the brand and
how it communicates.”
Launched in 2014, Global Jet
Capital is capitalized by global
investment firms GSO Capital
Partners, the Carlyle Group
and AE Industrial Partners. The
company purchased GE’s corporate aircraft lease and loan book
in North and South America
in January 2016. According to
Global Jet Capital, its current
management team and executive
committee is made up of individuals from maintenance and
service providers, financial institutions and business jet manufacturers who have collectively
completed a total of 3,500 aircraft transactions.
“Part of our strategy has been
to build one of the most experienced teams in the business aviation sector and we are delighted
Andrew has joined us,” said CEO
Shawn Vick. “We are a fast growing business and as we expand
into new geographical markets
and launch new services and are
looking forward to leveraging
Andrew’s expertise.”
The Global Jet Capital sales
team for Europe, Africa, Asia
Pacific and the Middle East is
led by Robert Gates. He is supported by Matthias Müller, based
in Switzerland, and Graeme
Shanks, who specializes in
Northern and Eastern Europe,
as well as sub-Saharan Africa.o
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With modern advanced technology gleaned, in part, from its turbofan development, GE
believes its H Series of turboprops represents a giant step forward. Among its features
are integrated propeller pitch, better fuel burn/temperatures and variable geometry.

Europe is turboprop hub for GE
as ATP prepares for first run
by Charles Alcock
GE Aviation’s new Advanced
Turboprop (ATP) to power
Textron’s Cessna Denali single
will be manufactured at a brand
new facility just outside the
Czech capital Prague. The new
1,240-shp engine is due to run for
the first time towards the end of
this year, marking a key milestone in the U.S. group’s longstanding plan to make Europe an
important hub for its ambitions
in the business and general aviation market.
The $4.5 million Denali, which
is due to make its first flight in
2018, will seat six to nine passengers on trips of up to around
1,600 nm and offer a maximum
cruise speed of 285 knots. Its
engine will have an initial timebetween-overhaul of 4,000 hours
and is mated to McCauley’s new
105-inch-diameter, five-blade
constant-speed propeller.
One of GE’s first moves in
establishing its business and general aviation division almost 10
years ago was to acquire Czech
engine maker Walter. In the process, it bought the rights to the
M601 turboprop engine, which
had been newly type certified by
the European Aviation Safety
Agency. This was to form the
bedrock for a plan to develop
the new H Series of turboprops,
which powers aircraft such as the
Czech-built Let L-410. That, in
turn, laid the groundwork for the
ATP development.

“GE did not have a large blades. Additionally, sensors
presence in the [business and in the engine will gather data
general aviation] segment at the that could enable GE to extend
time and we wanted to leverage the TBO—the engine requires
the technology and infrastruc- no hot section inspections—
ture that we have on commer- and even create individualized
cial engines and apply it to this maintenance programs for the
sector,” explained Brad Mottier, engines, based on where and how
GE’s vice president and general they’re operated.
manager for business and genInitially rated at 1,300 shp,
eral aviation & integrated sys- future iterations of the ATP
tems. By applying some 3D
will be rated from 850 to
aerodynamic technology
1,650 shp, and other power
and advanced materials it
range variants will likely be
made the step forward to
developed in the future.
the H Series, and this path
The first engine is expected
will be further advanced for
to complete certification
the ATP.
in 2020.
The ATP will have
The Czech facilithe highest powerty’s established proto-weight ratio in
duction and repair
its class, according Brad Mottier, GE’s vice
station certification
to GE, and will have president and general manager make it solid founa 33 percent longer for business and general
dation for GE’s lataviation & integrated systems
time between overest expansion into
haul (TBO) and 20 percent lower the business and general aviation
mission fuel burn than equiva- market. The site, which employs
lent PT6 turboprop engines from some 600 people, is already overPratt & Whitney Canada (plus hauling M601 engines and will
10 percent more power at alti- eventually support the H Series,
tude). GE Aviation is invest- too, once these require overhaul
ing $1 billion on the program in (the first units having been delivEurope, and has more than 400 ered in 2013).
engineers in Italy, Germany,
Around 150 staff are now
Poland and the Czech Republic focused on preparations for the
working on it.
ATP, such as installing test cells.
Mottier explained that the GE is building a new and sepaATP will incorporate advanced rate site to house ATP producfeatures proven in other GE tion, and this will become the
engines, including variable sta- group’s worldwide turboprop
tor vanes and cooled turbine center of excellence.
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“We’re about a year ahead
with the development work for
the ATP, and the reason for
that is the use of additive technology [aka 3D printing] in the
engine that meant we could run
the combustor as a full-size unit
about 15 months earlier than
normal,” Mottier explained.
“Effectively, it is 30 years since
the last clean-sheet turboprop
design,” he argued, pointing to
Honeywell’s TPE331 powerplant
and the fact that the PT6 architecture goes back to 1964. “With
its integrated propeller pitch and
speed, improved fuel burn and
temperatures, variable geometry and bleed valves, it is truly a
modern engine, and is the sum of
many technologies already well
proven by GE.”
The acquisition of Walter is
not the first time in recent history
that GE has put down roots in
Europe to expand its capabilities.
In 2007, it acquired UK-based
aircraft components and systems group Smiths Aerospace
and in the process added Dowty
Propellers to its portfolio. Dowty
developed the advanced propellers used for the latest versions
of the C130J military transport,
including electronic controls. GE
is now investing in a brand new
facility for Dowty.
More recent GE investments
in Europe include a combined
spend of around $1.5 billion
to buy additive manufacturing
specialists Concept Laser of
Germany and Sweden’s Arcam.
The group is expanding the
Germany subsidiary with a $100
million development.
When the business and general aviation division was
formed, GE placed a renewed
emphasis on customer support for this market segment,
including for engines such as the
CF34-B turbofan that powers

Bombardier’s Challenger 605
jet. “At the time, the product
support for business jet engines
was being provided by GE’s
commercial aircraft group, and
there was room for improvement,” said Mottier. “So we
reworked the way we provide
support, and now we’re number
one in the AIN [engines product
support] survey. We have integrated turboprop and turbofan
product support and also now
have a joint venture with Honda
Aircraft [for the HondaJet’s
HF120 engine, in which GE is
a 50:50 partner].”
Passport to Success

Meanwhile, GE’s new Passport
turbofan is busily engaged
in the flight test program for
Bombardier’s new Global 7000
aircraft. In late March, one of
the test aircraft opened up the
speed envelope to Mach 0.995,
just short of the sound barrier.
The long-range jet made its first
flight in November 2016 and is
on track to enter service in 2018.
“We’re in entry-into-service
mode now,” said Mottier.
According to GE, the
Passport will deliver an 8 percent improvement in fuel efficiency compared with other
engines in its 18,000-poundthrust class by drawing on
technology from the GEnx
engines for widebody airliners.
Technology from the GP7000
engine has resulted in unprecedentedly low emissions.
The core is derived from that
of the latest Leap engines developed for narrowbodied airliners by GE’s CFM International
partnership with Safran. Its
integrated propulsion system
includes a long-duct, mixedflow, fuselage-mounted nacelle
designed to optimize performance and passenger comfort. o

BEST IN CLASS
A new paradigm of flight is about to take off. Designed for discerning travelers,
the G500™ can fly at more than nine tenths the speed of sound
while surrounding you in a spacious, luxurious cabin.
Make the most of your time. Make it a Gulfstream.
GULFSTREAMG500.COM

For your personal consultation, visit gulfstream.com/contacts.

by Mark Phelps
Modern flight technology not
only makes flying safer, it also
saves money, and Universal
Avionics is here at the EBACE
show with an app to show operators precisely how much they
can save. The new “LPV Payback
Calculator” is on display at the
company booth (Y66) and can
precisely show the cost benefit to
retrofitting an aircraft with a satellite-based augmentation system
(SBAS). Compared with legacy
avionics, SBAS enables localizer
Performance and Vertical guidance (LPV) approaches.
Robert Clare, Universal director of sales said, “LPV capability

for both rotorcraft and fixedwing aircraft is one of the future
navigation concepts that is fully
embraced by Europe’s SESAR
[Single European Sky Air traffic management Research].
Universal’s SBAS-flight management systems support
LPV approaches enabled by
the European Geostationary
Navigation Overlay Service—or
EGNOS—which offers significant benefits over conventional
non-precision approaches.”
For runways previously
served only by non-precision
approaches (or no approach at
all), LPV capability provides

Hadid sees opportunity
in Asia, Africa regions
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Dubai-based Hadid International Ethiopia and Angola, and they
Services (Booth A45) is growing are going to West Africa now, to
in various parts of the world, Nigeria, Niger, Benin and Togo.
providing trip support
They are more [visible]
and flight planning serin Senegal too,” he said.
vices to operators. Issa
India-based Jalal
Zuriqi, Hadid’s commerHussain, Hadid’s
cial director, said that the
regional business develChinese are getting more
opment manager, Asia,
knowledgeable about
said Ahmedabad is a
business aviation. “They
major port of entry to
are more open and have
India for business aviabetter knowledge of the
tion, helping operators
Issa Zuriqi, Hadid
aviation business around International Services avoid the congested
the world. They ask the commercial director locations of Mumbai
right questions nowaand Delhi, but it is
days,” Zuriqi told AIN just after only operating at 15 percent of
returning from the ABACE show capacity at the moment. He said
in late April.
several tourist destinations in
China’s market is growing Ahmedabad also make the locain maturity, as ABACE’s static tion popular.
display represented a full spec“Ahmedabad is one of a
trum of aircraft types, all the [number] of airports that
way from the Pilatus single- issues visas on arrival to
engine turboprop to the Deer passengers. Gujarat is a
Jet Boeing 787. The diversity is friendly state which attracts
evidence that the Chinese bizav a [good deal] of foreign capcommunity is looking to a vari- ital. Compared to Mumbai,
ety of models to support a broad Ahmadabad is very easy and
range of missions.
congestion free,” Hussain said.
He added, “There is good
He estimates a total of 155
business domestically. I [also] fixed-wing aircraft operate in
met a couple of domestic opera- the non-scheduled charter sectors who are planning to increase tor in India, with a further 187
their fleet and start flying on helicopters on call. In the priinternational routes.” Chinese vate category, he reports a total
operators are flying passen- of 19 fixed-wing aircraft and 31
gers to Africa for business and helicopters.He said that NetJets,
Europe for business and leisure. VistaJet and Global Jets had all
“I see that business in Africa been engaged for two years in
is flourishing for the Chinese. the effort to sell block hours
They have lots of investments in to what is now a very receptive

precision guidance comparable to that of a ground-based
instrument landing system—typically with approach minimums
of 200-foot ceilings and a halfmile of visibility. Non-precision
approaches (NPAs), based on
ground-based navigation beacons, typically have approach
minimums of no lower than 400
feet, sometimes as high as 1,000
feet or more.
Also, LPVs can be commissioned for runway ends that are
unable to support the complex
and costly equipment required
for the precise instrument landing system (ILS), with its localizer and glideslope transmitters.
Sometimes it’s because of terrain
interference that ILS equipment
cannot work for a particular runway end—or installing one or
multiple ILSs at a smaller airport
might just be cost prohibitive.
In essence, more precise satellite
Indian corporate market.
“After the introduction of
[these] operators, most of the big
corporates have decided to sell
their old aircraft and buy bulk
flying hours with these operators, which [conserves] their capital,” he said.
“Effectively, an individual or
company is saving investment
capital [that would otherwise
be devoted to] big aircraft and
the related complex compliance
in India. [These business aviation companies] sell bulk flying
hours, and the aircraft is made
available to the client as and
when needed for international
travel. Since operators control a
substantial fleet, they make sure
an aircraft is available for passengers without fail.”
Chakib Boudjemaa, business
development manager Africa
and Middle East, said Morocco
is growing rapidly and saw an
average of around 20 flights
a day, mainly carrying business clients from Europe. Both
Morocco and Algeria are benefiting from operators’ reluctance
to fly into Libya, given the current uncertainty there.
“Morocco is growing rapidly. I don’t know why so many
people are fighting for the business [there] when there are so

FAA ILLUSTRATION

New Universal software
illustrates LPV savings

Most non-precision instrument approaches (NPAs) require cloud ceilings of at least 400
feet—sometimes much higher, and visibility of up to two nautical miles. With LPV equipment,
an aircraft can fly safely in weather with much lower ceilings and reduced visibility.

navigation replaces the requirement for all ground-based equipment, and at little or no cost to
the airport.
Clare added, “In addition to the
return on investment benefits, LPV
approaches greatly increase both
many opportunities [elsewhere],
in places like Ghana and the
Ivory Coast. The Canary Islands
are very close, and also act as
a tourist destination. And it
is a good location for technical stops to America. Dakar is
already congested, and there is
no other location that is better
than Morocco that is politically
safe,” he said.
“Nigeria is very stable nowadays, and from the beginning of
the year, I don’t see any changes.
Almost daily, there are emails
from newly opened companies
there, from aircraft operators’
agents to ground handlers. The
same issue is going on in Nigeria
as in Morocco. Daily, the market
is open for everyone.”
Zuriqi said recently established Air Djibouti was operating medevac missions due to the
situation in Somalia, while there is
also growing medevac work from
Yemen to Kenya. Several royal
parties also journey from the Gulf
Cooperation Council to Chad for
recreational hunting trips.
Air cargo is a huge market
for Africa, he said, both for
origin and destination consignments. “There is good movement in cargo, from China in
electronics, and in livestock
[meat] from Africa 
o

“Dreams Soar”
Hadid will also offer flight support to “Dreams Soar”
founder and pilot Shaesta Waiz, who is undertaking a
global solo flight with 30 stops in five continents, over
90 days, with over 25,000 miles to be flown. Waiz is
Afghanistan’s first certified civilian female pilot. She
emigrated to the U.S. with her family after being born
a refugee. The flight is intended to raise awareness of
women and minorities, and especially STEM and aviation education. It is scheduled for this summer.
n
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Shaesta Waiz

operational safety and airport/
runway accessibility, while also
reducing pilot workload.” That
also means that operators who
add SBAS avionics can then access
airports that are closer to their
final destination, saving time and
expense for ground transportation.
Universal offers four models of SBAS-capable flight management systems (FMS). Clare
encourages EBACE attendees
to visit the company for details
on which suite is appropriate for
their aircraft. In addition, the
LPV Payback Calculator can
provide customized details on the
cost-effectiveness of each system
for any operator, based on their
mission profile, base of operation
and other factors.
Furthermore, government
financial assistance is available
to help operators re-equip. Ross
Dickey, Universal’s airline and
government sales manager, is
here at the company’s display
booth to help operators apply
for funds under the Connecting
Europe Facility (CEF) toward
equipping for EGNOS/SBASbased operations. Up to €8
million are budgeted to help
operators equip their aircraft.
Grant money is available for
regional, commercial, business
(corporate), general fixed- and
rotary-wing aircraft.
According to Universal, the
application process involves:
identifying relevance; reviewing
documentation and preparing an
application; contacting a participating financial institution; and
submitting the application. The
first of two deadlines for submission is July 14, 2017. There is a
second deadline of November
30, 2017. The results of the
decisions will be announced
early next year. According to
Universal, eligibility is limited
only to “member European
states and international organizations, joint undertakings,
public or private undertakings;
or bodies established in an EU
Member State.”
o
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Duncan looking afar
to fresh global markets
by Ian Sheppard
Lincoln, Nebraska-based
Duncan Aviation (Booth G88) is
preparing to start work on building its third location in Provo,
Utah. The company is here at
EBACE looking for operators
from Europe and beyond who
are interested in taking advantage of its many years’ experience in heavy checks on business
aircraft. It is also aware that
owners are keeping their aircraft
longer and of the need for avionics upgrades to meet upcoming
mandates.
Duncan, which celebrated
60 years in business last year,
has a second “full service” facility is Battle Creek, Michigan
(between Chicago and Detroit).
It also has 30 satellite shops at
airports around the U.S. and
10 rapid response teams to deal
with AOG situations.
Arjen Groeneveld, regional
manager Europe, Russia and
Middle East, said, “We are keen
to expand our customer base
internationally. We are unique
compared to competing service
centers–besides Jet Aviation–as
we’re a real one-stop shop, with
airframe, paint, interior refurbishment, avionics and aircraft sales.”
He highlighted Duncan’s
strong reputation for quality
and on-time delivery, and even
on-time delivery of final invoices,
something he said is lacking with
many other providers.

Here in Europe the company
is working to develop two partnerships it has established with Jet
Support at Amsterdam Schiphol
Airport and Air Alsie, based in
Sonderborg, Denmark. “This is
something new, too,” he said.
Groeneveld, with a background in aircraft leasing and
finance, was Duncan’s first
international employee some
eight years ago. He said he’s
been “very active” in educating
the wider international market
about Duncan’s capabilities. He
also has become active within
the European Business Aviation
Association (EBAA), suggesting and now chairing the new
maintenance working group
of EBAA’s Associate Members
Advisory Council (Amac).
Groeneveld said Duncan
Aviation had completed an average of 46 heavy maintenance
jobs over the past five years (230
in total) with Falcons accounting for 153; Bombardier Global/
Challenger jets 72; and five on
Embraer Legacy 600/650s. The
company just finished its seventh
C-check on a Falcon 7X.
Asked why European operators would bring their aircraft
to the U.S. for heavy maintenance, Groeneveld recognized
that it was unlikely to apply for
smaller aircraft, but for longrange jets, the company has
already enjoyed success in the

CONSTRUCTION WORK
DISPLACES EBACE 2017 STATIC DISPLAY
A hallmark of the annual EBACE show since it was launched in 2001
has been the walkway access between the Geneva Palexpo convention center and the static display area, which is within the boundaries of Geneva International Airport. But that will change this week, as
attendees have to take a shuttle bus from the exhibit hall to a newlocation static display area, thanks to construction associated with the
airport passenger terminal.
Since the construction “significantly impacts” the traditional static
location, attendees must take a complimentary, “two minute” shuttle
ride between Hall 7 and the new static display area. “There will be no
pedestrian access to the EBACE 2017 static display of aircraft,” NBAA
reiterated.
Signage will guide attendees to the new shuttle bus stop. Handicapaccessible buses to and from the static area will run continuously from
7 a.m. to 7 p.m. each day during the show.
“This year’s static display will feature nearly 60 aircraft, including new and pre-owned aircraft,” said Joe Hart, NBAA’s director of
static displays. As of mid-May, an NBAA spokesman pegged the specific number of static display aircraft at 58, down two from last year. In
addition, four aircraft will be on display inside the exhibit hall, he said.
The static-display footprint will be “a bit” smaller than at previous
EBACE shows, “but the count for spaces sold is higher because the airplanes are spaced a bit more closely together,” he confirmed. —C.T.

Nebraska-based Duncan Aviation is stretching its reach well beyond the U.S. Midwest. With dedicated personnel based in Europe,
the MRO, avionics and sales specialist is actively seeking international customers, citing its experience on a variety of types.

European market, he claimed.
“Because we work online on
major overhauls, the workers
are very dedicated. There is
an incentive to come to us, as
there is trust. Since the majority of the [worldwide business
aircraft] fleet is in the U.S., our
workers are very used to working on all the aircraft.”
He also reflected on the
ABACE show in Shanghai
last month, which he attended.
“Everyone had great plans [for
China] a couple of years ago, but
in reality, there are only around
400 aircraft over there—so the
market is still relatively small,
similar to that of Austria.”
He noted that most Chinese
operators who want a major
check have to fly to Seletar in
Singapore. He suggested that
rates for service are at a premium there because of the relatively small number of shops.
Aircraft Sales Arm

Earlier this year, Duncan Aviation
hired Tim Barber to head up its
aircraft sales and acquisitions
in the EMEA region—and this
is a major theme for the company here in Geneva this week.
Barber said he is “looking to get
European, Asian and Middle
Eastern listings,” but noted that
the company works only on
exclusive mandates.
However, one of the main
drivers for Duncan being active
in this area is to bring in more
work on the maintenance side,
and Barber even pointed to the
possibility of making speculative purchases and sales. “If we
got the right deal on an aircraft,
hypothetically, we could bring it
in, do maintenance, clean it up
[and sell it],” he told reporters at
a media briefing in Westminster,
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London on May 11.
Barber said that in the six
weeks since he joined the company, he had secured the company’s first listing in Europe,
followed by a second within
eight weeks. “Having the Duncan
Aviation brand is a big benefit
when speaking with clients and
prospects, because they know
there’s a wealth of technical support available to support their
sale,” he said. “[Few] are aware
that we have transacted nearly
3,500 aircraft sales—many that
have occurred across borders—
since our beginnings more than
60 years ago.”
The first European listing for
Barber was a 2002 Citation Excel;
followed up by a 2006 Hawker
850XP. He’s also working on
acquiring a Hawker 900XP for
a client and has “a number of
other sales projects that are in
advanced stages of negotiation,”
according to the company.
Barber discussed how residual values of aircraft, from
new, have recently plunged so
markedly, compared to previous periods. An exception was
the Gulfstream G650 around
2014-15, when they actually
appreciated, due to scarcity.
“Only the G650 over the past
10 years showed any appreciation for a while,” he said. But
he cited the core value of a
business jet, which gives “people the opportunity of buying
time.” He said that flexibility
sometimes allows the business
jet user “to stay somewhere to
finish that billion-dollar deal”
and the benefits of that kind of
flexibility should offset “a bit
of depreciation.”
Barber thought it unlikely that
Duncan Aviation has any plans
to add its own MRO facility in

Europe, but did say, “If there was
any expansion outside the U.S., it
would definitely be Europe.” But
for now the company is happy
with its alliance partnerships.
ADS-B Mandates

With the FAA recently reaffirming the 2020 hard deadline for
re-equipping to meet NextGen
mandate, Duncan Aviation says
it has already seen a greater
uptick in the market for ADS-B
upgrades. “With 27 avionics
shops and ‘workaway’ stations
located at busy airports around
the U.S., Duncan Aviation is in
a unique position to perform
[ADS-B] upgrades for its business aviation customers. In the
first quarter of 2017, [we] have
completed 47 ADS-B installations and have an additional 51
scheduled for the second quarter,” said the company.
“We’ve touched dozens of
aircraft in the past few months,
including Challenger 300s,
[Gulfstream] G150s, Citation
560XLs, a Pilatus PC-12, Falcon
900EXs, a couple of Challenger
601s, and a couple of G200s,”
said Matt Nelson, manager of
satellite operations.
Apart from Rockwell Collins,
the manufacturer of the TDR94/TDR-94D transponder units,
Duncan Aviation is the only service provider authorized to perform ADS-B upgrades on the
TDR-94/TDR-94D units to
bring them into compliance
with the 2020 mandate. To date,
the Duncan Aviation avionics
bench in Lincoln has performed
ADS-B upgrades on 132 TDR94/TDR-94D transponders. o
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The Creative Cabin
EBACE puts its spotlight
on interior design magic
by James Wynbrandt
It’s all about the cabin—that’s
where most customers spend
their time onboard, and where
OEMs and MROs spare no
expense or effort in crafting their
state-of-the-art interiors for new
and refurbished business aircraft. The results are on view
inside the airplanes on static display here at EBACE 2017, and
within Palexpo, where the companies and people who create
these exquisite environments are
showcasing design, installation
and modification products and
services. From the largest completion centers to bespoke purveyors, attendees have access to
the entire world of aircraft interior stylings and expertise.
Switz erland’s
Comlux
Aviation (Booth V96) is celebrating delivery of the first EASAcertified executive-configured
cabin in a Sukhoi Business Jet
(SBJ), designed, engineered and
installed by Comlux America,
its U.S. narrowbody completion
Lufthansa Technik

center. The 19-passenger execliner
features a contemporary corporate interior with a VIP area in
the forward cabin anchored by a
club-four seating area across from
a side-facing sofa, and an executive section with 15 first class seats
behind. The SBI, the executive
version of the Sukhoi Superjet
100, is owned by Kazakhmys
Corporation in Kazakhstan.
To meet the interiors needs
and preferences of tomorrow’s
customers, Comlux America
recently teamed with four key
industry designers—Alberto
Pinto Design, DesignQ, Unique
Aircraft and Winch Design—to
develop multiple interior decor
and floorplan concepts for the
next-generation narrowbody
interiors, specifically the Airbus
ACJ neo and the BBJ Max 8.
The goal, Comlux said, is to
gather perspectives and concepts
that capture the different cultures, styles and tastes of potential VIP customers, and create

Greenpoint Technologies
“concept books” to help customers, when planning completions.
Comlux representatives can
update attendees on the all-star
designer interior concepts here
at the show. Meanwhile, Comlux
has signed two new major refurbishment projects: a BBJ and a
Global 6000, both for repeat customers in Asia.
Germany’s Lufthansa Technik
(LHT; Booth J79) has just completed a VIP interior installation in a new Airbus ACJ319 in
cooperation with Hermès, the
Parisian design house known for
its expertise in made-to-measure
accessories. The interior, crafted
by Lufthansa Technik’s VIP &
Special Mission Aircraft Services
Division for an undisclosed customer from the Greater China
region, features a spacious dining and lounge area, master bedroom/office, and fully equipped
Comlux Aviation

master bathroom with a large
shower. The 19-passenger jet’s
club seats and divans were
designed and upholstered by
Hermès’ craftsmen, and the aft
cabin bulkhead and curtains feature Hermès fabric.
The collaboration, and the
use of highly refined interior elements, is emblematic of industry
trends, and much in evidence here
in Geneva. F.List (Booth T110)
is displaying real stone and wood
floorings, whose use in business
aircraft the Austrian interiors
parts provider pioneered. F.List is
the industry’s sole manufacturer
of stone and wood cabin flooring with integrated heating, combining the natural materials and
heating system in a space-saving,
lightweight flooring product.
Also here is sister company F.List
Germany (Booth Y134), based
at Airport Berlin-Schoenefeld,
which specializes in aircraft interior and exterior refurbishment.
Inairvation (Booth J79), is
another example of the industry’s collaborative trends and
the advances it’s promoting.
A joint venture between LHT
Flying Colours
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and F.List, Inairvation creates
unique cabin solutions including IFE, CMS, lighting and seating systems, both for OEM and
aftermarket applications. Some
of Inairvation’s solutions have
already been deployed by MROs
displaying here.
Canada’s Flying Colours (FC;
Booth P106), among the aftermarket pioneers in using carbon
fiber in cabin refurbishments
(first applied in a Bombardier
Challenger 850 makeover),
arrives at EBACE on the heels of
delivering the first cabin refurb
incorporating Inairvation’s preengineered carbon fiber components. The interior was installed
in a 2003 Global Express, owned
by the same individual whose
Challenger 850 got the first
carbon fiber interior from FC.
“Using these pre-engineered
components in conjunction with
a bespoke design reduces down
time and cost for the owner/
operator,” said Eric Gillespie,
FC executive vice-president. A
second deal to use these components is in advanced discussions,
Continued on page 32 u
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he said. Gillespie described the
current refurbishment market as
“exceptionally buoyant.”
Duncan Aviation (Booth G88)
in now the exclusive U.S. distributor of Inairvation’s Integrated
Smart Cabin Upgrade for
Gulfstream 450 and 550. This custom-fit modular solution features
a Lufthansa Technik nice HD
CMS package that gives the cabin
a new, fresh look with advanced
functionality, Duncan said. The
pre-engineered smart-cabin
upgrade retrofit replaces the outof-production factory-installed
CMS. Duncan also recently completed the interior refurbishment
of a Global Express.
To serve other aviation firms
looking for help with completion and refurbishment certifications, Duncan recently made
its Engineering & Certification
Services available for projects throughout the aerospace
industry. In the last four years,
Duncan’s Engineering &
Certification team has completed 11 new and amended
STCs for external customers,
said Mike Minchow, Duncan
vice-president of Service Sales.
It’s not just cosmetics and comfort that benefit when completion
and refurbishment specialists
work their magic. Swiss full service provider Jet Aviation (Booth
R134) recently performed a completion on an ACJ330 at its Basel
Completion Center that incorporates high-end finishes and, as a
result of its weight management
processes, yielded a “significantly
lighter” aircraft than the customer
required, making this “the longest
range VIP A330 completed to
date,” said Matthew Woollaston,
vice-president, Completions Sales
and Marketing.
Here at the show, Jet Aviation
has a complement of completion
specialists equipped with the

company’s proprietary JetVision
app for tablet-based 3D presentations, which include its latest
‘Limitless’ design video. The presentation “captures the essence
of the cabin completions process, from design through to
installation and re-delivery,”
said Woollaston. Attendees can
upload the app and presentations to their own devices for
later viewing.
Jet
Aviation’s
Basel
Completions Center recently
took delivery of the first of two
green BBJ 777-300ERs for completions commissioned by Boeing
on behalf of an Asian government, representing the company’s first BBJ 777 head-of-state
completion project, while green
completions of a BBJ1 and an
ACJ330-200 for Chinese customers commenced late last year.
Even brand new, fully completed aircraft often undergo
interior modifications and
upgrades, as “some customers
change their mind on certain
elements of the interior design
shortly before, or during, factory
delivery,” said Robin Freigang,
Director Cabin Interior Services
& Design for full-service Swiss
MRO Ruag Aviation. He could
be speaking for all quality completion and refurbishment specialists in saying, “Our services
provide a certain flexibility to the
original equipment manufacturer’s (OEM) assembly line.”
Ruag just performed the interior refurbishment and custom
reconfiguration of a new Indiaregistered Global 5000, in consultation with Bombardier. An
added divan replaced single seats,
and after consulting Ruag’s cabin
design showroom team, the customer opted to restyle a variety of interior furnishingsThese
include modifications to the existing window shades for improved
cabin darkening, and upgraded

Basel Completions

IFE and connectivity systems,
Freigang said. Work was done
at the company’s Bombardier
Authorized Service Center in
Munich under Ruag’s EASA Part
21J Design Organization authorization (DOA). This illustrates
the customized interior modifications and restyling solutions
the company is showcasing here,
Freigang said, whether for a full
completion or refurbishment, or
upgrades to IFE, lighting, furnishings, soft goods, leathers, fabrics, or carpeting.
Textron Aviation (Booth
V22–like the company’s Osprey)
Tiltrotor, parent of Cessna,
Beechcraft and Bell helicopters,
is putting new emphasis on cabin
interiors as it expands into longer range jets. Its super-midsize
Citation Longitude (the largest jet Cessna has built to date)
is set to enter service later this
year, and first flight of its even
larger, in-development largecabin Hemisphere is expected in

Duncan Aviation
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Ruag
2019. Textron is bringing all previously outsourced completion
capabilities, like cabinetry and
seat making, in-house to better control quality, said Christi
Tannahill, Textron’s senior vicepresident of Interior Design
and Engineering. Textron representatives here at the show can
explain what the changes mean
for customers.
Greenpoint Technologies
(Booth L71), Boeing widebody
completion specialist, arrives
in Geneva fresh from earning
design honors for its Azure executive interior for a Boeing 787-9,
bestowed by the Seattle Design
Center in the Exotic Retreats category. The cabin design reflects
“the freedom of artistry, engineering and innovation,” said
Greenpoint design director,
Annika Wicklund. A 777-200
LR interior Greenpoint designed
for Crystal AirCruises is also
under consideration for honors,
according to the company. The
U.S. firm also recently won contracts for 787-8 and -9 head-ofstate interiors for an undisclosed
customer. Greenpoint has more
than 300,000 hours of engineering design and development

experience on the revolutionary
composite 787 airframe, according to Bret Neely, Greenpoint’s
executive vice-president.
Airbus- and Boeing-approved
completion center Aeria Luxury
Interiors, a division of VT San
Antonio Aerospace and U.S.
affiliate of ST Aerospace, offers
design, engineering, fabrication,
installation and certification services for executive- and head-ofstate-configured aircraft. Aeria
is showcasing these capabilities at its display (Booth K46).
The company also boasts heavy
maintenance capabilities for
large transport-category aircraft,
which can be performed concurrently with a total cabin refurbishment and system upgrades,
including IFE and communication systems. Combining the
work can save owners considerable downtime and expense.
MRO services provider ACC
Columbia Jet Service (Booth S98),
based at Cologne Bonn Airport,
is putting the spotlight on the
work performed by its Interior
Shop ACJ Ambiente craftsmen,
including upholstery on seats,
sidewalls and dado panels over
Continued on page 41 u
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Textron
expands
regional
support
by Curt Epstein
Textron Aviation has expanded
the capabilities of its Doncaster,
UK, service center, with several new foreign maintenance
approvals, and the addition of
a second mobile service unit, to
provide its fixed-wing customers
additional flexibility for scheduled and unscheduled maintenance events. That facility and
the London Luton line maintenance station recently received
authorization from Aruba,
Bermuda and Qatar, to service
aircraft registered in those countries, announcements that come
on the heels of the addition of
Hawker maintenance and support at the Doncaster location.
“Expanding our capabilities
at Doncaster has allowed us
to bring factory direct support
to the entire fleet of Citation,

Textron Aviation’s Doncaster, UK, service center
has added several new capabilities to support the
region’s Citation, King Air and Hawker operators.

King Air and Hawker aircraft
operating in the region, and
this strategy is clearly resonating throughout our customer
base,” said Kriya Shortt, the
airframer’s senior vice president
for customer service. “There is
no substitute for factory-direct
service, which gives owners and
operators peace of mind.”

Acquired in 2012, the location
at Doncaster Sheffield Airport
has more than 50 employees,
including 30 technicians, to provide light and heavy maintenance, inspections, parts, repairs
and AOG services to the company’s European clients. “We
continue to invest in providing
factory-direct solutions within

Europe, further delivering value
to our customers and ensuring
they receive the highest level of
support,” noted Shortt.
Localized Support

Overall, the company provides
six wholly owned service centers,
six line maintenance stations and
more than 450 engineers, service

Garmin’s new HUD selected for Longitude
by Matt Thurber
Garmin has unveiled its first foray into
the growing head-up display (HUD)
market, the new Garmin Head-up
Display (GHD 2100), which has been
selected by Textron Aviation for the inflight-test Cessna Citation Longitude
super-midsize jet. The Longitude features a Garmin G5000 flight deck,
and the GHD 2100 is installed in the
prototype Longitude (the first flighttest article).
The GHD 2100 is designed to fit into
light, midsize and super-midsize business
aircraft and consists of a single display
unit with a self-contained projection system. The head-up display (HUD) offers a
30-degree-wide by 24-degree-vertical field
of view.
A unique feature of the GHD 2100
is a “simplistic control interface” with
“intelligent dimming, which automatically adapts to ambient light and allows
pilots to focus on flying the aircraft.” The
HUD also has a declutter mode.

overlaying the real-world view outside
the windshield, navigation and flight
plan information, autopilot modes,
master warning/caution annunciations
and synthetic vision technology (SVT).

“Because the synthetic vision image replicates what the pilot would see outside
the cockpit on a clear day, pilots can
more easily transition from flying with
the GHD to the flight display or outside

Optional Imagery Expected

Information displayed on the GHD 2100
is consistent with the Garmin display
symbology and includes flight-critical
primary flight display information,
conformal attitude and flight path

Garmin’s new GHD 2100 head-up display is shown installed as part of the company’s G5000 avionics suite
aboard Textron Aviation’s Citation Longitude. The new HUD will allow special-authorization approach minimums.
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technicians, field service representatives, and sales personnel in the region. Over the past
year, the Wichita-based manufacturer added localized 1Call
support, three dedicated rapid
response aircraft for Europe,
and a parts distribution center in
Düsseldorf, which houses nearly
a quarter-million parts.
o

view,” according to Garmin.
Garmin’s SurfaceWatch is integrated
on the GHD 2100, and it uses performance data entered into the Garmin avionics before takeoff to provide visual and
aural cues to warn pilots about taking off
or landing on the wrong runway or a taxiway or a runway that is too short.
Also displayed on the GHD 2100 is a
flight path marker and flight path-based
flight director. The flight path marker
includes speed offset and velocity cue,
according to Garmin, “allowing for precise energy management.”
Garmin is planning to add options
to the GHD 2100 including displaying
imagery from external cameras, such as
infrared-based enhanced vision systems
(EVS), as well as blended EVS and SVT
to deliver a combined vision system.
“The GHD also allows the operator to
pursue Special Authorization Category I
(CAT I), as well as Special Authorization
Category II (CAT II) instrument landing system (ILS) approach minimums,”
Garmin noted.
“Industry studies indicate that flying
with a HUD is safer in reduced visibilities, deteriorating weather conditions and
in challenging environments,” said Carl
Wolf, Garmin vice president of aviation
sales and marketing. “We’ve worked hard
to harmonize the GHD and Garmin’s
integrated flight decks so pilots are provided with a seamless in-flight experience
throughout the cockpit.”
o

New engine technologies drive Pratt’s
success aboard Gulfstream G500/600
by Charles Alcock
The long-standing and multifaceted contribution to business aviation made by engine
maker Pratt & Whitney Canada
(P&WC) is set to reach another
significant milestone with the
anticipated service entry of
Gulfstream’s new G500 and
G600 jets, which are to be
powered by its 16,000-poundthrust class PurePower PW800
turbofans. The engines have
now logged more than 13,000
test hours, including more than
6,000 on P&WC’s flying test
bed and on Gulfstream flight
test aircraft.
The 15,144-pound-thrust
PW814GA engine that powers
the G500 is set to enter service
ahead of schedule at the end of
2017. The five test aircraft have
now logged more than 2,600
flight hours.
F u n d a m e n t a l ly
similar in terms of architecture,
the 15,680-pound-thrust
PW815GA engine powers
the G600, which made its
first flight on Dec. 17, 2016.
The new turbofan achieved
FAA certification on Feb. 14,
2017, and is set to get EASA
approval soon.
Meanwhile, P&WC has
been busy preparing everything required for smooth service entry, according to PW800
marketing and customer service

vice president Scott McElvaine.
Initial technical publications
are now ready, as are plans for
starting maintenance training,
parts distribution, and product support capability across
the OEM’s global network of
service centers. Operators are
already enrolling for the ESP
PurePower PW800 power-bythe-hour support plan.
According to P&WC, the
PW800 will enter service with
a dispatch reliability rate of
99.99 percent. McElvaine
told AIN the OEM feels confident in this bold prediction
based on the many test hours
conducted and the fact that
the new engines draw on the
proven architecture of the
existing PW300 family that
powers other business jets.
The engine maker is looking
to further bolster the reliability of its products through the
extension of its flight acquisition storage and transmission
system to more platforms. After
a year of trials, the company
also is now ready to commercially offer its new oil analysis
technology, which gives early
notice of potential maintenance
and performance issues.
P&WC has promised that
the PW800 family will deliver
at least a 10 percent reduction
in fuel burn (compared with

existing engines in the same
thrust class) and double-digit
reductions in noise levels, even
compared with ICAO’s 2010
CAEP 8 standards.
The chase for technology
improvements continues for
P&WC, with the PW306D1 turbofan that powers Cessna’s new
Latitude drawing on upgraded
performance developed for
the PW307B’s on the rival
Dassault Falcon 8X. Similarly,
the PW308C+ engine tapped
Talon combustor technology
developed for the PW307A,
the PW307D used performance improvement mixer
technology from the PW306D
and D1 turbofans, and the integrally bladed fan on the PW800
has its origins in the PW500
and PW600.
Turboprop Power

In P&WC’s extensive PT6 turboprop family, more capability
is also on the way. According to
Nick Kanellias, senior director
for general aviation programs,
the company will be ready to
unveil a new 2,000-hp version by year-end, and this will
incorporate technology from
its turbofan cousins as it aims
to deliver greater performance
and efficiency for operators.
E A S A’s
l o n g - awa i t e d
approval of commercial

Top, Daher’s TBM930 is an example of a turboprop that likely will benefit from Europe’s
new rules permitting commercial single-engine IFR operations. At bottom is a PW800
engine nacelle–complete with the P&WC logo–mounted on a Gulfstream G500.

single-engine IFR operations is
expected to be a fresh stimulus
for demand for turboprop-powered aircraft that can profitably
perform missions that would
not be viable with twin-engine
turboprops or jets. To ensure
that this can be achieved safely,
Kanellias explained that P&WC
is working to incorporate

features such as an electronic
control system for PT6 engines
as soon as possible.
P&WC (Booth O105A) is
marking the recent delivery of
the group’s 100,000th engine.
This achievement will be celebrated with OEM partners and
operators this week here at the
EBACE show in Geneva. o

Sheltair opens hangar at Orlando
by Samantha Cartaino

A formal ribbon-cutting ceremony, top, celebrated Sheltair’s new hangar at Orlando
Executive Airport, Florida, part of the company’s multi-million-dollar expansion at ORL.

Sheltair (Booth G88) opened
its completed hangar facility
at Orlando Executive Airport
(ORL) on May 18. The facility
is Phase I of the aviation development company’s plan to build
hangars that serve the needs of
the Florida general aviation
community. Phase II will see a
new $8 million executive terminal at ORL.
Sheltair senior v-p for real
estate and development Todd
Anderson said, “This milestone represents the first phase
of our expansion plans for our
Orlando location, allowing us
to open two hangars totaling
22,600 sq ft with 3,600 sq ft of
office space that includes stateof-the-art administrative support. This $5.5-million Phase I
also includes a new and spacious

parking lot that will accommodate not only the new growing
ground transportation needs of
our customers but provide adequate parking for the upcoming
Phase II expansion plans.”
Phase II is expected to start
by July 1 and end within a year.
Sheltair’s new terminal, which is
expected to be four stories high,
will expand on visitor services
already offered at the airport. It
will include a new FBO executive terminal, offices, and a restaurant for passengers, crew, and
the general public.
“Our $13.5 million of new
capital investment is a strong
and visionary recognition that
Orlando Executive Airport will
continue to expand, increase in
operations, and play a vital role
within the corporate general

aviation sector due to its location being only three miles
from the business and financial center of central Florida,”
Anderson said. “Additionally,
Orlando Executive is the preferred airport for many traveling to Orlando’s downtown
businesses, sports, performing
arts, and entertainment venues, Winter Park, University of
Central Florida, and its research
and business parks. The need
is obvious and the potential
for long-term steady growth is
considerable.”
Sheltair’s current facility in
Orlando offers customer service, ground support, interior
cabin cleaning, catering, passenger shuttle services, concierge services, crew cars, a pilots lounge
and a flight planning room. o
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A-Group opens new hangar at
Moscow’s Sheremetyevo Int’l
Featuring traditional Russian architecture, plush furnishings, and ornate details, the A-Group facilities at
Moscow’s Sheremetyevo International Airport may be unlike any other FBO serving a nation’s capital.

by Kerry Lynch
A-Group (Booth H64) is celebrating the
opening of its third hangar at Moscow
Sheremetyevo International Airport. The
hangar recently welcomed its first aircraft,
a Gulfstream G650.
Capable of accommodating up to eight
business jets, the new hangar spans 6,100 sq
m (65,659 sq ft). Inside facilities include a
storage room for aircraft support equipment
and personal belongings, and office space.
The environmentally controlled hangar will
also have 24/7 professional security services.
Located next to A-Group’s business aviation terminal and helicopter pad, the hangar shares the apron of the FBO complex.
With the other two hangars, A-Group’s
facilities can accommodate up to 32 midsize business jets and encompasses 16,500
sq m (177,600 sq ft) of total space. This
space is in high demand, the company

AeroEx: Bizav safety via standards
by Curt Epstein
Aviation industry compliance consultancy AeroEx is
here at EBACE to promote
its IBAC authorization as
an international standards
support services affiliate.
The Swiss company supports IBAC’s goal of assisting business aviation to make
operations safer through
its International Standard
for Business Aviation
Handling (IS-BAH) and
International Standard for
Business Aviation Operations
(IS-BAO) programs, by
conducting audits under
the two voluntary best practice standards.
Over the past year,
AeroEx’s staff has audited
more than 15 locations under
the IS-BAH program, and
its experts will be here at the
company’s booth (A04) to

discuss the process. AeroEx
recently performed an audit
for Sky Valet/Aéroports
de la Côte D’ Azur’s location at Cannes-Mandelieu
Airport, which resulted in it
being named as the first stage
II-registered FBO under the
IS-BAH program.
A key component of the
two safety standards is in
constructing and maintaining manuals and processes
under the safety management
system (SMS), and AeroEx is
celebrating its 10th anniversary this year as a specialist
in this field.
The company provides
assistance in establishing and
maintaining the full spectrum
of required documents under
its manual services including:
organizational management
manuals, operations manuals

for EASA Part CAT, NCC,
and SPO operators, maintenance organization exposition, continuing airworthiness
management exposition,
ground operations manuals,
design organization handbook, product organization
handbook, and safety management system manual.
In partnership with Web
Manuals Sweden, AeroEx is
offering a cloud-based platform for digitizing manuals,
which allows them to be easily accessed and modified by
customer staff.
In addition, the company also provides compliance
monitoring, software-assisted audit management,
audit preparation, operational safety assessments,
and compliance management setup.
o
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said, especially during Russian winters.
In addition to Sheremetyevo, A-Group
operates two hangars at Saint Petersburg
Pulkovo International Airport with a total
space of 6,400 sq m (68,900 sq ft). The
Pulkovo site has been ramping up for the
St Petersburg Economic Forum (SPIEF),
set for June 1-3.
A-Group is expecting a spike in traffic
during SPIEF, given its proximity to the
city and the event. The FBO is located
9.3 miles from the city center, while the
Expoforum where the event will take place
is only 10 miles away. The facility has allocated parking space for the event on its
apron. A helicopter transfer service is
also available with a helipad located close
to Pulkovo’s VIP Terminal A. The terminal will provide a dedicated registration
desk during SPIEF.
o

SKY VALET STARTS OFF IS-BAH STAGE II VALIDATIONS
Sky Valet, which operates 22 FBOs in France, Spain, and Portugal, announced
that its location at Cannes-Mandelieu Airport is the first to achieve stage II registration under IBAC’s International Standard for Business Aviation Handling
(IS-BAH). The voluntary set of industry best practices was launched at EBACE in
2014, and the Sky Service location was the first European handler to be recognized with Stage I approval the following year. “Sky Valet is the leader of its sector in Europe and aims to be the market leader in terms of quality of service,” said
Michel Tohane, Sky Valet director (he is also director of general aviation for parent
company Aéroports de la Côte d’ Azur). “This world first is a source of pride that
allows us to strengthen our position, highlight our ground handling expertise,
and maintain a partnership with our business aviation customers based on trust.”
The company (Booth C34) plans to implement IS-BAH approval throughout its
network as part of its development strategy. “Our level I IS-BAH [registration] validated an organizational principle based on the mastery of safety of our ground
handling expertise as a whole,” noted Joseph Azzaz, who heads up the company’s ground handling department. “IS-BAH level II confirms and guarantees the
daily implementation of our safety management system. This means that we have
integrated it into each of our actions and that it is now part of our DNA, but also
that of our partners because the [registration] is the result of true teamwork involving the employees of Cannes Mandelieu Airport, suppliers, and subcontractors.”
Aéroports de la Côte d’ Azur also signaled its approval of the French Council
of State’s decision last week to overturn the closing of the border crossing at Golfe
de Saint Tropez International Airport. According to the company, which manages
the airport in addition to Nice Côte d’Azur and Cannes Mandelieu, the decision
will guarantee the long-term activity and viability of the airport by authorizing the
return of incoming flights from outside the Schengen area all year round. —K.l.
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VistaJet still thriving
in a ‘shared economy’
by Charles Alcock
Private flight provider VistaJet
is approaching the end of an
ambitious investment cycle that
has seen it take its global fleet
to more than 70 aircraft. With
about two more new aircraft to be
delivered in the next few months,
the Europe-based operator now
plans to take a break from rapid
fleet expansion as it re-assesses
longer-term needs. The fleet size
has doubled since 2014.
“The number of aircraft we
have now allows us to offer a
truly global service,” explained
chief commercial officer Ian
Moore. “For the next 12 to 24
months, we won’t have much
need to take more aircraft. But
after that it could change, and
certainly there has been a slowdown in growth.”
Since it was founded in 2004
by Swiss entrepreneur Thomas

VistaJet chief commercial officer Ian
Moore is pulling back on fleet expansion.

Flohr, VistaJet has shared a
close bond with Bombardier to
the extent that its fleet consists
entirely of the Canadian airframer’s Global and Challenger aircraft. The company has always
argued that the consistent quality and appearance of its aircraft
is a key attraction and point of
reassurance for clients.
Moore explained that the
operator has always invited tenders for new aircraft from other
manufacturers, but to date has
found no reason to stray from
the Bombardier fold. “In the
future, anything goes,” he told
AIN, while in the same breath
adding that, for now, he views the
Challenger 650 as the best super
midsize jet and the Global 6000
as the best in the large-cabin class.
In the background, Flohr, himself, holds delivery positions for
more than one of the new Global

7000 models, and they’re due to
be delivered two years from now.
According to VistaJet, the number of flights it made in the first
quarter of 2017 was 28 percent
higher than in the same period of
2016. “In Europe, we’ve seen an
even higher rate of growth than
this, which is a pleasant surprise,
because you might imagine that
Europe would be our most mature
market,” Moore commented.
Despite having a somewhat
flat economy, Europe’s business
aviation sector is boosted by the
large number of wealthy nonEuropeans who either visit often
or are based there part of the time.
Moore referred to this part of his
clientele as “global citizens,” and
they are clearly significant consumers of VistaJet’s services.
Last year, VistaJet moved
its global headquarters to the
Mediterranean island nation of
Malta, giving it a firm bedrock
within the European Union.
There it claims to be the biggest employer in the country’s
growing business aviation community. The group-wide payroll
includes colleagues of 54 different nationalities.
VistaJet offers both ad hoc
charter flights but also its socalled “programs,” which are
essentially tailor-made packages
of flight hours and special rates.
According to Moore, the past
18 months have seen exceptionally strong program sales, with
the gross value of these sales, to
both new customers and renewing customers, roughly doubling.
Within defined service areas
for different parts of the world,
VistaJet offers guaranteed one-way
pricing with no ferrying costs to
position aircraft. The existing service areas include Europe, Russia
and the CIS, the Indian subcontinent, Asia, and some parts of
Africa. The company intends to
expand into South America.
Just over three years ago,
VistaJet launched services in the
U.S. through an alliance with Jet
Aviation, which operates aircraft
under its AOC. The European
group now has its own sales office
in New York City, with 30 staff.
“We’re continually pushing the
U.S. market,” said Moore. “It’s
still at an early stage, but in the
last 12 months we have seen [U.S.
clients] validating our point that
it’s best to get out of holding the
[aircraft] asset. We’re speaking
with more and more corporate

Though other OEMs are welcome to bid, VistaJet
continues to field an all-Bombardier fleet of aircraft.

customers and individuals and
convincing them that the hassle
of owning the aircraft just can’t
be justified by the amount of
time they spend flying.”
Asian Market Expansion

VistaJet is a strong believer in the
so-called shared economy and
feels that shared use of aircraft
is a prime aspect of this concept.
“It is wasteful for companies not
to share key infrastructure like
this and a strong advantage for
them not to have assets like this
on their books,” argued Moore,
acknowledging that perception
issues continue to make direct
ownership of aircraft difficult
for some companies.
Moore also reported further growth in its activities in the

Asian market, despite the fact that
China, for now, continues to be
constrained by government austerity measures. “Asia is a strong
market for us,” he said. “China
is not an easy place to market
money, but you have to be committed to it and do more than
place a couple of old Hawkers
there. There is generally a reluctance in this industry to go to new
regions and commit to them.”
Quizzed as to how new business models involving applications promising direct real-time
access to charter aircraft might
impact VistaJet’s business, Moore
appeared unperturbed. “I don’t
see how an electronic version of a
broker will change our world,” he
concluded. “People still buy services like this from other people.

JAL’s Tokyo-to-Paris passengers can now board a Falcon jet to their final destination.

Dassault adds bizjet service
to JAL elite customer perks
by Kerry Lynch
Japan Airlines (JAL) and
Dassault Falcon Service
(DFS), a subsidiary of Dassault
Aviation (S103), recently
launched a private jet service
that will provide airline passengers flying from Tokyo to
Paris with seamless interconnection to onward destinations
in Europe and Africa.
The JAL Falcon Business Jet
Service, which includes ground
transport between the JAL terminal at Charles de Gaulle
Airport and the DFS fixed-base
operation at Paris Le Bourget,
commenced on May 1, 2017.
“This new premium service will allow JAL customers
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to fly point-to-point at short
notice to hundreds of destinations not covered by its commercial flight network, ” said
DFS General Manager Jean
Kayanakis. “It’s tailor-made for
business or leisure travelers who
are looking for maximum flexibility, short travel time, comfort
and seamless interconnections,
especially when making multiple hops or flying to out-of-theway destinations.”
The service uses a fleet of nine
Falcon aircraft, including two
recently added Falcon 7X ultralong-range trijets. The fleet also
includes six Falcon 900s and a
Falcon 50EX. DFS, which runs

If you don’t own the aircraft you
are putting on your app, how can
you tell your users that they are
available? Owners can be volatile [in terms of their willingness
to let aircraft be chartered], and
the owner-release element is very
important. Everyone wants to be
Uber in the air, but I’m not sure it
can be that homogenous.”
VistaJet founder and chairman Thomas Flohr has repeatedly told reporters that every 10
years or so the business aviation
sector is bound to be challenged
by an upstart wanting to disrupt
the status quo. His company was
that upstart more than a decade
ago. It now appears to be at an
inflection point in terms of how
much further the bond-backed
business can grow.
o
a maintenance, fixed-base operation, management and charter
service at Le Bourget, will operate the jets under its air operator certificate.
The service is offered with a
pay-as-you-go, all-inclusive pricing structure based on the type
of aircraft and the distance traveled. At a later date, it could be
extended to the U.S. and other
JAL markets.
“We see business jets as a
way to multiply travel options
for our customers without having to expand our route network,” said Yoshiharu Ueki,
president of JAL.“The high
operating performance and
unsurpassed safety and flying
efficiency of Falcon Jets make
them the ideal tool for doing
this, and few operators fly as
many and as wide a range of
Falcons as DFS.”
DFS, a division of Dassault
Aviation, is rolling out the new
service as it celebrates its 50th
anniversary this year. Originally
called Europe Falcon Service,
DFS has operated the charter company since its inception
in 1967. The Le Bourget center is the largest in the Dassault
Aircraft Services network and
has grown into one of the largest on the airport. The company
employed 620 and reported revenues of €165 million ($180 million U.S.) in 2016.
p
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Global 7000 FTV3 joins test program
by Chad Trautvetter
The third flight-test Global
7000, FTV3, completed a 4-hour,
10-minute maiden flight on May
10 from Toronto Downsview
Airport, where Bombardier
Aerospace assembles the

ultra-long-range business jet.
Piloted by Logan Lamping and
Derek Thresher, the twinjet—
registered C-GLBX—reached
FL510 and 320 knots during
the mission. Flight-test engineers

Duane Moore and Matthew
DiMaiolo were also on board.
According to Bombardier
(Booth Z110, Static SD15),
FTV3 joins a flight-test program
that has been demonstrating
On May 10, the third flight-test Global
7000 (FTV3,) took to the skies for the first
time, lifting off from Toronto Downsview
Airport for what would be a 4-hour,
10-minute flight.

“excellent system reliability”
since getting under way in
November. “We are pleased that
our flight-test vehicles have been
showing a high degree of maturity,” said Michel Ouellette,
senior vice president, of the
Global 7000 and 8000 programs. “Our test program’s
development and certification
schedule is on track…for certification in 2018 as we accumulate more flight hours.”
FTV3 will be used to test the
Global 7000’s avionics and electrical system performance. The
aircraft is outfitted with the
full Rockwell Collins Pro Line
Fusion suite, complete with synthetic vision system, and a dual
head-up display.
Bombardier transferred
FTV3 to its flight-test center in
Wichita, Kansas, on May 11.
There it will join FTV1, which
continues to expand the performance envelope of the Global
7000, and FTV2, which is now
conducting icing testing.
In all, five flight-test vehicles
will be used for the Global 7000
program, culminating in certification next year. Entry into service is planned for the second
half of next year.
In parallel to the flight test
program, Bombardier is completing testing on the Global
7000 interior test rig, which
simulates real-world flexing and
bending conditions of the fuselage with interiors installed. “We
have successfully validated the
aircraft interior installation process for all cabin elements destined for the fourth FTV,” the
Canadian aircraft manufacturer
said. “In addition, ground testing continues with several test
rigs to ensure all systems operate with the highest level of reliability when the aircraft enters
into service.”
o
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The Creative Cabin
uContinued from page 32

leather refurbishments, repairs
and repainting of cabin interior
parts, carpet replacements, and
veneering and varnishing of all
wooden surfaces.
Germany’s Aircraft Cabin
Modification (Booth M50) a
Part 145 maintenance organization, specializes in developing, producing and overhauling
entire cabin interiors, as demonstrated in its recent overhaul of a
Bombardier Challenger 604 for
a Middle Eastern customer. Six
ACM technicians performed the
refurbishment in six weeks.
Fokker Services of the Netherlands, an Airbus-approved out-

Scott Group Studio
fitter and Boeing-recommended center, is showing its complete
range of aerospace products and
services and turnkey solutions for
VIP aircraft. Fokker is developing, with Boeing Business Jets,
the SkyView Panoramic window
for new and retrofit installations
on the OEM’s eponymous executive airliners. The window was
introduced here at EBACE in

2015, and here at Fokker’s display (Booth H82), attendees can
get an update on the program, expected to enter service on the BBJ
Max in 2018.
L-3 Technologies (Booth Y60)
includes narrow- and wide-body
completions among its extensive portfolio of aviation services.
The U.S. firm’s VIP and Head-ofState Completion Center provides
design, fabrication, installation,
certification & post-delivery support services. A Boeing-recognized
center, L-3 has completed more
than 50 widebody and business
jets over two decades. Another
U.S. completion specialist, Sierra
Completions (Booth B66), can

Fokker Services

design and engineer interiors using
cutting-edge systems and technologies to create an “office in the sky,”
according to the company.
The show also features producers and purveyors of custom
carpeting and fabrics, leathers
and linens, furnishings and other
accessories that elevate aircraft
cabins to the pinnacle of comfort, quality and luxury.
The UK’s Carter Green
Aerospace (CGA; Booth K117),
European sales agent for Scott
Group Studio, is showcasing the
U.S. carpeter’s new Aviation
Volume 17, Aerial Collection of
custom handcrafted carpeting.
CGA’s Michelle Hanger is at the
booth to discuss attendees’ VIP
interior design projects.
Many yacht owners also
own jets, and Boutsen Design
(Static SD02) can help outfit
both now. The cabin furnishings and accessories arm of the
Monaco-based aircraft brokerage Boutsen Aviation is already
Bulgari’s exclusive international
distributor to the private aviation industry. In April, Bulgari
named the company as its
exclusive agent for the yachting world, as well.
Switzerland’s Tisca Tiara

mobility textiles (Booth M118)
offers a wide range of premium
quality carpets, fabrics and curtains in harmonized designs and
colors for complete cabin interior
furnishing. The selection includes
hand-tufted, hand-woven, and
embroidered materials for carpeting, sidewalls, curtains, headrests
and other interior applications. A
wide range of collections is available in stock, ready for immediate shipment. Customized
products can be manufactured
with short lead times, created by
Tisca Tiara’s in-house design and
development department.
Townsend Leather (Booth
T094), U.S. manufacturer of high
performance aircraft upholstery
leather, specializes in the dyeing and finishing of the finest
European hides. The company is
highlighting its in-house design
and manufacturing capabilities,
which give it “complete control
over yield, quality, and adherence
to strict testing to meet exact customer requirements,” according
to the company. Townsend’s wide
range of in-stock and custom
colors, finishes, and embossings
offer 3M Scotchgard Leather
Protector as well as aftermarket
care solutions.
o
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Elit’Avia earns San Marino AOC,
appoints new regional sales director
by Samantha Cartaino
Slovenian charter company
Elit’Avia (Booth F70) recently
received its aircraft operator

certificate (AOC) from the
Republic of San Marino Civil
Aviation Authority. At the same

time, the company appointed
Wynton Fauré as sales director for the UK, Europe and

Africa. Both moves were made
to strengthen Elit’Avia’s position
in Europe.
Elit’Avia CEO Puja Mahajan
said, “A San Marino AOC is
very advantageous for clients
wanting to introduce a nonEASA aircraft into their operations. The San Marino CAA
does an excellent job of balancing rigorous safety standards

Elit’Avia CEO Puja Mahajan

Wynton Fauré sales director for the UK

with the transactional needs
of the industry. Working with
highly qualified and experienced inspectors accelerates
the registration process while
maintaining robust operational
accountability. Thus, with our
San Marino AOC, we are able
to place a greater variety of aircraft into European commercial
service quickly and efficiently.”
As the new sales director for
the UK, Europe and Africa,
Fauré will promote Elit’Avia services such as its new part NCC
offering in the regions. He has 10
years of experience in the business aviation industry and has
held positions in sales with TAG
Aviation and VistaJet.
Mahajan said, “We’re delight
to welcome Wynton to our team.
Drawing from his considerable
experience, Wynton is exceptionally well positioned to help our
clients through the uncertainty
surrounding Brexit.”
Elit’Avia currently holds
AOCs in Slovenia, Malta and
now San Marino. With headquarters in Ljubljana, the company also offers charter services
from its Atlanta, Georgia office
for the U.S. aviation market.
Elit’Avia is IS-BAO approved by
IBAC and manages a fleet of 21
midsize to long-range business
aircraft for charter and private
use. Some of the aircraft models on the certificate include the
Bombardier Global 6000 and
XRS; and Challenger 300, 604
and 605; as well as the Dassault
Falcon 7X, 2000S and 50EX.o
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NEWS CLIPS
Cessna produced more than 470 copies
of the Mustang during its 12-year run.

z Jeppesen Switches to the Weather Company
as New Data Provider
Flight operations technology group Jeppesen recently selected
The Weather Company to be the primary provider of weather
data for its products and those of its parent company Boeing.
Through the agreement reached last month, aircraft operators
can give their pilots and flight planners the same weather
information, ensuring greater confidence and continuity.
The Weather Company, which is an IBM subsidiary,
will replace all previous weather sources for Jeppesen’s
flight-deck and flight-planning products. These include: the
FliteDeck Pro electronic flight bag; the Aviator pilot resource
suite app; the JetPlanner and MilPlanner flight planning
systems; the OpsData on-demand aircraft performance
analysis; and the FlightDeck Advisor flight optimization tool.
“The Weather Company is the clear leader in providing the
most accurate, personalized and actionable weather services
and insights to the global aviation industry, and there is a
strong demand across our customer base to use The Weather
Company as our core weather source,” said Jeppesen chief
operating officer Ken Sain. “This agreement will eliminate
potential variance between disparate weather data sources
and establishes a unified weather experience across the airline
operation to increase operational efficiency and performance—
all of which have a direct impact on the bottom line.”

z Inmarsat Adds Rockwell Collins as
Global Xpress VAR
Rockwell Collins (Booth Q113) is expanding its offerings for highspeed satellite communications services, having been named a
value-added reseller for Inmarsat’s Global Xpress (GX) highspeed ka-band satcom for the government aviation market.
Typical customers in this market are head-of-state and
VIP aircraft, and they “have specific requirements when
it comes to high-speed connectivity,” according to Dave
Poltorak, vice president, business and government aviation
services for Rockwell Collins. This includes reliable and
secure global satcom. “Combining GX with our current service
offerings provides government customers with a portfolio of
connectivity options and value-added services that enable a
full range of applications for command and control, flight deck
and mission support services,” he added.
Rockwell Collins’s decades of experience working with
government customers makes the company the right partner
for reselling GX services, according to Inmarsat Global
Government president Andy Start. “Working together, this
service will enable us to meet the rapidly growing demand for
high throughput connectivity for the mission-critical operations
that government aviation customers require. Rockwell Collins
is a key stakeholder in bringing the full portfolio of Inmarsat
government aviation services to this critical market.”

TEXTRON CEASES PRODUCTION OF CESSNA CITATION MUSTANG
The final production Cessna Citation Mustang has
rolled off the assembly line and would be delivered
in the coming weeks, Textron Aviation (Booth V22,
Static SD14) announced on May 11. More than 470
of the entry-level jets were built during its 12-year
production run.
“The Mustang has been at very low rates of production for a few years,” JetNet iQ managing director Rollie Vincent told AIN. “Textron has continued its
focus up-market on more lucrative models, and the
M2 has been generating solid sales volumes and certainly provides Textron with an attractive and competitive entry point into the Citation family. It was a tough
call to make to end Mustang production, but it’s not a
very profitable use of scarce resources to keep the line
open. It is also tough to manage supply chains with so
many disparate product lines at such low volume rates
of production.”

Aircraft deliveries
subdued for 2017
uContinued from page 10

certainly had some customers
who said, ‘Look…give me a little better price, and I’ll do it this
quarter. I’ll go ahead and book it
now.’ As I said, we can’t do that.”

The good news for Bombardier was that it
shipped more Learjets in the first quarter of 2017.
The bad news is that it shipped fewer large jets.
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Textron Aviation senior vice president of sales and
marketing Rob Scholl confirmed that the M2 is now
the company’s entry-level jet going forward. “We
remain dedicated to developing new products and
providing solutions that matter to our customers,” he
said. “The Citation M2 is a great example of this, and
we believe it will carry on the legacy as the entry-level
jet that pilots want and need.”
Kriya Shortt, the company’s senior vice president
of customer service, reiterated that, while production
has ended, support for the very light twinjet has not.
“Mustang customers can continue to expect the highest level of service through maintenance, parts and
support solutions from our customer service organization,” she said.
The M2 was introduced in 2013 and, to date, nearly
150 of them have been delivered to customers around
the world.
—C.T.

Customers aren’t always
happy with that approach, he
said, but they realize “these aircraft are still a heck of a price
compared to historicals, and it’s
a good deal. And that’s why we
still see deals closing.”
Demand remains U.S.-centric,
Donnelly added. The company is
seeing some activity in Europe and
a few deals in Latin America, he
said, but expects that the market
will continue to weigh toward the
U.S. over the next year. In the U.S.,
buyers are a little guarded as they
wait to see what happens around
the potential tax reform, but are
still positive, Donnelly indicated.
Textron Aviation is positive about
the pipeline of potential customers in the U.S., he added.
Beechcraft King Air deliveries fell 54 percent year-overyear in the first quarter as the
strong dollar weighed on international sales. During the first
three months, Donnelly reported
that Textron Aviation handed
over 12 King Airs, down from
26 in that same time frame last

year, and 35 Citations, one more
compared with a year ago.
According to Donnelly,
demand has not diminished
for King Airs; instead, international buyers, who typically
account for more than half of
the sales of the turboprop twins,
have deferred purchasing plans
due to unfavorable currency
exchange rates. “They’ve tried
to beat us down on price, but
we held the line. We know the
aircraft is the right one for their
mission, so they’ll be back,” he
said. “I’d rather turn down a sale
[at a discounted price] than sell
at too low of a margin.” For the
full year, Donnelly expects King
Air deliveries to be on par with
the 106 shipped in 2016.
First-quarter revenues at
Textron Aviation skidded $121
million from a year ago, to $970
million, in part due to lower King
Air volumes, while profits were
halved, to $36 million. Backlog at
the aviation unit was $1 billion as
of March 31, largely unchanged
from December 31.
o
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Boeing Business Jets unit
makes strong start in 2017

Poland has ordered a pair of BBJ2s for use
as head-of-state transportation platforms.

by Kerry Lynch
After sales lagged for most of 2016,
The division’s business in Europe
Boeing Business Jets has gotten off to received a boost under the announced
a strong start this year, logagreement with the Government
ging orders for at least six BBJ
of Poland for two BBJ 2s and a
variants in the past several
737-800 that will be operated as
months. And, Boeing Business
a head-of-state aircraft for the
Jets (Booth M73, Static SD16)
president and top government
comes to EBACE 2017 under
officials. Deliveries are scheduled
new leadership, with Greg
to begin later this year and run
Laxton taking the reins.
through 2020.
The division had sold a total
“We have a great airplane,
of seven Boeing Business Jets
which will be very well equipped.
from late April 2016 through Greg Laxton, vice
This airplane can run the counearly April 2017, Laxton president, Boeing
try from the air,” said Polish
Business Jets
reported last month. However,
deputy defense minister Bartosz
all but one have come since early December, Kownacki of the deal announced in March.
and most of those in 2017. “We’ve had a
Boeing Business Jets also has sold the
good beginning to the year,” said Charles first of its new Max 7 BBJ variant that
Colburn, marketing director for Boeing was announced last fall.
Business Jets.
Unveiled at the NBAA Convention in
This success is expected to continue November, the Max 7 “rounds out the
with a number of “very active” discus- Max family,” Laxton said. The 12,964sions ongoing in Europe, as well as other km (7,000-nm) bizliner will provide a
regions, including China, Colburn said. 70-sq-ft (6.5-sq-m)-larger cabin than
Europe has accounted for 18 percent of the BBJ1 and more luggage room in the
all BBJs sold and 17 percent of the tra- lower lobe. The aircraft is slated for cerditional 737-based BBJ/BBJ Max.
tification in 2021.
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The first of the BBJ Max family, the
Max 8, will enter the region in 2018. Two
are slated for delivery that year.
Boeing is nearing the end of traditional
737-based BBJ sales, Colburn said, noting
that the Boeing Business Jet division will
soon transition to all-Max sales. Boeing
allocates six 737 production slots a year to
Boeing Business Jets, although he said the
bizliner division can ask for more. With
that allocation in production capacity, the
company has sold into 2019, when the
Boeing 737 line is expected to transition
over to a primarily Max line.
This leaves only the final few slots for
the traditional 737-based BBJs.
Laxton, meanwhile, made his first
appearance last month during China’s
ABACE show as vice president of Boeing
Business Jets and government and military
sales for Boeing Commercial Airplanes.

Laxton joined Boeing Business Jets
after serving as sales director in the
Northeast Asia region, responsible for
the sales of commercial airplanes and
related services to Air China, Air China
Cargo, Shandong Airlines and Shenzhen
Airlines. He joined Boeing in 2004 as the
capture team lead for the F-15K followon programs in Korea and Singapore.
He led campaigns for the 737 Airborne
Early Warning and Control aircraft
and the F-15K, and later served as the
Boeing Defense country director in
South Korea.
His predecessor, David Longridge,
announced late last year that he was leaving Boeing Business Jets to become vice
president of sales for commercial aviation
service. Longridge’s departure came near
his two-year anniversary as president of
the business jet division.
o

BizjetMobile offers carry-on satcom
by Matt Thurber
BizjetMobile has approached
the problem of low-cost airborne connectivity by offering
portable Iridium satellite systems that can easily be moved
from aircraft to aircraft. There
are two systems available from
BizjetMobile (Booth M115), the
Chiimp device with Bluetooth
for aircraft that already have an
Iridium satcom installed, and
the Chiimp Smart system, which
includes the Iridium satcom and
Bluetooth connectivity.
While Iridium satcoms are
currently limited in bandwidth,
with a network speed of 2.4
Kbps, they can be used for voice
calling, texting and light emailing. But Iridium’s Next satellite
constellation is being built now,
with launches already under way.
This will increase the network’s
speed significantly, although
new satcom transceivers will be
required to take advantage of the
higher-speed network.
To use the basic Chiimp system, all that is required is connecting the device to aircraft
power and to the existing Iridium
satcom’s standard data port.
According to BizjetMobile, “In
some cases, the data port may
need to be wired from the satcom
system, which is a very simple process and a minor modification.”
Chiimp costs $599 per month,
and that includes unlimited texting, email and inbox checking
via BizjetMobile’s GetMail email
system in the Chiimp mobile app.

eliminate bill shock, according
to BizjetMobile, “at the end of
the flight, and disputes on data
used.” Konng costs $1,000, plus
$599 per month.
BizjetMobile also includes

its Chiimp tracking service with
any system purchase. The service
allows operators to monitor the
position of aircraft equipped
with Chiimp systems and view
previous flight location data. o

BizjetMobile’s inflight systems use Bluetooth to display on personal devices.

Chiimp Smart

For aircraft without an existing satcom, BizjetMobile offers
the Chiimp Smart system, which
includes the Iridium transceiver
and Bluetooth connectivity in
one portable box. Chiimp Smart
does require connection to aircraft power and to an Iridium
antenna. BizjetMobile sells the
system for $9,990 (not including
the antenna), and this includes one
year of unlimited texting, email
and GetMail. After the first year,
the service costs $599 per month.
The BizjetMobile Konng system is designed to help operators
and passengers manage airborne
connectivity costs, with a router
that connects via Ethernet cable
or Wi-Fi to the aircraft’s existing inflight connectivity system. This provides passengers
and crew with unlimited texting, email and GetMail service plus instant feedback on
how much airborne connectivity service they are using and the
cost of that service. This helps

Our skills. Your efficiency.
AMAC Aerospace is a world leader in Maintenance
and Completion services for both narrow and wide-body
VIP aviation. Our bespoke handling of VIP maintenance
projects is world renowned and our “Return to Service”
are world-class for completions.
AMAC’s craftspeople and engineers are intelligent
and discerning. No completion project is too small or too big.
Whether your aircraft is a Global Express, narrow/widebody – Airbus/Boeing. We are ready to cater for your
every desire with every conceivable material and we welcome
the opportunity to serve you.

www.amacaerospace.com
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by Charles Alcock
General and business aviation
now accounts for more than half
the overall balance sheet at Swiss
aircraft manufacturer Pilatus.
This trend is likely to increase
once the new PC-24 midsize jet
enters service at the end of 2017.
Last month, Pilatus reported
reduced sales revenues of SFr 821
million ($842 million) for 2016
but stressed that these were better than anticipated, given where
the company stands in the current
business cycle. This represents a
25 percent drop in revenues compared to 2015. Last year, the company achieved profits of SFr 89
million ($91.3 million)—53 percent down on 2015. The sales
backlog stood at SFr 1.7 billion
($1.74 billion), and this figure
does not include any of the PC-24
orders logged to date.
Last year was the first since
2012 for which general and
business aviation income has
accounted for the largest part of

Pilatus’s portfolio (representing
56 percent of total income). Sales
of the new PC-12NG turboprop
single were up 30 percent on the
previous year—at 91 aircraft
compared to 70 in 2015. “This
is in an environment in which all
the major business aircraft manufacturers have had to contend
with stagnating or declining sales
figures,” said the company in an
April 28 press release.
“Pilatus is committed to sustainable long-term business development,” commented company
chairman Oscar Schwenk. “We
knew that the 2016 results would
be somewhat lower in terms of
EBIT. But we have purposely
invested in the future to create a
solid basis for the coming years.”
During 2016, Pilatus added 56
new staff, taking total employees
to 1,961, and 170 positions are
expected to be added during calendar year 2017. The company is
adding two new apprenticeship

Advanced Flight Testing

The Pilatus engineering team
now has three PC-24 prototypes
involved in test flights, and, as of
late April, they had collectively
logged more than 1,500 hours.
The third prototype incorporates final design and system
configurations that will apply to
serial production models, which
are already being built ahead of
anticipated type certification in
the fourth quarter of this year.
At the company’s Stans headquarters, it is building a new
10,000-sq-m (107,643-sq-ft)
final assembly hall, plus a surface treatment center at a cost of
around $61 million. It is investing

MARK WAGNER

Bizav takes center stage
in Pilatus business plan

programs this summer, taking
the total to 13. It is already training 115 apprentices.
On the military side of its
business, Pilatus achieved an
important breakthrough in late
2016 when France’s air force
selected its PC-21 trainer. The
French military is taking 17
of the single-turboprop aircraft and will use them to train
future Rafale fighter pilots. The
Royal Jordanian Air Force and
Britain’s Empire Test Pilots
School also have ordered PC-21s.
Pilatus chairman Oscar Schwenk believes the PC-24 midsize jet, due to enter service in
late 2017, promises above-average runway performance and a spacious cabin.

a further $41 million in new milling machines that the company
says will allow it to “keep production in Switzerland, in spite
of high labor costs.”
In the U.S., Pilatus is improving facilities at its subsidiary company in Broomfield,
Colorado, by combining final
assembly and administrative
offices in one location. The U.S.
operation works with clients over
cabin interior options for the
PC-12 and PC-24 models.
Pilatus bills the PC-24
as the “Super Versatile Jet”
in recognition of its above
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average performance on short
and unpaved runways, with a
takeoff balanced field length
of 2,690 feet. Landing distance
over a 50-foot obstacle is 2,525
feet. It is also the only aircraft in
its class with a pallet-sized cargo
door as standard equipment.
The 17,650-pound-max-takeoff-weight twinjet offers range
of up to 1,950 nm with four passengers, or 1,800 nm with six
passengers. Its maximum cruise
speed is 425 ktas and it takes 30
minutes for a direct climb to its
maximum cruise altitude of
45,000 feet.
o

Airbus Helicopters
woos the yachting set
by Ian Sheppard
Airbus Helicopters (Booth Z58)
does not expect the helicopter
market, which has contracted significantly over the past three years,
to recover in 2017. The rotorcraft
manufacturer does believe things
will improve in 2018, with growth
expected in 2019 (200 aircraft)
and further boosted in 2024 (300
aircraft). The fleet will double,
Airbus believes, in 10 years and
approximately triple over the
next 20 years, with strong drivers being Western European and
U.S. renewals and Asian growth.
However, for now the company
is keeping active fulfilling its
orders and picking up some new
ones, while focusing on improving quality.
Fred Lemos, global head of
private and business aviation
Europe, told reporters during an
open day at its London Oxford
Airport UK base on April 19
that the global fleet was now
4,000 helicopters, but values
were at their lowest levels since
2008 (down some 12 percent).

Private and business aviation
(PBA) accounts for 103 (down
from 200 in 2012), or 82 aircraft
excluding those rated at less than
1.3 metric tons.
Lemos said Airbus has 59
percent of the civil and parapublic market (303 helicopters) and
33 percent of the PBA market
(aircraft greater than 1.3 metric
tons). He noted that the lightsingle market (occupied by the
likes of the Robinson 66 and
Guimbal Cabri G2) was “not a
target” for Airbus.
He profiled the typical PBA
user as averaging 100 flight hours
a year, with short flights of 30
minutes to 1.5 hours being the
norm. “Although they prefer to
buy new, the ownership period
lasts eight years, although owners generally prefer to limit ownership to five years.”
Quality Drive

Airbus Helicopters is putting
a major focus on quality, in an
attempt to “differentiate” itself

Bill Long, head of UK operational
marketing, demonstrates the new
Helionix cockpit’s centralized
maintenance system, which is similar to
that on the actual helicopters.

from competitors. This supports
resale value, while also catering to customers used to quality jet and yacht interiors. The
H135 and H145 helicopters are
“increasingly attractive” to yacht
owners due to their compatibility with the vessels, said Lemos.
The Airbus HCare support
and services package also helps
lower maintenance cost and
maximize resale value.
Recent deliveries completed
by the European manufacturer
include the first H175 VIP delivery (yacht configured) and the
first H145 Mercedes-Benz (which
was a new H145 T2 variant). This
year’s highlights will include the

Jet Aviation San Juan
tempting global visitors

new H160 VIP, the first Helionixequipped H135 VIP delivery and
the second H175 VIP delivery.
During the visit to Oxford
Airport, journalists were given
a demonstration of the Helionix
digital avionics fixed-base
trainer. The new flight deck,
produced in-house, is clearly
highly automated, but intuitive,
and can be installed with from
one to four screens. The suite is
expected to be installed on the

entire Airbus Helicopters model
family in a few years.
The cockpit’s automatic
flight control system is based
on the EC225 autopilot, providing “complete control” over
the flight envelope. It also has
redundancy built in such that
any malfunction leads to automatic reconfiguration without
the pilot’s intervention. Helionix
is currently certified for the
EC175 and EC145 T2.
o

Jet Aviation recently acquired its newest
facility in the Americas at Luis Muñoz
International Airport, San Juan, Puerto Rico.

by Curt Epstein
Following its purchase of a
minority share of Puerto Ricobased Pazos FBO Services, Jet
Aviation will rebrand the facility, one of two aviation service
providers at Luis Muñoz Marin
International Airport, as Jet
Aviation San Juan. The two companies are formalizing the agreement with a signing ceremony
here at EBACE.
The $6 million FBO, which
opened last fall, includes a pilot
suite with showers and snooze
room, flight planning area,
executive passenger lounge,
A/V-equipped conference room
and aircraft maintenance. A
22,000-sq-ft hangar, capable
of sheltering the latest class of
ultra-long-range business jets, is
on track for completion this fall.
While Pazos exhibited by itself
at last year’s EBACE, the facility
this year joins the line up of those
exhibiting at the Jet Aviation
booth (R134).
Jet Aviation Group president
Rob Smithsaid, “The brand new
San Juan-based FBO, with more

than 20,000 sq ft of space including expanded aircraft parking
ramp with capacity for increased
traffic and future additional hangar facilities, is the perfect fit for
Jet Aviation to continue expanding our reach within the region.”
The location, which will be
managed by Jet Aviation as its
10th location in the Americas,
is the only FBO in Puerto Rico
with a full-service, onsite U.S.
Customs and Border Protection
terminal for customs, immigration and agricultural clearance of
international flights. The airport
serves as a key U.S. entry port for
aircraft from the Caribbean and
South America. The new facility
began operations on December
22, and by the end of 2016, it
had processed 59 international
flights. By the end of April, that
number had risen to 945 flights
and nearly 3,000 passengers. “We
foresee the upward trend to continue as more people and companies become aware of the new
facilities,” said Pazos president
José Maldonado, who maintains

a majority stake in the location.
Maldonado said he had
been approached by many
other companies seeking such
a deal. In the end, he chose Jet
Aviation because he felt the
General Dynamics subsidiary
was the best organized, internationally. “Adding Jet Aviation’s
global strength, resources
and management expertise is
the perfect next step for us,”
he noted. “There is only one
Pazos, and there are over 22 Jet
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Aviation FBOs. There are 36 Jet
Aviation installations throughout the world, including their
MROs and maintenance facilities, and I believe that bringing
in a partner with global presence would increase our presence in the industry,” he told
AIN, adding the location has
already begun to see benefits
from the new association.
Also making its EBACE
debut this year as a Jet Aviation
facility is the company’s FBO

at Washington D.C.’s Dulles
International Airport. The
Zurich-based company acquired
the location from Ross Aviation
in January, and held its grand
opening last month. The FBO
complex encompasses six hangars, 10 acres of ramp space
and a newly renovated terminal
that includes on-site customs
and immigration services, VIP
lounge, flight-planning center,
executive conference room and
on-site car rental.
o

Ruggedly Handsome
Dependable, trustworthy FMS. Approaches life with spontaneity and ready for new
adventures, including ADS-B, WAAS/LPV and Datalink. Easy to get along with and a
good communicator. Ready for a long-term relationship.
Visit EBACE stand Y66 or uasc.com to learn more.

ADS-B | LPV/WAAS | DATALINK

uasc.com

Flexjet’s UK division
gears up for U.S. clients

Flexjet UK sees its fleet of G-registered Nextant XTi
remanufactured twinjets as the ideal vehicle for its Global Access
program—shuttling U.S. share owners around Europe after
arriving in the UK on board a long-range business jet.

by Chad Trautvetter
Since its unveiling last year at
EBACE, Flexjet Ltd., the UK
sister company of U.S.-based
Flexjet, acquired FlairJet in
August and then started operations under Flairjet’s UK CAA
air operator certificate, managing five business aircraft. More
recently, in March, Flexjet Ltd.
took delivery of its first dedicated fleet aircraft—a Nextant
400XTi—and now has three of

Ray Jones, CEO, Flexjet

the remanufactured light jets,
with plans for up to 10 by this
time next year.
The remanufactured Nextant
light jets were chosen for their
2,003-nm, intra-European
range and comfortable cabins,
the company said. They each
have a complete refreshment
center, fully enclosed aft lavatory, a three-place divan and
Wi-Fi connectivity.
The European arm of
Flexjet’s dedicated fleet will
be made available to U.S.based Flexjet owners who need
point-to-point private jet travel
within the region or to the
Middle East or Africa. CEO
Ray Jones said that Flexjet
Ltd. will continue to provide
aircraft charter and management services alongside flight
services for North Americabased Flexjet customers.
Eventually, the company plans to offer tailored

Europe continues reign
as aircraft trading hub
by Charles Alcock
Europe remains a key market for trading private aircraft and, more specifically,
the annual EBACE show is a
prime location for conducting
this trade. These are the factors that keep global preowned
aircraft broker Jetcraft focused
on the region, but, as company

president Chad Anderson
told AIN, the European market is complex and requires
deep expertise.
“Overall activity in Europe
isn’t bad in terms of having
good sellers there, and there
is still demand from buyers,” he commented. “In 2016,

international programs to
European-based business aircraft owners looking to exit
whole-aircraft ownership, as
well as users of charter services
looking for a more personalized
service. More offerings could
also be added later as additional
models enter its European fleet.
For now, the European sister company’s dedicated fleet
serves Flexjet’s North American
customers. As an example of
how this works, a U.S. Flexjet

fractional share owner uses
Flexjet’s Global Access program to fly into Europe and
then fly on one of Flexjet Ltd.’s
400XTis for intra-Europe travel.
Global Access provides access
to Flexjet’s long-range, largecabin aircraft—currently three
Bombardier Global Expresses
and six Gulfstream G450s—
for transatlantic travel, billed
at hourly rates that decrease the
longer the distance flown. The
Gulfstream G650 and G500

are expected to join the Global
Access fleet by year-end.
“This is just the starting
point for Flexjet in Europe. We
will have more, larger aircraft
based in the region at some
point,” Michael Silvestro said
last year at EBACE. “We see a
lot of opportunity in Europe,
so we expect our operations to
quickly grow here.”
Both Flexjet and Nextant
Aerospace are part of the
Directional Aviation group. o

20 percent of our deals came
from the region and it’s very
important to us.”
That said, most aircraft sold
are leaving Europe to go to buyers based elsewhere, in many
cases to North America. In
part because European sellers
are currently benefitting from
the strength of the U.S. dollar,
which bolsters what they make
on transactions.
“The market always looks
favorably on European aircraft, which are generally in
good condition, fairly young,

well equipped and well maintained, due to the good support infrastructure,” Anderson
added. “But there is definitely
more supply than demand there.
And for North American buyers, Europe just doesn’t seem
that far away these days.”
However, economic and
political uncertainty—due
to factors such as the UK’s
impending Brexit separation
from the European Union—
continue to suppress demand
and business aviation activity generally within the continent. “There is still too much
unknown in Europe and we can’t
predict when the market will
bounce back,” said Anderson.
“It’s still more of a supply than
a demand market, but remains
the second largest market [for
business aircraft] worldwide.
And that’s why we’ll continue to
invest time and resources there,
because it will bounce back as a
demand market.”

Jetcraft is that the continent
is a strong draw for wealthy
individuals from Africa, the
Middle East and Russia. “It’s
a lovely melting pot,” concluded Anderson.
Meanwhile, Jetcraft sees
trading conditions in North
America getting stronger in
the wake of the November 2016
election that brought business
aviation cheerleader Donald
Trump to the White House as
U.S. President. “This has driven
a return in confidence to the
market,” commented Anderson.
“Deals are still hard to do, but
activity levels are up. Deals
don’t just fall in your lap, but
when certain aircraft hit the
right price point, all the inventory goes quickly and there is
enough stability in demand
that inventory isn’t sitting there
too long. Sellers can no longer
be arrogant when it comes to
resolving pre-sales issues.”
Generally speaking, the aircraft that move most quickly
on the market are less than five
years old, according to Jetcraft.
“There is still a nice enough difference in price between these
aircraft and new models, while
the older aircraft have a relatively higher rate of depreciation,” Anderson said. “There
has been a healthy reduction in
inventory, so the market isn’t
paralyzed anymore.”
o

Melting Pot of Wealth

Jetcraft president Chad Anderson agrees that Europe continues to be a prime market for his firm’s aircraft brokerage services.
Nevertheless, he acknowledges that the market is complex, requiring a deep understanding of its subtle influences.
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U.S.-based Jetcraft’s European
headquarters is in Zurich,
Switzerland, and the group’s
founder and chairman, Jahid
Fazal-Karim, is based in
Europe. European representatives Pascal Bachman and
Guillaume Chamoin are based,
respectively, in Geneva and
Paris. Part of the attraction for
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JetNet products keep industry up to speed
by Samantha Cartaino
Aircraft database company JetNet (Booth
X129) is showcasing a variety of products
here at EBACE. Some of these include
Aerodex Elite, Aerodex Mobile, JetNet
Intel, JetNet Values and YachtSpot.
EBACE attendees can view JetNet’s suite
of services at its booth. In addition to its
participation here at EBACE, JetNet
recently became an EBAA member.
Aerodex Elite gives customers access

to analyses of individual aircraft or entire
fleets from operators, airports and management companies. The product combines an
owner/operator database with the FAA’s
traffic flow management system (TFMS)
so customers can receive information near
real time. Aerodex Mobile consists of this
same database but in a mobile platform.
JetNet Intel offers utilization and portfolio data on aircraft, companies, operators,

airports and more. At the same time, JetNet
Values features sold prices with data assessment tools for users to make decisions
about finance, insurance, valuation and
appraisals. While it was just announced last
year, JetNet Values has 2,600 sales prices for
approximately 225 aircraft models.
YachtSpot is a database that focuses on
bringing together aviation and yacht professionals. The product allows dealers and

brokers, OEMs and shipyards to search
through the top performers in yacht and
aircraft resale charter. It also allows those
in the aviation and yacht industries to collaborate on resale, charter, referrals, insurance, finance and more.
JetNet v-p Tony Esposito said, “2017
marks JetNet’s sixteenth consecutive
appearance at EBACE. This has always
been an excellent venue for us, one where
we have learned much about the highly
important European component of the
global business aviation market. And while
the last eight years have been a challenge
for us all, today there is an undeniable optimism for the future. It’s evident in North
America—and even more so throughout
Europe—so we are delighted to return to
Geneva with so many wonderful new tools
to better serve this great industry.”
o
HULLO AIRCREW APP
HELPS WITH HIRING WOES

Our Promise: as a global aviation services provider, we recognize the
importance of providing clients with industry-leading capabilities
and expertise. We believe that there is more... Our strength
resides in our Flexibility to respond to individual clients needs.
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“TRUST US TO BE YOUR GLOBAL AIRCRAFT SERVICES PARTNER”

clients, employees, and partners. Our commitment
to Innovation is to provide leading-edge services.
We are dedicated to ensuring that these values
are at the core of everything we do.
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Executive & Business Aviation Support Ltd.
Tel: +44 (0)7715 670282 or +44 (0)7824 566488
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“Your Support Solution
Located at London-Stansted Airport (EGSS) in the
UK, We provide FAST comprehensive solutions for all your
maintenance needs, ensuring the highest level of commitment
and service.
Base/Line Maintenance, Modifications and AOG Support.
Aircraft Types: Bombardier BD-700 (Global) Series and
CL-600 (Challenger 601,604,605 and 850).
st

Shortly adding (1 Qtr. 2017): Bombardier BD-100
(Challenger 300 and 350), Gulfstream IV and
Gulfstream G550.
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Completions I Paint I MRO I Avionics

Hullo Aircrew (Booth S51) is a new app
designed to address problems operators have in recruiting suitable aircrew.
“Operators struggle to find aircrew, while
freelance aircrew struggle to find regular
work as there is no one place for them to
advertise availability,” said Keiron Blay,
co-founder and CEO of Hullo Aircrew,
which was launched in September 2016.
“We’re [also] giving aircrew a PA in their
pocket, with reminders on expiry dates
[of licences, medicals etc]…we’ll be their
back office.” Blay used to work for aircraft management and charter company
Hangar8, which is now part of the Gama
Aviation group.
Steve Payne, co-founder and COO
of the company, told reporters at a
briefing at Oxford Airport in the UK last
month, “We already have more than
200 aircrew signed up. There are no
subscription fees for aircrew or operators, fees are payable only when a job
booking is completed.” The aim is to
have 500 pilots and cabin crew signed
up by the end of the first year.
Hullo Aircrew operates an escrow
account facility so that initial payments
from operators to air crew can be paid
this way. The fee for operators is 7 percent, which Payne argued is much
cheaper than most recruitment agencies.
The pilots are charged a small fee too.
Blay said the company anticipates
a full launch of the app at the EBACE
show in Geneva this week. It will start
in Europe and go worldwide later, and
will be aimed initially at business aviation only. The app will go on Apple’s
European app store first and later in the
U.S. “We’re trying to be the one-stop
shop for pilots,” he said. Later enhancements could come through links with
other platforms, such as an e-logbook.
Where Hullo Aircrew could be really
useful, said operations manager Edward
Cousins, is if a pilot becomes ill and needs
to be replaced by the operator at very
short notice. The company has retained a
lawyer so “at stage two, we may include
a model [employment] contract.” —I.S.
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Security still a concern
for business aviation
by Chad Trautvetter
As for the wider air transport
industry, the security environment for business aviation continues to be both fluid and
challenging for aircraft operators. An EBACE conference session today at 3:30 p.m. (Hall 3,
Room Q) will consider the most
current issues facing the industry in Europe.
The European Business
Aviation Association is now
having to focus on the impact of
the latest European Commission
rules on passenger name records.
At the same time, the group
members are trying to develop
best practices to respond to the
derogations (exemptions) now
granted to the business aviation sector under the new EC
2016/2096 regulations.
The Enhancing Security Together conference sessions will
be moderated by Terry Yeomans of the International Business Aviation Council. The panelists will include Patricia Davis
from TAG Aviation UK, Hugo Lücke from Belgium-based
Flying Group and Sean Raftery
from Universal Aviation UK.
On the other side of the
Atlantic, business aviation in the
U.S. so far has avoided many of
the security regulatory burdens
stemming from the 9/11 terrorist attacks. However, at an inaugural security conference held
by the U.S. National Business
Aviation Association in January,
Doug Carr, the group’s vice president of regulatory and international affairs, insisted that the
U.S. industry takes the issue
“very seriously.”
Because security has always
been a core priority for business
aviation, Carr said that additional
federal regulations—such as the

in-development large-aircraft
rule—might not necessarily yield
better security. However, Gregory
Reigel, of law firm Shackelford,
Bowen, McKinley & Norton,
said that corporate flight departments should always be seeking
to improve security. He suggested that departments work
with their hangar lessor and airport management to evaluate and
strengthen security at home base
by examining access, surveillance
systems and lighting.
Reigel said that flight departments should also have internal security policies for vendors
and employees that address vetting, contract negotiations and
non-disclosure/confidentiality
agreements. On the employee
side, these policies must address
background checks, travel policies and non-disclosure/confidentiality agreements.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s
vice president of global aviation,
Richard Walsh, urged business
aviation operators to take a
multi-faceted approach: “One
program will not provide the
solution. It has to be a holistic
approach; it’s no different from
how we handle aviation safety.”
But he acknowledged that getting passengers to adhere to the
flight department’s security protocols can be difficult: “Expect
that travelers will comply with
only what they want to. Our customers are difficult and can be
complacent about security.”
But globalization, pressure to
contain flight department costs
and operations at smaller, less
secure airports, among other
things, have all elevated the
security risk for corporate aircraft operators. “In this higherthreat environment, we have a

Even with naturally tight control on passengers and access to private aircraft, security concerns remain an issue for business flying.

duty to look out for our passengers’ security,” Walsh said.
On this note, he suggested
putting together current travel
and security tips for employees who travel, either commercially or on board the company
aircraft. Travel warnings can be
obtained from the U.S. State
Department website or flightplanning companies, he noted.
Walsh recommended conducting periodic security and travel
safety training for employees.
Eric Moilanen of Premier
Corporate Security added that
being out of the country requires
even more vigilance: “We stand
out as foreigners. Trust your
instincts; something usually
doesn’t feel right before a crime
happens.” Flight departments
should also establish some kind
of code word or phrase that passengers can use to alert the flight
crew that something is wrong
when they arrive for a flight,
Walsh said. Should a passenger
say that word or phrase upon
their arrival at the airport, “Then
we can cancel the flight for a supposed maintenance or weather
issue and call the police for help.”
Cybersecurity

It’s not just physical security
threats that should be on a flight
department’s radar, according to
NBAA director of information

While FBO terminals, like this one at Air Center Scottsdale, may be more low-key than airline gates, there are still safety requirements.
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technology Todd Wormington.
Cybersecurity is the “greatest
threat” to companies, he warned,
and phishing attacks sent by
email top the list. “You need to
train employees on how to spot
and report suspicious emails,”
Wormington said. “Routinely
test them to raise awareness and
educate about common tricks.”
When logging into company
networks and websites, he recommended using two-tier authentication when available—the second
layer typically being an access code
sent to a cellphone—and always
creating “strong” passwords. The
password for the complimentary
Wi-Fi at the conference emphasized his point: “longer passwords
are better.” To avoid password
fatigue, he suggested using a password manager or biometrics.
Wormington said that all flight
department-issued computers,
mobile phones and tablets should
be patched with software updates
as soon as they become available.
“Attackers are able to exploit vulnerabilities much more quickly—
often within days of disclosure,”
he emphasized. “Automation
is the key to getting this done
quickly and universally.”
Firewalls and anti-virus software are not a panacea, the
NBAA staffer said, adding that
“most malware” can evade both.
Instead, Wormington advised
attendees to use security software designed to look constantly
for indicators of attacks or compromises and “isolate compromised devices automatically.”
Pilots and passengers should
avoid using free public Wi-Fi,
especially in hotels, he noted,
adding that using cellular data is
safer. He recommends using a virtual private network (VPN) whenever not on the company network
for added security. Laptops,
mobile devices, networks and
websites should be encrypted,
Wormington said, while emphasizing maintaining daily backups
to protect against accidental data
loss and to avoid being a victim

of ransom ware, where a cyber
thief blocks access to a computer
or device until a ransom is paid.
But cybersecurity doesn’t
stop with electronic devices that
pilots and passengers might bring
on board the company airplane.
Rockwell Collins principal systems security engineer Kelli Wolfe
noted that the aircraft’s avionics
should not be exempt from cybersecurity scrutiny, especially as
systems have become more digital and connected. However, she
emphasized that there has been
no successful cyberattack of an
avionics system yet.
Next-generation all-digital backbone avionics systems
have much more security exposure than “closed” systems of the
past, Wolfe said. Modern avionics rely on common networking
protocols, complex integrated
computing platforms, mobile
enablement of flight-deck services, tight integration with the
“internet of things” and flightdeck services and automation of
pilot control systems.
Avionics manufacturers are
addressing these vulnerabilities,
she noted, by limiting accessibility through use of authentication and encryption; allowing
changes only by authorized people or processes; and making
service functions available only
when needed. Also, per Arinc
811, essential aircraft control,
communication and navigation
functions are walled off from
incoming data originating with
cabin entertainment and other
non-essential systems to protect
against a cyber attack.
Still, Wolfe said that any
device connected to the aircraft
should be treated as a “potential threat.” As a precaution, she
suggested that flight departments
have in place policies and procedures to protect IT equipment
that connects to their aircraft
by monitoring security events
and prohibiting using companyissued devices for personal or
unapproved functions.
o
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FAI continues to add
to corporate portfolio
by Ian Sheppard
German charter and airambulance operator FAI Aviation
Group (Booth F70, with Avinode)
continues to add aircraft to its fleet.
FAI also says it wants to acquire
one or two “no-asset” aircraft
management companies to allow
it to offer “turnkey packages” to
owners. It has also completed a
new hangar which will further
expand its capabilities in MRO
and provide more space for aircraft storage. Since 2011, FAI has
established an impressive base at
the Nuremberg’s Albrecht Dürer
Airport, where it was founded by
chairman Siegfried Axtmann.
During an AIN visit to
Nuremberg in late April,
Axtmann suggested that noasset managers were struggling,
with the fees they’re able to command at rock-bottom. “$10,000 a
month for a Global? You cannot
make money with this manage-

FAI Aviation Group founder and chairman
Siegfried Axtmann

ment fee. The owners expect you
to maintain a CAMO and AOC
and [look after their aircraft]
at cost. So you have to rely on
fuel and handling kickbacks to
make money. This is not a business model.” For FAI however, he
noted, “We already have all this,
so adding one or two more aircraft doesn’t matter, and we can
put them into already empty slots
for maintenance. We’re flexible.”
However, he said most managers
who were potential partners had
“crazy, unrealistic expectations.”
Axtmann showed journalists
the company’s new hangar and
explained that the company’s fleet
is still growing. The latest additions
consist of another Global Express
XRS and a Challenger 604. Its
fleet now comprises four Global
Expresses, six Challenger 604s, 11
Learjet 60s, two Learjet 55s,and
a Beechcraft Premier 1A and
King Air 350. Axtmann said 20
are managed aircraft, and it owns
the other five. The majority of its

work consists of the air ambulance
business. It flew a total of 13,000
hours last year (10,000 air ambulance hours, the equivalent of 117
times around the globe).
Axtmann expressed strong
views on the used aircraft market and that corporates were
best advised to buy a white tail
and keep it, for 10 years say,
because loss of value now far
outstrips allowable depreciation. “Germany allows 9 percent
depreciation in the first two years
but the aircraft can lose 35 percent,” he said. Business aircraft
values are now plummeting after
purchase, similar to luxury cars
and yachts, he added.
He also said OEMs’ focus tends
to be on the consistency of the
percentage of used aircraft available in the market. He noted that
because the overall fleet is growing, this means that there are more
and more used aircraft available,
thus depressing prices. “There is
always 10-20 percent of the fleet
for sale, but what affects the market is the total number of aircraft
for sale. So the used aircraft market cannot recover, it’s a matter of
supply and demand. And there is
no demand, just supply.”
Axtmann suggested more and
more corporations were turning
their backs on replacing aircraft
and preferring to keep and update
them instead, and noted that even
VistaJet has changed its strategy
to operate aircraft now for 10-to15 years. “The loss of value can’t
be compensated for by chartering in the first five years anymore.” He pointed out that the
first Global G6000 is now listed
for an asking price of $25.8 million, having sold new for $54 million in 2012. Meanwhile “another
used Global that is two years old
has gone from $54 million to $34
million. That’s the best example
of what’s hitting the market, just
three words, ‘Loss of Value.’”
And if interest rates were more
like their historic levels, 5 to 7 percent rather than 2 percent, “the
situation would be much worse.”
Why are people still buying
new aircraft then? “Such big
losses can only be justified by lifestyle, and they let you participate
in the loss of money.” Axtmann
said that if the loss of value wasn’t
there, and could be covered by
chartering the aircraft out, “We
would buy 10 more aircraft.”
So what caused the problem in
the market in the first place? In

Based at Nuremburg’s Albrecht Durer Airport, charter-management firm FAI Aviation Group places one of its focuses on the issue of
diminishing residual value of preowned aircraft. FAI blames OEMs for not producing enough new aircraft when the market was strong.

his view, “The OEMs caused the
problem because they produced
too few aircraft when the Eastern
countries opened up. It was a
time when you could sell on to
another buyer for half a million
to 1.5 million more.” This prefinancial crisis apparent boom
was just due to lack of supply.
But he noted that many of
those customers in Russia, China
and elsewhere who bought new
and lost a lot of money will now
be doubly reluctant to buy new
again. “First-time owners have
been disappointed, and there was
never anything said about loss of
value [from the OEMs].” At the
same time charter rates have been
under a lot of pressure; “A Global
Express costs €4,500 an hour to
operate but there are players in
the market selling [charter] at
€5,000 an hour, because a desperate owner wants to bring in some
revenue. It is not really a business
model. In this case, storage would
be a better solution. Make it a
showcase for prospective buyers.
Putting hours on the airframe
causes greater loss of value, also.
Most aircraft on the market now
[come from] first time buyers
who either have found that the
model doesn’t work or they have
found their needs are far less than
they expected.”

Due to the depreciation regime
that is 21 years, in Germany at
least, Axtmann said it was better
to have a 17-year-old aircraft, so
the whole value could be depreciated in the last four years. He
was keen to state, however, “We
are not an aircraft broker. We
are buying and selling inventory,
that’s all. Our oldest aircraft is a
Learjet 55, but we will phase it
out in the next 18-to-24 months.”
Its last Learjet 35A flew off to a
new owner on March 6.
The only way FAI makes its
air ambulance business profitable
is by having a large enough fleet
to be able to combine flights and
minimize empty legs. “FAI has
built up this market position over
about 20 years,” said Axtmann,
who believes it would be impossible for a start-up to be profitable in the market.
New Hangar

Confident that the MRO market
is growing as people hang on to
their aircraft, FAI recently completed a €7 million “carbon neutral” hangar (Hangar 8) which
doubles the size of its footprint
at its Nuremberg HQ. Its existing hangars, Hangar 6 and 7, are
opposite the new building and
together are equivalent in size,
with Hangar 8’s floor space being

4,800 sq m. FAI’s maintenance
division, FAI Technik, “will use
the new space to provide maintenance work across a range of
aircraft, including its own fleet…
[and] the new hangar will also be
used for aircraft storage to meet
the growing demand for hangar
space in Europe.” FAI Technik
has also bolstered its 60-strong
maintenance team.
Axtmann told AIN that
Hangar 8 could accommodate three A320s or five Global
Expresses. He added that FAI
has a 30-year rolling contract on
the land from the German state.
Hangar 8 took just eight months
to construct. Axtmann, a qualified
civil engineer, designed it, himself,
through the FAI Group company
that specializes in property development. It has been doing very
well in recent years, especially in
the booming Spanish island of
Ibiza, in the Mediterranean.
On May 4, Bahrain Mumtalakat
Holding Co., the sovereign wealth
fund of the Kingdom of Bahrain,
announced it was acquiring a
“significant” minority stake in
Axtmann Aviation Holding,
which operates FAI Aviation
Group (FAI). The pending transaction is subject to the approval by
Cypriot and German merger control authorities.
o

Exhibiting a strong belief in environmental controls to come and the maintenance, repair and overhaul market, FAI Group recently
completed a new “carbon neutral” hangar (right) at its home base in Nuremberg, Germany. Hangar 8 can accommodate three A320s.
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ALI secures Falcon LED approvals
by Kerry Lynch
Aircraft Lighting International
(ALI) has obtained U.S. FAA
parts manufacturing approval
(PMA) for its 8 mm LED direct
replacement lighting package for
Dassault Falcon 2000s, 900s and

50s. The PMA enables operators
to replace existing fluorescent
bulbs without obtaining certification for installation.
ALI worked closely with
Dassault on the lighting package,

which can extend the lifecycle of
the lights by as much as 10 times.
The lighting system has been
installed in more than 20 Falcons
so far, and general manager
Shervin Rezaie said he has received
Aircraft Lighting International’s 8-mm
LED lights were designed to replace
fluorescent lamps on Falcon 50, 900 and
2000 aircraft.
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a number of inquiries from customers awaiting the PMA.
The system is “plug and play,”
so it can directly replace existing
lamps with little to no change
to the aircraft, Rezaie said. This
enables aircraft owners to retain
existing lamp holders, diffusers and dimming controls without rewiring. The LED lights
are self-ballasted, meaning they
bypass the aircraft’s AL-2004 ballasts and operate directly off of
28-volt DC ship power, ALI said.
The lights, which come with
a three-year warranty, produce
almost no heat, use less energy
than the originals and are shatter
proof, according to ALI. Rezaie
estimated the LED lights have
a 20,000-hour life span; a typical fluorescent has a life span of
2,000 hours.
With the latest approval, ALI,
which is approaching its 20-year
anniversary, now has PMAs for
LED and fluorescent lights on 72
different aircraft models. These
include primarily business and
general aviation aircraft, as well
as regional aircraft. But with
the growth of the LED market,
Rezaie said that number is on
pace to expand to as many as 90
aircraft by the end of the year.
“We are at the tipping point
where everyone is going LED,”
he said, noting most new aircraft
are now coming out with LED
lights or the option for LED. He
sees this shift continuing over the
next decade until the majority of
aircraft have LEDs.
The Falcon package enabled
ALI to build on its relationship
with Dassault, he said, noting
the majority of the installations
to date have been accomplished
at Dassault service facilities.
The program can also open
the door to future collaborations,
Rezaie added, noting airframers
are now approaching the company for solutions. ALI primarily
supports aircraft in the aftermarket, but it does have a few unannounced forward-fit applications
in the works, he said.
ALI will have its LED system
on display at EBACE 2017 at its
booth (R109).
o
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Luxaviation, ExecuJet
integration allows new
services and efficiencies
by Charles Alcock
The merger of Luxaviation integrating Luxaviation and
and ExecuJet just over two ExecuJet, pointing out that
years ago pushed the com- this is a complex task involvbined companies high up the ing important safety considerrankings of global business ations and complex equipment.
aviation service groups. It also “The central operations suprepresented the sort of consol- port department has added a
idation that Luxaviation CEO layer of efficiency and stanPatrick Hansen argues has dardization,” he said. “And
been sorely lacking in
this, and the new
what he considers to
group broker desk,
be a very inefficient
has helped us to proindustry weakened by
vide a consistently
fragmentation.
good level of serOver the past 12
vice. But we’re not
months the integration
aiming for complete
of the Luxaviation
uniformity because
and ExecuJet busithe service delivered
nesses has taken large
depends on who is
leaps forward with
the client. The busimoves such as the creness model of black
ation of a new central No one knows what
cab is to be the black
operations support Brexit will bring for UK
cab, but our business
department at its and European bizav,
model is to manage
facility in Cambridge, but Luxaviation CEO
the complex differPatrick Hansen says
UK. This oversees all his company’s mobility
ences between what
aspects of CAMO means it’s prepared.
clients want.”
cover, flight dispatch,
Pressed on the state
crew training, manof the business aviaagement, travel coordination tion sector, Hansen commented:
for the group’s entire fleet and “The market is still completely
flight crew.
irrational and stupid. Aircraft
“Following our integra- management and charter are
tion with ExecuJet, the former really low margin businesses, and
shared services department grew when I look at the profit-andto provide services for most of the loss [statements] for the comgroup’s entities,” explained cen- panies I’ve bought and those I
tral operations support director haven’t bought it just isn’t possiStuart Williamson. “The depart- ble to understand. So many peoment provides a consistent level ple are still in this business simply
of service excellence supporting because it is their passion.”
most aircraft in the Luxaviation
Also likely to arise pasGroup’s fleet. The transition to sions is the vexed issues of the
central operations support now UK’s Brexit departure from the
enables us to provide a team of European Union in 2019 and
more than 90 staff who manage a what this will mean for busimuch higher number of aircraft. ness aviation. The topic will be
We are looking forward to bring- addressed in an EBACE panel
ing on additional team members discussion at 10.30 a.m. on
who can manage a large, interna- Tuesday, May 23 (Hall 3 Room
tional organization.”
Q) that will include Luxaviation
The company also now has a UK CEO Patrick Margetsongroup broker desk that handles Rushmore among its speakers.
charter sales for the aircraft it He is also in a panel discussion
operates worldwide. This part of
on the state of the industry at
the operation is supported by sat- 2.15 p.m. today (Hall 3 Room Q).
ellite offices in locations such as
According to Hansen, no
Miami, Hong Kong, and Moscow. one in the industry can accu“We continue to develop our rately foresee what conserelationships with brokers and quences Brexit may have. “But
clients, supported by our col- I am ready for whatever comes,”
leagues in the group’s global he concluded. “I have AOCs in
charter offices,” said group bro- the European Union, in the UK
ker desk head Chris Watson.
and elsewhere so whatever hapHansen told AIN he is pens we will deal with because
pleased with the progress made we are a mobile business.” o

This artist’s concept of the Dutch government’s
BBJ depicts what the aircraft will look like once
it’s completed in the chosen livery.

Dutch government orders
a BBJ for 2019 delivery
by Kerry Lynch
The Dutch Government is acquiring a new Boeing Business
Jet (BBJ, Booth M73) to transport government officials and
the Dutch Royal family. The
aircraft, which will be registered
PH-GOV, will be fitted with
five auxiliary tanks and provide
4,950-nm range. Fokker Services
is completing the aircraft, which
will be configured for 24 passengers split into two cabins
(12 VIP, 12 staff) and include a
crew rest area and shower. The

interior will include the latest
satcom technologies.
Under the agreement, signed
last month, the aircraft is to roll off
the production line in May 2018.
The completed aircraft is expected
to be delivered in March 2019.
To replace the government’s
existing 22-year-old aircraft, the
new BBJ was acquired for less
than €90 million ($101 million)
including taxes, according to
aircraft consultancy Altea.
The Dutch Government

retained Altea to assist in the sale.
The London, UK-based company is managing the end-to-end
process, including the purchase,
oversight of manufacturing,
modification and completion.
“By partnering externally
with Altea, the Dutch government was able to bring
essential and specific market expertise into the team,”
said Hans Usselstijin, from the
Ministerie van Infrastructuur
& Milieu, adding the partnership helped the government
balance the complexities of the
EU regulations and the public
spending requirements.
The purchase, added Altea,
is believed to be one of the first
state-sponsored commercial aircraft purchases under EU tendering regulations.
“This aircraft purchasing
project had a number of difficult and complex challenges,”
said Altea founding partner Jean
Sémiramoth. But he added that
Altea worked closely with the
Dutch government to build a
solid understanding of the process. “Speaking with one voice
made the process much easier,”
he said.
o
Robin Dunlop, Andrew Butler, and
Jean Sémiramoth (l to r) formed their
London-based aircraft acquisition
and management company Altea as a
“unique platform dedicated to deliver
bespoke aircraft to VIP customers.”

MJET SIGNS UP FOR “CAMP FOR ACJ” MAINTENANCE SERVICES
MJet announced that its fleet has been signed up for the “Camp for ACJ” service. Created by Airbus Corporate
Jets (Booth Z58) and Camp Systems International (Booth O104), the service offers aircraft maintenance tracking
plans with web-based management services. Ultimately, customers and operators receive an integrated solution for their aircraft.
Camp for ACJ combines select services from Airbus Corporate Jets and Camp Systems International.
ACJ’s services are focused on maintenance program customization and technical documentation while Camp
Systems provides web-based maintenance management services. Together, these features create a web-based
aircraft maintenance solution.
Airbus Corporate Jets announced Camp for ACJ at the NBAA show in 2015. Just last year, Taiwan’s EVA
Airways was the first customer in Asia to sign up for the service. Camp Systems supports approximately 70 of
the 180 Airbus corporate jets in service around the world today.
—S.C.
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Textron rolls out online service portal
by Matt Thurber
Textron Aviation’s new web-based
customer portal is rolling out in
phases this year for all customers,
enabling them to monitor progress
and manage maintenance on their
aircraft during visits to the OEM’s
19 factory-owned service centers. So
far, more than 500 operators have
signed up for the portal since it went
live a few months ago.
Owners, operators and directors
of maintenance can access the customer portal via web browsers running on any computer or mobile
device. The portal allows them to initiate a service request, track maintenance events, order parts, review
and approve maintenance tasks, view
invoice history, and pay for services.
In the past, explained Michael
Vercio, vice president of product
support, if technicians found a discrepancy during a maintenance
event, the customer service representative would have to contact the
customer to explain the issue and
seek approval to make the repair,
which could entail a lot of backand-forth communications. With
the customer portal, the owner or

operator can instantly view details
about the issue and related cost estimates, then approve the repair or ask
for further details. Once approved,
that repair automatically gets added
to the invoice. “The customer doesn’t
have to talk to anyone else to get it
done,” he said.
Customers can use the portal to
manage their entire fleet, too. The
portal shows the progress of the
maintenance event as a percentage,
to help the customer see how the
job is progressing. However, the customer can always call the service rep
for more information. In a future version of the portal, Textron Aviation
(Booth V22) plans to add photos
documenting the maintenance event.
“Textron Aviation’s aircraft play
an important role in the productivity and success of our customers,
and the service team continues to
develop solutions to minimize aircraft downtime,” said senior vice
president of customer service Kriya
Shortt. “The new customer portal is yet another example of how
we are investing to deliver on that
commitment.” Customers provided

feedback to help with the design and
development of the portal, and then
helped test it. “The result is an intuitive platform that allows customers
to more efficiently manage their aircraft maintenance,” she said.
The portal could also help customers feel more comfortable not
sending technicians to monitor maintenance events at Textron Aviation
service centers. “We will continue to
have an open-shop environment,”
Shortt said, “and we like those relationships, because it makes it real for
both parties. But if you have something that you need to do, you should
be able to leave with confidence, click
open the portal and say, ‘You said the
aircraft would be ready Tuesday at
noon, you’re at 90 percent, I believe
you’re going to be done.’”
The customer portal is the latest addition to Textron Aviation’s
factory-direct support solutions,
joining the 1View technical publications platform, online parts
ordering, same-day invoicing and
1Call support that is also now available for customers in Europe and
Central and South America.
o

LEADER LUXURY’S FIRST TIME AT EBACE
Montreal-based Leader Luxury (Booth V37) is exhibiting here at
EBACE for the first time. The company specializes in creating
online tools for the business aviation and yacht markets. Leader
Luxury offers services such as an Internet portal for aircraft sales,
a central location for brokers and resellers, and access to prequalified buyers and sellers. The company currently offers approximately 375 business aircraft listings.
Besides online portals, Leader Luxury offers other online services in
different platforms. The company’s eBroadcasts are customized email
campaigns that reach a listing of daily subscribers. Leader Luxury also
uses key word analytics and push marketing for web listings to reach
the correct audience. Social media marketing incorporates technology and social media campaigns while virtual tours showcase listings
on any platform. Services start at $150 and include design, web listing,
mobile app listing, and social media promotion.
Finola Hogan, president of Leader Luxury, said, “We are
very pleased to be exhibiting at EBACE for the first time. We
are committed to providing the industry’s most powerful suite
of e-marketing services in order to guarantee an optimized digital experience to all members of the business aviation community. We look forward to meeting people from across Europe and
around the world at EBACE and invite all interested parties to
visit us on the show floor.”
—S.C.
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Pro Line Fusion equips
604s with touchscreens
by Matt Thurber
Rockwell Collins is partnering with Bombardier and
Nextant Aerospace to upgrade
Challenger 604s with a Pro Line
Fusion touchscreen flight deck.
The Challenger 604 will be the
first Part 25 jet with touchscreen displays in the instrument
panel. Garmin G5000-equipped
jets and Gulfstream’s new
Honeywell-equipped G500/
G600 have touchscreen controllers, although the G500/G600
also has touchscreen panels
replacing switches on the cockpit overhead.
The Challenger 604 upgrade
will be the second Rockwell
Collins Pro Line Fusion touchscreen upgrade in a jet and the
third retrofit program; the first
was the King Air series, and that
was followed by the supplemental type certificate (STC) for the
Part 23 Citation CJ3, which was
approved in April (in partnership with Duncan Aviation and
Textron Aviation).
While Rockwell Collins is
engineering the STC for the
Challenger 604, Bombardier
and Nextant Aerospace will provide installations of the Pro Line
Fusion upgrade at their facilities. The Nextant version of the
upgrade will be designated the
604XT. Nextant will also be the
installation design certification
lead and perform the first installation for the STC program at its
Cuyahoga County Airport facility in Cleveland, Ohio, according
to Craig Olson, Rockwell Collins
vice president and general manager of business and regional
systems. At customer advisory
board meetings, Challenger 604
operators were asking about
upgrade opportunities, he added.

All new King Airs are now
factory-installed with the Pro
Line Fusion touchscreen displays, and the suite is available
as a retrofit. In the 604, the fully
integrated Pro Line Fusion flight
deck will replace the jet’s original
Pro Line 4 CRT-based avionics
with three 14.1-inch landscapeoriented LCDs that increase the
display area by 35 percent. “This
is going to modernize the flight
experience,” Olson said, “with
advanced graphics, configurable windows, and the touchscreen interface.”
The Pro Line Fusion flight
deck is now flying on 18 forwardfit and five aftermarket aircraft
models. The AW609 tiltrotor,
King Airs, CJ3, and Challenger
604 also have the touchscreen
interface. Rockwell Collins
expects the Challenger 604 Pro
Line Fusion STC will earn certification by fall next year.
A Grip On Turbulence

During the initial design of the
touchscreen interface, there were
pros and cons about the use of
this technology for avionics,
Olson said. “When we came out
with this concept, we had a lot
of naysayers, and there were raging debates around the acceptability of touch.” Rockwell
Collins didn’t want to replicate
what other avionics manufacturers were doing, which was
replacing switches and knobs
with touchscreen controllers.
However, the Pro Line Fusion
interface is designed with a “flattened” architecture, he said, “in
terms of the ability to quickly get
to the information you need.”
Pilots can use either touch on
the three large panel displays or

Embraer selects JetWave
satcom for Lineage
by James Wynbrandt
Honeywell (Booth O121)
announced here at EBACE that
Embraer has selected its JetWave
satellite communications hardware to provide upgraded airborne connectivity service aboard
Embraer Lineage 1000E business jets via Inmarsat’s Ka-band
JetConnex service.
“With a connected cabin and

cockpit, pilots and operators can
improve their workload productivity and aircraft safety, while
reducing costs,” said Michael
Edmonds, president, services
and connectivity, Honeywell
Aerospace. “For passengers and
the crew, this means a smoother
flight experience with fewer
flight delays.”

The Challenger 604 will be the first Part 25 jet to
receive an upgrade to touchscreen panel displays
under an STC being developed by Rockwell
Collins, Bombardier, and Nextant Aerospace.

more traditional interfaces such
as the cursor control devices and
qwerty keyboard and radio tuning knobs to plan a flight, set frequencies and so on. The large
touchscreens have a bezel with
anchor points to help pilots get
a firm grip in turbulence. “Pilots
have been successful even in turbulent conditions using touch,”
Olson said. “We’re pleased with
that, and it has enabled us to
walk upmarket [into larger aircraft] in terms of comfort around
touchscreens. The feedback continues to be extremely positive
in terms of an intuitive humanmachine interface.”
The baseline 604 retrofit will
provide ADS-B out; satellitebased augmentation system
GNSS; LPV approaches; radiusto-fix legs; synthetic vision with
Rockwell Collins airport dome
and extended runway centerlines; onboard weather radar
overlays showing obstacles,

special-use airspace, and search
patterns; geo-referenced charts;
and database updates either via
a USB port on the front of the
displays or optional Rockwell
Collins Aircraft Information
Manager wireless data loading.
FANS and Link 2000 will be
optional. The standby display
is a Mid-Continent Instruments
and Avionics standby attitude
module.
“We’re trying not to approach
this as just solving the ADS-B
mandate, but [rather] modernizing the cockpit and increasing the residual value of the
aircraft,” Olson said. “This
solution gets you the next-generation architecture as opposed
to a bolt-on approach.”
Jean-Christophe Gallagher,
Bombardier Business Aircraft
vice president and general manager, customer experience, said,”

We are growing our aftermarket service offerings and this is
one more example of how we are
focusing on adding value to our
customers’ aircraft.”
Rockwell Collins isn’t setting
the price for the upgrade. “Since
it will be available through
Nextant and Bombardier, we will
defer to them in terms of pricing,” Olson said. “We’re going to
own the STC. Then it’s up to the
installers to determine the price
for the installation of the STC.”
Installers will also offer other
upgrades at the same time as the
avionics, such as the Rockwell
Collins Venue cabin management system, which is STC’d on
the Challenger 604. “There are
plenty of opportunities for folks
to bring new capabilities to these
aircraft and extend their life,” he
said. Nextant has set a baseline
introductory price for its 604XT
upgrade of the Challenger 604 at
$599,950.
o

The JetWave system is
expected to receive initial aircraft
installation certification in early
2018, available as both a forwardfit and retrofit option.
“Since entering the market,
Embraer Executive Jets has been
committed to rethinking convention in business aviation by
introducing innovative technologies, higher performance standards, and premium comfort for
a superior flight experience,”
said Embraer’s Luciano Castro,
vice president, programs. “This
is just one more way that the
Lineage 1000E delivers on its
promise of enhancing every

customer’s experience.”
Inmarsat’s Jet Connex service
“can support multiple passengers
streaming video, simultaneously
anywhere the Lineage flies,” said
Kurt Weidemeyer, the satellite
company’s vice president, business aviation.
Honeywell also introduced
here a new extended warranty program to its Honeywell
Avionics Protection Plan
(HAPP), helping operators cover
potential downtime and unscheduled maintenance of flight deck
technology. While the existing
HAPP covers like-for-like part
number exchanges, the extended

HAPP has been expanded to
cover replacements of CRT displays with LCD panels.
“With extended HAPP coverage, operators can make primary
display changes one by one, so
pilots don’t have to be stuck with
old flight deck equipment and
can eventually increase the value
of their aircraft,” said Mark
Harding, HAPP global sales
director. “The fact that our products are also covered through our
spares exchange program means
operators can expect quick turnaround on receiving spares,
ensuring their aircraft stay in the
air, not on the ground.”
o
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Embraer to assemble
most Legacys in Florida

The first Legacy 500 to be assembled at Embraer
Executive Jets’ Melbourne, Florida facility is expected
to be completed and delivered later this year.

by Chad Trautvetter
Embraer Executive Jets (Booth
Z36 and static display) plans to
eventually assemble most Legacy
450s and 500s at its Melbourne,
Florida facility, though there is
no timetable yet for this transition, company president and
CEO Michael Amalfitano told
AIN late last month. The company announced in 2015 that it
would assemble all Phenoms at
the Florida plant, and this took
effect on July 1 last year.
“We are ramping up production for the Legacy 450 and 500
in Melbourne, and this facility
will represent a higher portion
of total deliveries of those aircraft,” added Embraer Executive
Jets senior vice president of marketing Luciano Froes. “We will
continue to reassess the final
assembly split, based on market conditions and as demand
evolves, much like we did for the
Phenom operation.”
For now, the bulk of the
midsize Legacys are being

assembled at Embraer’s São
José dos Campos, Brazil headquarters, as the Melbourne
facility continues to ramp up
production. The company
expanded its Melbourne final
assembly center last year to
make room for Legacy 450/500
production, but the ramp-up
of these midsize jets has intentionally been slow and methodical, said Embraer Executive
Jets managing director and
COO Phil Krull.
The expansion in Melbourne
more than doubled the size of
the assembly facility to 124,600
sq m (149,000 sq ft). There are
three other main elements to
this expansion project: a new
29,260-sq-m (35,000-sq-ft)
paint facility that can accommodate the Legacy 450/500,
a 25,920-sq-m (31,000-sq-ft)
completion center/flight-prep
building and a new dedicated
delivery center for the midsize
Legacy jets. The completion

center/flight prep building,
which is attached to the final
assembly facility, was finished
last year. The Legacy 450/500
paint hangar, which is provisioned for a robotic paint
sprayer, and delivery center
opened earlier this year.
Since the Melbourne expansion was completed last May, two
Legacy 450s have come off of
the line and two Legacy 500s are

With pricing still soft,
Embraer turns to ‘value’
As pricing for new business aircraft remains soft in the current market, Embraer Executive
Jets (Booth Z36, Static Display)
is embarking on “a strategic
shift from price to value,” newly
installed company president and
CEO Michael Amalfitano said
earlier this spring during a preEBACE media briefing. “Value”
embraces production innovation,
service and support, aircraft reliability and responsiveness to customers, he explained, but his list
did not include price.
“Aircraft reliability is in our
DNA,” he said, noting that the
company started out making
regional airliners. “We’ve also made
great strides in aircraft innovation,
such as offering the only fly-by-wire
control system in the midsize category via the Legacy 450 and 500,
and we’ve built an executive jet support network that was rated number one in last year’s AIN Product
Support Survey.” In all, Embraer
Executive Jets has 70 companyowned and authorized service centers in 60 countries.
Amalfitano pointed out that
Embraer Executive Jets rated
highest of all business jet OEMs

in “aircraft value for price paid”
in the latest reader survey from
AIN sister publication Business
Jet Traveler. In fact, 48 percent
of respondents in the survey
said its aircraft offer “excellent
value,” the highest of all business
jet OEMs. A further 44 percent
said that Embraer’s business jets
offer “good value.”
As proof that the strategy can
indeed work, he cited MGM’s
flight department, which traded
in a fleet of “Brand X” airplanes
late last year for two Lineage
1000Es after being pitched on the
value of the Embraer bizliners.
While Europe is the second largest business jet market—at 2,850
aircraft, or 14 percent of the world
fleet—there are still better growth
opportunities there for business aviation than for the airlines, according to Embraer Executive Jets
senior vice president of marketing Luciano Froes. Airline flights
in Europe account for 22.9 percent of the 32.8 million scheduled
flights per year worldwide, but business aviation flights in the region
account for just 12.6 percent of the
annual world total.
This gap, he said, presents an

In his first interview with trade media,
Embraer Executive Jets president and
CEO Michael Amalfitano outlined
a“strategic shift from price to value.”

opportunity. However, Europe’s
1.8-percent GDP growth is below
the world average of 2.9 percent,
somewhat holding back the market’s full potential. That said,
emerging markets have yet to
really pan out for the business
jet industry, leaving the U.S. and
Europe as the most important
markets, according to Froes.
He said data shows that the
post-crisis adjustment in the
European business jet fleet has
eased, peaking at a net loss of 187
aircraft in 2014. Year-to-date, the
European business jet fleet has
contracted by 24 aircraft, though
Froes expressed optimism that
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currently being assembled. The
second of those 450s is due to be
delivered next month, with the first
Florida-assembled Legacy 500 set
to be delivered later this year.
Meanwhile, Phenoms are
rolling off the Melbourne line
at a rate of about one every four
business days (the plant runs two
shifts per day Monday through
Friday). By next month, that
tempo is expected to accelerate
this trend could be reversed and
turned into a net fleet addition
by year-end.
He is further heartened by
improving sentiment and a resurgence of first-time buyers in Europe,
led by light and ultra-long-range jets,
though Embraer Executive Jets does
not yet have a product in the latter
category. In addition, European
business jet flight activity—a leading market indicator—is up by 12.2
percent year-over-year in the first
three months, running just shy of
the 2007 peak.
While Froes is optimistic, he cautioned that 2017 is unlikely to be a
growth year for the industry, predicting about 650 business jet deliveries
this year—unchanged from 2016—
with the U.S. and Europe accounting for 85 percent of them. “We
expect the growth to come in 2018
and beyond,” he noted.
Overall, Embraer is forecasting that 8,400 jets worth $244 billion will be delivered over the next
10 years. Notably, two-thirds of
these shipments are expected to
be in the light and midsize business jet categories—segments in
which Embraer is a strong player.
The company predicts that
Europe will take 23 percent of
those 8,400 new business jets
(meaning 1,900 aircraft) over the
next decade. By value, they would
be worth $60 billion, or 25 percent
of the forecast total.—C.T.

to one every three business
days, said Krull. More than 230
Phenoms have been assembled at
the Florida plant thus far.
At the current work-week
schedule, the facility is able to
assemble up to 96 Phenoms
and 72 Legacys annually.
Overall, Embraer has delivered
15 Legacy 450s and forty-five
500s, as well as more than 730
Phenoms, to date.
o

NEWS NOTE
Deliveries and new orders surged at Airbus
Helicopters during the first
quarter, but the OEM still
managed to post a loss for
the quarter, according to
financial reports released
in late April by parent company Airbus. Revenues at
the helicopter division were
up 11 percent, to €1.291 billion ($1.41 billion) from €1.158
billion ($1.26 billion) in the
year-ago period.
However, comparable
earnings dropped from
€33 million ($36 million) in
first-quarter 2016 to a €2
million ($2.18 million) loss
in the first three months of
this year. Airbus attributed
the helicopter unit’s earnings slide to “an unfavorable mix and lower commercial flight hours in
services, as well as impacts
associated with the partial
H225 grounding.”
Civil helicopter deliveries increased to 78 in
the quarter, up from 56 in
the same period last year.
Orders in the first quarter
included 10 for members of
the Super Puma family and
14 for H145 twins.
n
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Rolls-Royce defending
its front-runner status
by Ian Sheppard
The UK’s Rolls-Royce is confident that it can maintain its
position as the engine-maker of
choice for large-cabin, long-range
business jets, despite its competitors introducing new products
that compete with its BR700
powerplant family.
The 15,000-lb-class BR710
engine, produced by Rolls-Royce
Germany in Dahlewitz, powers
the Bombardier Global Express
XRS and Global 5000 as well
as the Gulfstream G500/G550,
whereas the larger BR725 powers
the Gulfstream G650/G650ER.
These large-cabin aircraft still
dominate the business aviation
market in China and are also
increasing in number in other
parts of Asia.
The key for the future for
Rolls-Royce is in both globalized
customer service/support (RollsRoyce CorporateCare has been
adopted by the majority of its
customers) and new technology.
It has a very significant development effort, Advance 2, taking
place to develop the next generation of engines and for inserting new, advanced technology in
existing engine lines.
The company said, in a briefing to journalists at Dahlewitz
last month, that it was confident
the market for large-cabin business aircraft would continue to
grow, partly because the number
of billionaires and other highnet-worth individuals continues
to grow, especially in China. “In
2007 China had zero billionaires,
but by the early 2020s it will overtake the U.S.”
Meanwhile the main developments that will take the BR710
and BR715 into the next generation include an Advance core,
advanced engine-health management, advanced materials and
cooling, and a titanium “blisked”
fan resulting in an overall pressure ratio of 50. Joe Hoelzl,
chief engineer future programs,
said Advance 2 was intended
for new engines entering service
in the 2020s offering, broadly, a
10 percent reduction in specific
fuel consumption (sfc), 50 percent improvement in NOx margin, 99.995 percent reliability and
a 20 percent increase in thrust-toweight ratio. The scalable architecture being developed in the
10,000- to 20,000-lb-thrust range
can then be fine-tuned when
airframers define their needs.
But initially, the technology can

improve the current BR700 family and also provide a larger sibling, with a 52-inch fan.
“We have restructured our
technical programs over the last
year to get much more synergy
across programs and get the benefits for the bizav products,” said
Frank Moestra, product strategy
executive. Advance 3 takes that to
large, high-bypass engines for airliner applications, efforts that are
designed to take the Trent line of
engines forward. This is a huge
development effort, so Rolls-Royce
business aviation engines will benefit from the research and development efforts there; with much
of the effort taking place at RollsRoyce Germany in Dahlewitz.
Staying “Number One”

With the new blisked fan, said
Hoelzl, “Multiple rig demos
have been completed already,
and the next step is to run this
in a full engine. The new core’s
pressure ratio is from 16 to 24
(+40 percent), and this has
already been demonstrated.
Moestra said, “We are number
one and want to stay number one,
though we have lost some platforms as our competitors went in
very aggressively.” He added that
the requirements for business jet
engines are different from those
of airliners, and bizjets need to fly
“fast and high.” This means the
engines for aircraft below 100,000
lb maximum takeoff weight and
with 7,000 nm of range tend to
have a low bypass ratio. “So we
have to work hard to improve sfc.”
He added that the BR725
engine is “in a class of its own”
at the moment. “But we can’t
stand still. We have to work hard
to improve it and expand our
market position again after losing a bit.” Developing scalable
technology, however, will mean
that when airframe manufacturers issue requests for proposals (RFPs), Rolls-Royce (Booth
B09) can bring an engine to market faster, concluded Moestra.
“The nice thing is that we can
provide the technology without
picking an exact application—
yet.” But at the moment its thinking is that it could center on the
12,000-lb, 15,000-lb and 18,000lb thrust points.
The company is also looking into supersonic concepts and
keeping an eye on research programs that are developing supersonic business aircraft so as not to

Rolls-Royce’s technical programs have undergone a restructuring to better blend the business aviation engine technology with that of
the larger, airliner-size powerplants. The Advance 3 initiative is specifically designed to maximize synergy between the two camps.

miss out on what it believes could
be a lucrative market. Dr. Dean
Roberts, market analysis executive
for business aviation, said, “We’re
unique in that we have supersonic
civil aircraft experience, and we
can draw on our fighter experience as well.” He noted that until
regulatory hurdles are overcome
to allow supersonic flight over
land, the “halfway house” would
be a hybrid SSBJ.

The company has done
detailed analysis, Robert said,
which showed the hybrid
approach is “quite an attractive proposition. Looking at the
routes you could fly, there are
very clear benefits.” On the economic side, R-R’s analysis suggests, “The farther you can go [in
range] the more people will pay
for speed. What we think is that
if you radically increase speed,

Argus refines CompAir
aircraft evaluation tool
by Samantha Cartaino
Business aviation data and
risk management group Argus
International has redesigned
and relaunched its CompAir
business aircraft evaluation software. Developed in conjunction
with AirPower Software, the
package allows users to compare
aircraft costs, performance, history and metrics on some 220
business jets, turboprops and
pistons. Users can compare up
to five aircraft at once while
accessing reports and important
data to make an informed purchase decision.
“The intuitive graphical dashboards, editable cost modeling
tools and enhanced report creation modules will greatly benefit our existing customers, and
will offer a game-changing comparative aircraft assessment solution for the aviation industry
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marketplace,” said Shirley Mason,
executive vice president of Argus
market intelligence.
AirPower Software, which
also has experience with U.S.
Department of Defense aircraft
logistics support models, develops customized software solutions with data dashboards. The
two companies collaborated on
the redesigned software with aircraft brokers, charter operators,
aircraft owners, corporate flight
departments, financial institutions and aircraft management
companies in mind. CompAir is
available on mobile devices and
can also be accessed on other
devices via the internet.
“Our collaboration with Argus
on the CompAir brand makes
sense on multiple levels,” said
Paul LaFata, CEO of AirPower
Software. “We are combining

you will get an exponential—not
a straight line—relationship so
you can substantially increase the
price, ”which would be needed
to make such programs viable.”
Thus, “It will not destroy the subsonic world,” he said, as the number of units would be small. But
with the increasing number of
billionaires, the market dynamics for supersonic aircraft would
change for the better.
o
missions to bring solutions and
features to aircraft operators, brokers, management companies and
many others who require integrated analysis capabilities to
evaluate airlift options, compare
operational costs and prepare
annual flight department budgetary plans. Customer expectations
have changed with advancements in mobile and web-based
technologies, and we’re committed to delivering solutions
that incorporate the flexibility
of preparing boardroom-ready
analytics with advanced multimedia capability.”
U.S.-based Argus (Booth F35)
offers a variety of management
tools and software for business
aviation companies and their clients. These include the TraqPak
flight tracking and data analysis
tools, the Armor safety management system and the TripCheq
system for assessing the credentials of commercial aircraft operators. The company also conducts
audits of operators and their aircraft. It has recently expanded
operations to include unmanned
aircraft systems.
o
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DCAF reaping benefits
as Dubai traffic shifts
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Dubai remains a strategic node in
the business aviation industry due
to demographics and its attractiveness as a location for high-networth and ultra-high-net-worth
individuals, according to Holger
Ostheimer, managing director of
FBO operator DC Aviation Al
Futtaim (Booth Y134).
“Business aviation will always
be a focus for Dubai. We have
benefitted from the influx of
activity coming from DXB
[Dubai International Airport].
Looking at Dubai as a market
subdivided between DXB and
DWC [Dubai World Central
Airport], the question is: has
there been growth?”
Business aviation traffic is
encouraged to move to DWC,
the newer airport to the south of
the city. Airline traffic crowds the
older, closer airport, so business
aviation slots have been tough to
come by. But passengers—and
operators—have to be convinced
to shift their focus to the airport
sometimes known as “Dubai
South,” based on travel time to
the city.
Speaking to AIN, Ostheimer
said he did not have access to official data on the migration from
DXB to DWC. “According to the

research we undertake ourselves,
we would estimate that 60 percent of movements have moved to
DWC, while 40 percent remain at
DXB. We estimate that by the end
of next year, the share will diminish to 10 percent at DXB.”
Ostheimer is clear about the
effects of weak growth on current
market dynamics. “Some players
are very willing to make significant
concessions in putting a price tag
on their services. That is something we have to accept. We want
to provide continuous quality so
that clients make a decision for us
at a price that is in line with common market limits [and also] in line
with market dynamics,” he said.
DCAF received boosts to its
credibility at DWC’s premier FBO
with the recent arrivals of the Four
Seasons Boeing 757 cruise-liner
and the privately configured Deer
Jet 787 business jet. The latter’s
Chinese operator chose DCAF
in preference to the new DWC
VIP Terminal, which plays host to
Jetex Flight Support and Falcon
Aviation. Several flight support
companies also use its facilities,
including Hadid and UAS.
“I have always said I do not
believe in exorbitant growth.
I believe in moderate growth.

DCAF managing director Holger
Ostheimer, above, knows the essence
of business aviation in Dubai. His FBO
lounge at DWC Airport, left, caters to
the local clientele, while its new hangar
plans, top, show faith in the future.

Looking at our part of the industry, I have had no indication of a
decline, but equally, I do not see
significant growth.”
DCAF is building a second
hangar at its DWC facility. “The
design has changed slightly due
to fire codes. December 3 is the
target date [for completion] at
the moment. I am pushing to
have the facility in position by
Dubai Airshow on November
12,” he said.

EXECUJET EXPANDS UK FLEET WITH TWO NEW BIZJETS
ExecuJet (Booth T70) recently added a Bombardier Global Express XRS and a G-registered Dassault Falcon 8X
to its UK fleet. The two new additions bring the business aviation organization’s UK fleet to 18 commercial and
private aircraft. Its total fleet for Europe is comprised of 48 aircraft. The Global Express, which seats 14 passengers, can fly from London to Los Angeles and is currently available for charter at Luton Airport. The Falcon 8X,
which can also seat 14 passengers, was a completions project led by ExecuJet’s key account manager and former head of completions management Kevin Fincham. This news came as ExecuJet appointed Pete Stroud as
its accountables manager for the company’s UK air operator certificate (AOC).
—S.C.

ExecuJet’s two newest aircraft include
a Dassault Falcon 8X, right, which was
completed by ExecuJet personnel; and a
Bombardier Global Express XRS, below.
Both are registered in the UK and available
for charter on the company’s AOC.
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“With the construction
of the second hangar, we are
a serious contributor to the
DWC project as a whole. It is a
serious commitment. We have
reinforced our commitment [to
DWC] by adding this additional
facility. We are taking advantage of the lack of capacity at
Dubai South at the moment.
We are starting our second hangar project before anyone else
was in a position to start their
first hangar infrastructure,”
Ostheimer added.
More Maintenance

DCAF is also expanding its
MRO footprint. “The partnership with Lufthansa Technik is
going to fuel progress in providing long-term maintenance
activities. The rear of the current hangar will provide this,
while the front will be available
for ad hoc parking and maintenance, driven by an increase in
aircraft management opportunities,” said Ostheimer.
“We have a number of joint
maintenance events. I would
like to see this increase in time.
When the new hangar opens in
2018, reliable additional handling capacity will be available.”
DCAF’s managed fleet
recently saw the addition of a
new aircraft, a Global 5000 from
the U.S. With one more business
jet to join in the course of the
year, this will mean a total of six
aircraft in the fleet. “Paul van
der Blom, our head of commercial operations, has a number of
hot leads that we would like to
see materialize by the end of the
year,” Ostheimer said.

DCAF’s exposure to the
third-party charter market is limited. “Given the capacity in the
market, the prices and policies of
some of the operators in the market are not aligned to commercial thinking, especially [given]
aircraft operating cost. There
may be other motives driving
people to operate increasingly
large aircraft fleets. Charter revenue cannot be the major driving force,” he said.
Ostheimer is calling on the
Dubai and Gulf-area market
not to cut corners. “It is a call
to all the recognized entities in
the market, whether financiers,
legal advisers or aircraft owner
representatives: everybody is
responsible for promoting serious players in the market that are
advocating high levels of operating standards.
“We would like to see the
upside, for us and other competitors, who operate at the same
level. That would mean the client
being advised to take sound decisions, not for the cheapest service
provider, but for a service provider
that is competitive in pricing and
able to guarantee the highest level
of flight safety and airworthiness
of the aircraft,” he said.
Ostheimer said DCAF is on
course to achieve its goals for
2017. “We have set activity targets, and we are meeting those
targets. The market is a little
bit diluted because of the move
from DXB to DWC. For us, the
most difficult thing is to differentiate between vertical business coming in from outside the
region and horizontal business
coming from DXB.”
o
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by Kerry Lynch

A Gulfstream G450 crossed the Atlantic in 2011
burning a 50-50 blend of jet fuel and biofuel.

Biofuels show promise,
while market waits
esearch into biofuels continues to make
great strides, with
demonstration programs under way in both
airline and business aviation
operations. But while business
aviation leaders believe a transition to biofuels likely will be
necessary to achieve the segment’s long-term environmental goals, they also concede that
market forces will ultimately
drive any transition.
“Enormous progress” has
been made in research and testing of biofuels in recent years,
said Ed Smith, senior v-p of
international and environmental
affairs for the General Aviation
Manufacturers Association. The
standards-setting agency ASTM
has approved several pathways
for the development of drop-in
fuels from various feedstocks,
and flights aboard airliners and
business jets are proving that use
of the fuel is technically feasible.
“The technical issues have
been solved,” Smith said. “The

R

problem is the commercialization of it, and that is a much
more difficult valley to cross
because of the current price
of oil.”
Walter Di Bartolomeo,
vice president of engineering
for Pratt & Whitney Canada,
agreed. “There is a supply-anddemand issue. With the price
of a barrel of oil as low as it is
today, the industry is not excited
to go out and find alternatives.”
Di Bartolomeo added, however,
“eventually the price of a barrel
will go up” and said the industry needs to be prepared when
it does. Pratt & Whitney Canada, among the manufacturers
that have collaborated on biofuels testing for years, has found
performance characteristics similar to fossil fuels, he said.
According to Airlines for
America, the fuel categories that
have been ASTM certified so far
are hydrogenated esters and fatty
acids; Fischer-Tropsch based on
biomass; and renewable Synthesized Iso-Paraffinic fuel. Among

the other options the association
cites are hydrogenated pyrolysis oils. Bio-jet fuels have been
made from oil crops and waste
fats, and scientists are evaluating
sources such as biomass sugars,
algae and halophytes. Whichever
source is used, industry leaders agree that it must not be a
food source.
United Airlines is the first
major carrier to burn biofuels on regular routes. The airline struck an agreement with
Paramount, Calif.-based refinery AltAir Fuels to take up to
15 million gallons of biofuel a
year for three years. The airline
is using a blend of 30 percent
biofuel and 70 percent fossilbased jet fuel for flights out
of Los Angeles International
Airport. United estimates that
15 million gallons would fuel
12,500 flights from Los Angeles to San Francisco.
Bizav Stakeholders

The airlines are a major driver in
the research, but business aviation has been involved too. Honeywell made history in June 2011
with the completion of the first
transatlantic flight fueled in part
by biofuel when a Gulfstream
G450 made the crossing on a

A Dassault Falcon 20 operated by Canada’s National Research
Council, flew powered exclusively by ReadiJet biofuel in 2012.
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50/50 blend. A year later, the
National Research Council of
Canada became the first entity
to fly a jet (a Dassault Falcon
20) fueled by 100 percent biofuel, called ReadiJet.
Like United, Gulfstream
has become a regular user. In
2015 the OEM signed a threeyear agreement with World Fuel
Services to supply 300,000 gallons of AltAir biofuel annually. The first shipment arrived
in Savannah in April last year,
and a month later Gulfstream
flew a G450 and G550 from
Savannah to Geneva for the
European Business Aviation
Convention & Exhibition using
biofuel. Gulfstream also is using
a 30/70 blend of biofuel to traditional jet-A.
“Each gallon of renewable
fuel used reduces greenhouse
gas emissions by more than half,
relative to petroleum-based jet

fuel,” said Dan Nale, senior v-p
of programs, engineering and
test for Gulfstream. “This fuel
blend also emits less sulfur and
fewer fine-particle pollutants
than jet-A.”
Gulfstream uses the renewable fuels in all models of its
demonstration, flight-test and
Field and Airborne Support
Team aircraft. “We consider
our efforts a significant step in
developing the rapidly growing
renewable fuels business,” Nale
said, adding that “Gulfstream is
committed to maintaining and
using our renewable-fuel supply and helping that industry
grow. We continue to look for
new opportunities to support
renewable fuel efforts by creating demand, promoting sustainable practices, and continuing
to monitor advances in nextgeneration renewable fuels.”
Gulfstream gets its fuel from
California, but industry leaders believe that supplies will
become available regionally as
renewable fuels make more of
a mark, thereby reducing cost
and alleviating distribution
issues. The content of the fuel
will vary depending on which
feedstock is available locally,
Smith said.
The programs remain in the
demonstration phase, but NBAA
COO Steve Brown emphasized,
“Our members have indicated
clearly that they want access to
it when it becomes available.”
Brown also underscored the
importance of a transition: “Biofuels contribute the most toward
reaching the industry’s goals to
reduce carbon emissions.”  o

EBACE Conference Session
Promotes Environmental Best Practice
One of Tuesday’s EBACE conference sessions will help business aviation
companies develop and adopt best practices for environmental impact reduction. The session (at 3 p.m. on May 23 in Hall 3 Room Q) will be moderated by
Kurt Edwards, director general of the International Business Aviation Council
(IBAC). Panelists will include the following: Barbara Cooreman, environment
manager at AeroSpace and Defence Industries Association of Europe (ASD);
Geneva Airport’s Pauli Immonen; Neil McGuinness, global offer development manager with Air BP; Bruce Parry, senior manager environment with
the European Business Aviation Association (EBAA); and Jean-Philippe Ramu
from NetJets Europe.
According to organizers, the session will include guidance on making
greater use of alternative fuels, offsetting carbon emissions, air traffic
management, weather considerations and other environmental management techniques. EBAA is urging its members to take a comprehensive
approach to meeting environmental goals and contributing to the lower
carbon economy. “If we are to enhance our reputation as a sustainable
sector, reducing only our CO2 emissions is no longer an option for business aviation,” the group commented.—C.A.

Join Our Team
Pilot Instructor Opportunities Now Available
London Farnborough • Paris-Le Bourget

Nomad Aviation’s fleet now includes three Bombardier
Challenger 604s. One is based in Singapore.

FlightSafety International seeks ground and simulator instructors
for initial, recurrent and enrichment pilot training courses.
Earn a competitive salary and benefits package while taking
the next rewarding step of your professional development.

Come see us at Booth A89 to learn more and apply.

A Berkshire Hathaway company • flightsafety.com

Nomad sharpens its focus
on Europe; looks farther east
by Ian Sheppard
Having moved its headquarters from
Berne to Kloten, near Zurich Airport,
last year, Swiss aircraft charter and management group Nomad Aviation (Booth
X126) is broadening its customer base
and reach. The most recent evidence of
this was a new base in Singapore, where
a Bombardier Challenger 604 is now stationed to serve the Asia Pacific market as
part of a 12-strong global fleet.
The company now operates three
Challenger 604s, an Embraer Legacy 650,
a Bombardier Global 5000, a Beechcraft
Premier 1 and a Cessna Citation CJ1.
Charter work is predominantly assigned
to two of the Challengers, the Global
and the Legacy. “In addition, we have a
fleet of five managed planes for corporations and private individuals—including a Global XRS and Citation CJ,”
explained executive chairman and CEO
Heinz Koehli.
“The company’s strategic goal is to
expand, as the company mainly did charter work in the Russia market previously,”
said Koehli, a veteran business aviation
executive who acquired Nomad in June
2015. “We want to expand into the Middle
East and Europe, especially with more
direct clients, and we also want to grow
the aircraft management side.”
A Tight-margin Business

In a recent interview, Koehli reflected
on how tough the market is. “Charter is
a tight-margin business, but expanding
into the Middle East and Far East, the
margins are better,” he remarked. This
is what prompted Nomad to start offering the Challenger 604 for charters out
of Singapore through a partnership with
local FBO group Hawker Pacific.
The company’s main goal this year is
to start a new outshoot of the company
in the Far East, while continuing to grow
and serve the European, Middle East and
Russian markets. “Our core is still Russia,
with 90 percent [of the operations],” said
Koehli, “However, we used to fly 90 hours
a month in Russia, but now it’s about 60.”
Koehli continued, “We would like to
find owners of planes we can manage and
also run for charter on our AOC. But we
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have to be careful, as we are dependent on
the owners; you risk having an AOC but
no planes available.”
Meanwhile, Koehli suggested that the
market in Europe “has picked up” but
more for the smaller Embraer Phenoms
and Cessna Citations, while “large-cabins
are more popular in the Middle East
and Russia.” He said that U.S. expansion is not an option for the company, as
“the U.S. market is completely full—the
emerging markets are better.” Nomad is
more interested to explore the market in
places like India and the Far East, and
“possibly new places, like Iraq.”
Europe remains of considerable interest, though. Having built its business on
the Russian market through local brokers
after it was established in 2008, Nomad’s
founders, according to Koehli, “neglected
the European side of the business, so when
the Russian side turned south, they were
on the wrong foot.” With this in mind, the
company also now has an office on the
Mediterranean island of Malta.
In conclusion, Koehli commented on
consolidation in the market, or the lack
of it: “Everyone hoped it would happen, but it hasn’t really happened, so far.
Everyone hopes that the cheap operators
will go away, because they can’t afford to
be an operator.” He noted that the Middle
East suffers in particular from “operators without a license—grey market people. The hope is that a handful of good
operators will survive—but the differentiation is price.”
He suggested also that operators were
fighting back against brokers by trying to
get direct customers. “The brokers took
away the business,” he explained, by wrapping the operation up as a package with
other services and taking most of the margin for themselves. “The operators gave it
away as they just wanted to fly from A to
B, so they have become just providers of
flights to brokers. So operators are flying for minimal margins, 3 to 5 percent.”
Another driving factor is that the charter market is “extremely competitive” so
it is attractive to find new “green field”
markets out East—“in Southeast Asia,
Indonesia and Thailand for example.” o

MITIGATE RESIDUAL VALUE RISK WITH
A TRUE OPERATING LEASE
Loan

Global Leasing &
Financing Solutions

Lease

Allocation of Capital

No Residual Value Risk

Balance
Sheet
Assets:

Liabilities:

Predictable Costs

Off Balance Sheet

Easily adjust to
changing needs

An operating lease is a popular financing tool that can provide you with the benefits of a private aircraft
without the traditional risks of aircraft ownership. There are several different options, but in each case you do not take
ownership of the aircraft, but have the full use of it as if you did. Plus instead of a large down payment, you put down a more
modest security deposit and return the aircraft at the end of the lease term to Global Jet Capital.
You can choose to:
· Enter into a sale and leaseback arrangement for your current aircraft
· Identify a new or pre-owned aircraft for us to purchase
· Assign your purchase contracts to us for your new, on-order aircraft

Visit us at EBACE - Booth V128
If you’re thinking about a true operating lease, give us a call at +1 (844) 436-8200.
globaljetcapital.com
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Business Jet Traveler serves end users
The company that publishes six regular bimonthly print
EBACE Convention News also editions per year, plus annual
produces Business Jet Traveler, Buyers’ Guides in China (April)
which has been helping sub- and the U.S. (July), but you don’t
scribers maximize their invest- have to wait for snail-mail delivPC-24
AIN JUNIOR
TABLOID
199 X 264MM
mentEBACE
in private
aviation
since
ery to-3MM
read BLEED
them.EN
You can find
2003. The magazine publishes everything from these issues on

the publication’s recently redesigned website, bjtonline.com,
which also includes videos and
an interactive aircraft guide.
Issued by the same team
that has produced the industryleading Aviation International

THE SUPER VERSATILE JET IS HERE
Pilatus proudly presents the PC-24, the world’s first and only Super Versatile Jet – a business
jet that can land and take-off almost anywhere. The third and final PC-24 prototype, P03,
which also represents the series aircraft standard, is on static display during EBACE 2017.
Visit Pilatus and discover the PC-24 now!
Pilatus Aircraft Ltd • Switzerland • Phone +41 41 619 61 11 • www.pilatus-aircraft.com
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BUSINESS JET
Maximizing your investment in private air transport

News for more than four decades,
BJT offers unbiased reviews of
new and used aircraft; advice
about buying and selling jets; and
information about taxes, laws,
financing, safety, maintenance,
insurance, and more. It also features articles about luxury autos,
vacation destinations, and other
leisure pursuits, plus interviews
with luminaries ranging from film

June/July 2017 | Vol. 15 No. 3 | bjtonline.com
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SILVA

With offices in 20 countries and
business dealings in 215, it’s no
wonder he flies privately

MONEY CAN’T BUY
HAPPINESS—OR CAN IT?
PHENOM 300, WORLD’S
BESTSELLING BIZJET
6th ANNUAL

BOOK OF LISTS
Essential and fun facts about
travel, aircraft, and more

director Francis Ford Coppola
and master chef Wolfgang Puck
to magicians Penn and Teller
and entrepreneur Sir Richard
Branson. It’s a blend of content
you can’t quite find in any other
magazine anywhere in the world.
Upcoming issues will contain
several particularly noteworthy
features.
In June, BJT will offer the
6th annual edition of its popular Book of Lists, a compendium
of fascinating and useful info for
business jet travelers.
In July, the magazine will publish the 10th annual edition of
its award-winning U.S. Buyers’
Guide. This guide features the BJT
Yellow Pages, which includes listings of air charter, jet card, and
fractional-share providers; aircraft
brokers; aircraft financial institutions; aircraft manufacturers;
business aviation caterers; cabinelectronics manufacturers; completion and refurbishment centers;
hull and liability-insurance brokers; and more.
In October, BJT will deliver
the results of its latest exhaustive Readers’ Choice poll, which
will include subscribers’ ratings
of aircraft, airframers, and service providers.
BJT ’s high editorial standards have earned it 48 journalism awards. In the annual
competition sponsored by the
American Society of Business
Publication Editors, the publication has won 22 times and has
twice been named to a list of the
best business magazines in the
U.S. BJT has also received 13
esteemed Folio: Eddie awards,
including five in the Best Travel
Magazine category.
The publication and its
staff have garnered additional awards from the National
Business Aviation Association;
the American Society of Journalists and Authors, Helicopter
Association International, the
North American Travel Journalist Association, and the National Air Transportation Association. And BJT has had
winners in the Aerospace Journalist of the Year competition,
the Aerospace Media Awards,
and the Sapphire Pegasus Business Aviation Awards.
o

Marenco Swisshelicopter
confirms SH09 order

Operators of the Piaggio P.180 Avanti will
see new factory support options, including
LPV approach capability and ADS-B out.

Piaggio announces new support and
upgrade solutions for Avanti fleet
by Chad Trautvetter
Piaggio Aerospace (Booth P98)
announced several new customer
service solutions for the approximately 220 in-service P.180
Avanti turboprop twins on the
eve of EBACE. According to the
Italian aircraft manufacturer, the
programs—which include avionics upgrades, new maintenance
regimes, and an improved landing gear system available for
retrofit—are part of a “wider,
long-term customer-driven
strategy.”
“Our primary goal in 2017 is
to continue to put our customers
first by offering them the highest
level of support throughout the
life of their P.180,” said Piaggio
Aerospace CEO Renato Vaghi.

approaches are not in place, as
well as save operators time and
money by more efficient routing.
In collaboration with
Rockwell Collins, Piaggio has
developed three “attractively
priced” model-specific service
bulletins to upgrade the avionics
suite. To reduce aircraft downtime, the company has also set
up a pool of components that
can be rotated with customers
in a dedicated exchange program. The LPV capability will be
complemented by the addition
of ADS-B out, one of the key
elements mandated by the global
air traffic modernization plan, by
the second half of this year.
Meanwhile, Avanti operators

Piaggio’s latest version of the P.180 Avanti,
the EVO, features a number of upgrades,
including refined interior appointments.

“With our new suite of offerings,
we are keeping up with current
and future customer needs as well
as expanding our existing set of
market opportunities globally.”
Under its avionics upgrade,
customers can add localizer performance with vertical guidance
(LPV) approach and ADS-B out
capabilities to their Pro Line 21
flight decks, Piaggio said. LPV
allow Avantis to land at airports
where ground-based instrument

will have more options when it
comes to maintenance programs.
Operators with “intense” flight
activity who need extended noninterrupted availability of their
aircraft, now have the option of
a progressive maintenance program that allows maintenance
activities to be divided into
shorter, more frequent phases.
Additionally, the next revision of Chapter V of the
Maintenance Manual will

present the tasks of the A and
B checks—currently grouped
and scheduled at 200 and 600
flight hour intervals, respectively—as separate instructions
that can be completed individually. Thus, the inspection phases
can be conducted overnight or
during other short down-time
periods with minimal impact to
operations.
Piaggio is also making
the Magnaghi Aeronauticamanufactured EVO landing gear
available for retrofit in Avanti IIs.
In fact, Piaggio completed the
retrofit of the improved landing
gear on an Avanti II in Europe
last month and, more recently,
on one in the United States.
The landing gear, which is
standard on the Avanti EVO,
incorporates several improvements and upgrades. It is
designed with the same form,
fit, and function as the original
gear, though the retrofit requires
extensive wiring modifications to
accommodate the new proximity sensor-based control logic
and indication system. It also
requires a new computer and
associated wiring for the digitally
controlled nose wheel steering
system. Piaggio’s service bulletin 80-0425 approves the retrofit
on all in-service Avanti IIs.
In other news, Southern
California-based West Coast
Aviation Services took delivery
of the first Piaggio Avanti EVO
in the U.S. earlier this month
and expects to accept a second one later this month. West
Coast Aviation Services inked a
contract at NBAA 2016 for five
EVOs, as well as options for four
more. The John Wayne AirportOrange County-based operator
intends to use them for charter
and fractional ownership.
o
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Marenco Swisshelicopter confirmed an order from Tronrud
Engineering for its SKYe SH09
single-turbine helicopter. The
confirmation follows a letter of
intent signed for the helicopter
in 2014 and adds Tronrud to the
list of the launch customers for
the new helicopter.
Based outside Oslo, Norway,
Tronrud will use the helicopter to support the development
of the Eggemoen Aviation and
Technology Park. The park,
encompassing 230 hectares,
already houses more than 300
employees in both national and

were redesigned, the second prototype flew in 2016 and a third
is expected to follow this summer. The company now has 170
employees, and a new 43,000-sqft headquarters and production
plant at Mollis airfield in the Swiss
canton of Glarus is scheduled to
open in 2018. The company said it
has letters of intent from customers for more than 90 of the SH09s.
The program is checking off
milestones with P2 reaching 120
knots at 3,000 feet with “a lot of
reserve power,” and it has been
tested to 97 percent of its maximum takeoff weight of 5,800
This SKYe SH09 prototype is one of two
airframes now undergoing flight testing.

international high technology
organizations. The new SH09
will be operated for utility and
logistics support.
Tronrud has operated helicopters almost from its inception in
1977. CEO Olav Tronrud opted
to move forward with a firm contract for the SH09 as the program
and Marenco have matured.
Marenco, which was founded
in 2007, unveiled the $3.5-million
SKYe SH09 single-turbine utility helicopter in 2009 and the first
prototype flew in 2014. After the
main rotorhead and rotor blades

pounds. Performance targets
include a 5,842-pound mtow,
140-knot cruise speed, and 430nm range.
Featuring a flat-floor cabin
and rear clamshell doors, the allcomposite large single is designed
to carry one pilot and up to seven
passengers. Powered by a single
Honeywell HTS900-2 turbine
with Fadec, the SH09 will also
be equipped with the Honeywell
HUMS system. Other features
include a five-blade bearingless main rotor system and a
shrouded tailrotor.
o
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by Kerry Lynch

PUTTING ON THE FINISHING TOUCHES
It took a lot of time and effort to prepare the exhibit hall for today’s
opening. Here, the fenestron of a Eurocopter H145 gets its final polish.

Líder FBO at SBSP - São Paulo Airport

international quality standard,
anywhere in brazil.

presence in the biggest and
best airports of the main
capitals of the country.

BELÉM (SBBE)
FORTALEZA (SBFZ)

MANAUS (SBEG)

RECIFE (SBRF)

the expertise of the largest
business aviation company in
latin america is at your service:

SALVADOR (SBSV)
BRASÍLIA (SBBR)

SÃO PAULO (SBGR/SBSP/SBKP)
• personalized ground handling;
• vip lounge and conference room;
• aircraft cleaning;
• catering service;
• ground transportation;
• parking;
• among other services.

At SBSP:
• Only 10 km away from São Paulo
city downtown;
• IFR operation;
• English fluent control tower;
• Full radionavigation structure;
• Meteorologic station;
• ATS reporting office.

BELO HORIZONTE (SBBH/SBCF)
VITÓRIA (SBVT)

CURITIBA (SBCT)

PORTO ALEGRE (SBPA)

RIO DE JANEIRO
(SBGL/SBRJ/SBJR)

At SBGL:
• FBO with more then 10.000 m2;
• Meeting rooms;
• VIP lounges;
• Private parking;
• Capacity for large size aircraft.

www.lideraviacao.com.br

one company, many dimensions.

ground handling • aircraft maintenance • chartering & aircraft management • executive aircraft sales • offshore helicopter operations • other aviation services

Deliveries of Piper M-class airplanes—the Matrix
and M350 piston singles, and M500 and M600
turboprop singles—were even with the six shipped
in the first three months of last year. But the
addition of the M600, with three delivered in the
latest quarter, “drove revenue up significantly.”

PayNode readied for
European customers

DAVID McINTOSH

by Ian Sheppard

Piper’s new M600 single
boosts company’s sales
by Chad Trautvetter
Airplane deliveries at Piper
Aircraft (Booth Y65) increased
by more than 13 percent yearover-year—to 25 aircraft—in
the first quarter, while aircraft
sales revenue soared by more
than 60 percent, to €21 million ($23.4 million), the Vero
Beach, Florida-based company
announced last week. These figures reflect “strong demand” for
Piper’s new M600 turboprop single, which is making its EBACE
debut this week.

“Piper’s performance in the first
quarter gives us a good start on the
year and is an encouraging indicator of demand for Piper products. It also continues the upward
trend that we saw in 2016,” said
Piper president and CEO Simon
Caldecott. The company’s billings
climbed by 26 percent last year.
Deliveries of M-class airplanes—the Matrix and M350
piston singles, and M500 and
M600 turboprop singles—were
level with the six shipped in the

first three months of last year,
but the addition of the M600,
with three handed over in the
latest quarter, “drove revenue
up significantly,” Piper said. “We
expect M600 sales growth during
2017 as aircraft demonstration
tours continue and international
type certifications are achieved.”
In other news, the new Hartzell
five-blade composite swept-tip
propeller received FAA supplemental type certification for the
M600 on May 9. Designed specifically for the turboprop single,
the propeller features a stainless
steel shank, nickel cobalt leading
edge, and mesh erosion screen
for FOD protection. The fiveblade composite propeller is now
offered as a Piper factory option
on new M600s.
o

Global Jet takes its customers off-site
by James Wynbrandt
Charter management company
Global Jet, a longtime EBACE
exhibitor, has taken its display off
site this year to its nearby headquarters office in Geneva, where
the company is hosting guests
with a taste of its VVIP service.
“A booth is not big enough for us,”
said Abner Tato, Global Jet’s quality director. “We wanted to amaze
our guests by revisiting totally our
premise” of providing superior
service “above the clouds.”
At its office, the company is
presenting breakfasts catered
by Absolute Taste and gourmet
lunches prepared by the company’s starred chef, and a collection of watches from Geneva’s
Montres Prestige. From Global
Jet’s headquarters, guests are
transported to Palexpo by a
Tesla Model X, where they tour
the show and visit the static display accompanied by a Global
Jet advisor. The experience is
capped by a gala cocktail party
and dinner at the Hotel President
Wilson attended by key industry figures.
Global Jet has much news
to tell its guests. The company

announced here at EBACE the
addition this year of several aircraft to its charter fleet, including
a Falcon 900LX, a Europe-based
ACJ318 Elite, a Global Express
XRS, and a 2015 Global 5000.
With the added jets, “this charter year seems more promising
than last year,” said Leonard
Bertholet, charter sales director.
The company has also added
a BBJ3 and Gulfstream G650 to

its managed fleet, now totaling
more than 70 aircraft representing more than 25 aircraft types.
The company has also handled
“in the past semester” the sale or
purchase of aircraft including an
ACJ318 Elite, two G650s, a G550,
G450, and G200, a Falcon 7X,
and announced the appointment
of Hardy Sohanpal as sales director of its Monaco-based sales and
acquisition office. 
o

Unable to demonstrate its VVIP services like this jet’s interior appointments in the EBACE
2017 exhibit hall, Global Jet is taking its potential customers to its nearby headquarters.
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PayNode, the business aviation
payment platform, will be available in Europe by mid-June and
has already been extended from
the U.S., where it was rolled out
in November last year, to Mexico.
In addition, as well as being available for American Express cards
it is also now available to Avcard
users, the company announced
here at EBACE 2017.
PayNode was created by
Avinode (Booth F70) in the
wake of payments system specialist (and World Fuel Service
subsidiary) MultiService taking
a majority stake in the company
in December 2014.
“We’re now six months
down the line after launching at
NBAA last year,” said Magnus
Henriksson, global business director of PayNode, “so at EBACE we
have two announcements, expanding internationally to Europe and
to Mexico.” He said the decision
could be taken to expand further,
“as it’s gone well in the U.S. and
we have a significant number of
clients. More than 55 customers
have signed up to date. And early
adopters have enjoyed the benefits
and reduced costs of Amex transactions [through PayNode].” He
added that typical credit card processes are not only slow, but they
also come with a 3- to 3.5-percent fee, which PayNode claims
is much higher than the rates it is
able to offer its customers.
“We’re also adding Avcard,
which is global, as a second payment instrument. We went live with
it in the U.S. [already]. It is traditionally a card used in the FBO
marketplace to pay for fuel, etcetera, but you can put your charter
flight on it now too. A lot of flight
departments are Avcard users.”
Henriksson said that with its
Amex-using customers, PayNode
has seen everything from payments
for catering “to a hundred thousand dollars or more for a transatlantic flight.” However, he declined
to share the overall sales volume
figures PayNode has recorded.
“We’ve had a very good amount
of transactions and continue to
sign up new clients in the U.S., and
we’re very excited about bringing it
to Europe,” he said. The payment
system is now also integrated with
other Avinode products such as
SchedAero, “so it creates a seamless workflow with automatic notification of payment. As soon as the
payer pays, the broker is notified.
Then we hold the money until the

flight actually takes off, which minimizes the risk of a chargeback.”
Using PayNode, he added,
“credit card payments are disbursed to an operator or broker’s bank account the day after
a completed flight, rather than
up to 30 days under prevailing
industry methods.”
The next step in developing
PayNode is to introduce wire
transactions, although he said
this would be a gradual introduction as it is fairly complex.
“Wire payments is now our number-one priority. Our target is to
run out a beta version for testing and have a first customer by
late 2017,” said Henriksson. One
aim in addition is to automate
the reconciliation of payments,
for example, when the amount
does not match that invoiced.
He said that intra-country payments or intra-EU payments were
easier than international transactions but speeding up the payment chain is the main aim. At
present some international payments “can be really, really slow,”
said Henriksson, but intra-EU
and U.S.-Europe are the easiest to
transact. “There is not a one size
fits all approach so our focus at
first will be on Europe and North
America.” Once payments can be
made in these and other regions,
he said, PayNode will bring a
standardized approach to what
can be a real headache for operators, brokers, and their clients.
Meanwhile with “a lot of developments in the fintech market,”
Henriksson said that PayNode
will be “watching closely. We have a
roadmap and we are listening very
carefully to our customers as well.”
Other developments for
PayNode will be to develop a
mobile app, although the site
works on most browsers anyway,
and explore security developments such as using thumbprints
for identification.
Here at EBACE, PayNode is
doing demonstrations and highlighting Avcard. Europe will
accept Amex and Avcard from
day one. “With Avcard, we’ll
focus on existing Avcard users
first,” he said, adding that for
those with Avcards that want to
charter a flight, if the broker is
a PayNode merchant then the
client does not need to do anything but pay. Thus for PayNode
the aim is to get brokers and others that book charters to sign up,
Henriksson explained.
o

Binge-watch. Nonstop.
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Easy access to downtown London from Biggin Hill takes only minutes by helicopter.
With the enhanced scheduling flexibility of its new extended operating hours, the
airport is poised to become even more popular. Celebrating the 100th anniversary of
the airport are managing director Will Curtis, left, and business development director
Robert Walters.

Biggin Hill extends its hours,
locks in fresh HSBC funding
by Ian Sheppard
London Biggin Hill Airport
(Booth U126) is celebrating its
100th anniversary this year at
EBACE, and recently received a
major boost by being permitted
to significantly extend its opening hours as of May 1. The airport believes this will bring even
more interest from those seeking a well-located but uncongested business aviation airport
for London.
In addition, spurred by the
extension of its operating hours,
it recently secured a £15 million
($18.776 million) financing package from HSBC to fund a major
infrastructure-improvement program. Site clearing has already
begun for a new 60,000-sq-ft

hangar capable of storing up
to six ultra-long-range business
jets; a three-story office complex
of 10,000 sq ft; and an additional 1.6 acres of ramp space.
Construction of an on-site fourstar, 50-bed hotel has also begun.
“Completing the deal with
HSBC enables us to fulfill the
next stage of our development
strategy for further enhancing
Biggin Hill’s reputation as the
gateway to London, and the city
for business aviation,” said Will
Curtis, the airport’s managing
director. “Building on the success
of the HSBC deal, Biggin Hill is
introducing extended operating
hours in the coming weeks that
will provide our customers and

users with unrivaled flexibility
and capacity.”
Biggin Hill had already
reported increased traffic over
the past year, which it also puts
down in part to the popularity of the always-available Heli
Shuttle, operated by Castle Air,
to London’s Battersea Heliport.
The new airport operating
hours are 06:30 to 23:00 Monday
to Friday, adding one hour in the
evenings, but the main increase
is on weekends, increasing from
the present 09:00-to-20:00 to
08:00-22:00.
Other recent developments include Bombardier and
Signature last year taking over
the former Rizon hangar, to run

BACA remaining confident
with brokers’ Brexit strategies
London-based Baltic Air Charter Association
(BACA, Booth F35) says that with a high level
of political uncertainty in Europe, many brokers and operators are considering the implications of Brexit and what the future holds,
against a backdrop of minimal growth (if any)
in flight bookings. “With such an uncertain
background, BACA is determined to work in
the best interests of its members at all times,”
said the association, which believes despite
the hurdles to be overcome, “specialist brokers will take the upcoming changes in their
stride, and with BACA’s full support will continue to offer the highest standards of advice
and guidance to the flying customers, while
working constructively with operators from
all jurisdictions.”
“BACA is determined to support member
companies throughout Brexit negotiations,”

said chairman Richard Mumford, who
added, “The potential change to aviation
legislation over the coming years presents a
real challenge to the air charter market and
one which we will embrace with our members to ensure they can remain at the forefront of best market practice.”
Mumford stressed the need for a unified
industry. “The next few years could be a turbulent time for European business aviation.
Brexit negotiations will create market uncertainty and challenges… I know that brokers
are problem solvers and I believe that the
role of specialist brokers will be more vital
than ever.
“Never has it been more important for
charter brokers, aircraft operators and
associated companies to work together to
maintain the best standards of customer
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respective maintenance and FBO
businesses there. The airport is
also close to approval for new
GPS approaches to Runway 03,
which does not have an ILS. At
present, the only ILS approach is
to Runway 21.
Business development director Robert Walters told AIN last
month that there are “five key
things” happening at Biggin Hill
Airport this year:
1. A new apron is being constructed, big enough for six
G650s alongside a new hangar and offices (construction
of which has started).
2. 
A 40-room hotel next to
Bombardier/Signature (the
aim is to start construction
in Q4).
3. The extended opening hours.

experience. Our members and industry can
be assured that BACA will make the case
for brokers and ensure that the essential role
they play is recognized as a fundamental part
of the future success of our industry.”
BACA says that its membership reached
225 in 2017, with brokers making up 39 percent, aircraft operators 29 percent and the
remainder being airports, OEMs, suppliers
and service companies. Mumford, who is on
hand at the BACA stand this week along
with several council members, said “a key
aspect of the numbers is that 33 percent of
the members are international. BACA’s presence at EBACE is a key objective to increasing that percentage even further.”
BACA is also here to promote ACE ’17,
the Air Charter Expo that will be held at
London Biggin Hill Airport on September 12.
Mumford said, “We have an ambitious set
of objectives for 2017, which means I have
asked the Council to really help drive forward a number of plans that provide value
to our members, the industry and ensures the
association’s continued growth.”—I.S.

4. 
T he Runway 03 GPS
approaches, with 300-foot
decision height; and
5. A new college plan will be
signed off.
With some 10 MRO companies at the airport now, Walters
said there was plenty of room
for more. He noted that “the
new opening hours were key
for Bombardier, which is due
to receive its base maintenance
approval imminently.”
Last year, Biggin Hill experienced growth in the number of
aircraft movements of between
14 percent, but the number was
40 percent for aircraft over 10
metric tons, said Walters. Traffic
is still well below its 125,000
annual movement cap imposed
by the Council. The number of
turbine helicopters based and
using the airport is growing fast
as well, Walters told AIN.
Walters said that the extended
hours would allow Biggin Hill
to accept “earlier transatlantic
flights, getting people off and
out into Europe for the working day,” and evening flights
to the Middle East would be
able to leave on track to arrive
in the early morning. “We’ve
never been able to [accommodate] that before.” Later arrivals
on Sunday nights will also help
leading into the working week
the UK and the rest of Europe
for flights from the U.S., he said.
Meanwhile there is “two hours’
more leeway” for weekend visitors to get away.
Walters believes that the
combination of no slot restrictions and the longer operating
hours gives Biggin Hill a major
advantage over airports such as
London Stansted and Luton.o
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If you’re looking for the face of the future
for European business aviation, look no
further than EBACE’s Innovation Zone.

Annual EBACE Innovation Zone
focuses on workforce of the future
by Samantha Cartaino
What does the future of business aviation look like, and how
might you play a part in that?
EBACE show organizers hope
that at least some of the answers
to these questions will be found
in the Innovation Zone. For the
third year in a row, the organization dedicated a section of the
exhibit floor to specific events
that focus on hot topics in the
bizav industry. Two of the biggest
events this year are Cleared for
Take Off: Women’s Networking
Event and the YoPro Networking
Brunch and Debate. Both focus
on the two vital groups that are
the future of the bizav industry:
women and young professionals.
Cleared for Take Off:

Women’s Networking Event
takes place on Monday, May 22
at Booth H18. This is the fourth
year the event is taking place.
According to EBAA events
operations manager Bianca
Dorneanu, approximately 80
attendees participated in last
year’s event, but many more
are expected this year. The goal
of the Women’s Networking
Event is to focus on the positives
of being a woman in the aviation industry. While the event is
about women, men are invited
to join the conversation.
There is no panel at the
Women’s Networking Event but
there will be debate tables that
focus on three topics. Cécile

Coune, CEO of aviation insurance company Aviabel will be
the table coordinator discussing women in board of directors positions. Janine Iannarelli,
president of aircraft marketing firm Par Avion Ltd, will be
the table coordinator discussing female entrepreneurs in the
bizav market. Pauline Vahey, the
chairman of members’ working
group at AOPA UK, will be the
final table coordinator discussing
female pilots in business aviation.
Attendees are encouraged to sit
at whichever table they want to
take part in the discussion.
Dorneanu explained, “This
is a gathering where we’re trying to send a positive message,

EBACE HOSTS FIRST-EVER CAREERS DAY FOR STUDENTS
The next generation of aviation professionals and leaders will gather at EBACE on Wednesday, May 24. For
the first time, ever, high school and college students are
encouraged to take part in Careers in Business Aviation
Day in Congress Center, Room K to learn about the
global business aviation industry from experts in the
field. EBAA and NBAA collaborated to create a full
day dedicated to inspiring young students to pursue
careers in the business aviation industry.
This EBACE event is based on NBAA’s Career
Day program held every year at the U.S. NBAA
Convention. While there are different challenges in
the North American and European business aviation
industries, EBAA worked with NBAA to ensure that
students can learn about the opportunities careers in
business aviation have to offer.
The general session is the first event that takes
place on the morning of the 24th. Attendees will
hear Jonny Nicol, founder and CEO of Stratajet
and Simon Wittes, founder and CEO of Aviation
Skills Partnership. Nicol is a former RAF fighter
pilot who became an entrepreneur after leading

the British Armed Forces. Wittes has worked in
technical and engineering roles, safety management and various corporate board positions over
the years. The speakers will share their experiences in the business aviation industry and offer
their perspective on how students can achieve a
successful career in aviation.
Careers in Business Aviation Day will continue with
high school tours of exhibits and aircraft and a university roundtable session. Here, students can participate
in a give-and-take conversation with industry professionals. Topics include how to enter the aviation industry and pursue potential career paths. Furthermore,
university students will receive a tour of the exhibits and
aircraft and end the day on the static display.
Peter Korns, NBAA’s manager, operations, stated
in a press release from EBACE, “We hope to inspire
students and expose them to our great industry.
Especially for high school-age students, this can help
plant a seed, introducing them to what our industry is
and what we do. For university students, this event is
about providing career planning and guidance.”—S.C.
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to set an example and to invite
inspiring women who have had
a great career in the business
aviation industry to maybe
help others who have encountered difficulties.”
At the same time, EBAA
acknowledges that the vast
majority of young people grow
up without any exposure to
business aviation, meaning that
it is highly unlikely that they
would consider the industry as
a possible career path. That’s
the dilemma that the YoPro networking brunch is looking to
resolve. The event, which takes
place on Tuesday, May 23 at
Booth H18, will cover next-generation trends and their impact
on business aviation.
Hannah Ohm Thomas
of public relations company
Burson-Marsteller will moderate the panel featuring Hans
Nilsson of Global Practice
Leader Aviation and Zac
Hancox of Astute Aviation. The
panelists will share their perspectives on topics such as the
purpose of business aviation,
career selection in the industry,
technology and the role of the
online revolution in business aviation and more.
Ultimately, those who attend
the YoPro Networking Brunch
and Debate will be able to meet
and build relationships with their
peers. NBAA and EBAA have
worked together in an effort to
create a global network of young
professionals. Attendees will also
be able to see how the bizav industry is growing in Europe, while

they learn about hot topics from
experienced panelists. NBAA
and EBAA executives and board
members will attend the event to
show support for young professionals in the industry.
According to Dorneanu,
EBAA is also launching a communications campaign in conjunction with the YoPro Brunch
and Debate. The event covers themes of the campaign so
attendees can get acquainted
with the ideas and message
EBAA is conveying. The first
step for those who want to get
involved with the campaign is to
attend this event at EBACE.
NBAA registration manager
Sierra Grimes said, “If you are
in this industry, you are looking
to grow and you’re looking to
gain knowledge and access and
get to the pulp and the heart
of what business aviation is,
Europe’s EBAA is the association that provides that for you. If
you want to get to know what’s
happening with that, [the YoPro
Brunch] is where you have to go
as a young professional.”
Looking forward, EBAA and
NBAA will host events like these
at other airshows and conferences around the world. These
events, and others like them,
serve as a way for individuals in
the business aviation industry
to get in touch and strengthen
relations. Each region has different challenges, and a global network allows individuals to better
understand what is happening in
the business aviation industry in
other countries. 
o

HARRODS EARNS EASA OK
FOR CHALLENGER 300 BASE MAINTENANCE
Harrods Aviation has earned EASA base maintenance approval for
the Bombardier Challenger 300 series at its London Luton facility. The
location has accumulated extensive experience on the type, having
held line maintenance approval on the supermidsize jet for more than
a decade.
In response to the new certification, the company, which offers FBO
and maintenance services at London Luton and Stansted airports, has
invested in additional tooling, equipment and staff training to ensure
the quality of its support.
“Our staff at the London Luton facility is very skilled on the
Bombardier product and has vast experience on the Global Express,
Challenger 604 and Challenger 605, and the Challenger 650 types,”
said John Bool, Harrods’ technical director. “By adding the Challenger
300 series, we can now offer a comprehensive service on this series of
aircraft within the Bombardier fleet.”
—C.E.

Introducing Comlux 767BBJ For Sale
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Broadband Wifi internet, GSM communications and a
humidification system. With a range of 15 hours non
stop, the 767BBJ allows intercontinental range
without compromising on baggage space. In a VVIP
configuration from day one, the aircraft has
accumulated 4300 flight hours and has exceptional
maintenance records with no damage history. The
767BBJ is operated by Fly Comlux and is available for
charter today.

For further information, please come to visit Comlux Transactions on our booth V96 at EBACE
aircraftsales@comlux.com
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EBAA chairman says
a ‘new era’ is upcoming
by Ian Sheppard
Juergen Wiese, chairman of the
European Business Aviation
Association (EBAA), which coorganizes EBACE with the U.S.
NBAA, believes that business
aviation is “moving into a new
era” in Europe. This is especially applicable at the lower
end, he said, where a combination of new aircraft models, including the introduction
of single-engine turboprops
for commercial operations, and
new internet booking engines,
such as Stratajet, will lead to
new customers trying business
aviation for the first time.
Wiese, who is also head of
BMW Flight Services, intro-

Juergen Wiese, EBAA chairman

duced journalists to new EBAA
CEO Brandon Mitchener (who
was appointed April 1) during a
pre-EBACE briefing on May 4 at
the association’s new headquarters in Brussels. “This year is the
40th anniversary of the founding
of EBAA,” he said, while association president Brian Humphries
added that EBACE is being held
for the 17th time this year.
Mitchener summarized the
latest aircraft movement figures for the European market.
“It looks like the industry is
taking off again,” he observed,
“and we have had six months of
steady growth for the first time
since 2008.”
EBAA also introduced a
couple of industry executives.
Ricardo Gato, chief marketing
officer of Stratajet, said, “It is a
new era for business aviation as
we are making it more accessible. You can book a jet on our
app now. You can price a trip in
a matter of two minutes.” Gato
added that 30 percent of those
booking with the platform are
using business aviation for the
first time.
Maxime Bouchard, managing director of JetFly, said,

“Yes, we are entering a new era.
JetFly has been in the market
for 17 years with the idea that
single-engine turboprops are
very interesting planes; [Daher]
TBMs, [Pilatus] PC-12s etc.
They will bring new service to
the market, allowing [passengers] to reach more airfields.
“In Europe we have congested
airfields near our main cities. It’s
very hard for a business jet to
find a landing slot. And we have
a great treasure; many small airfields everywhere. Single-engine
turboprops [SETs] can use these
and offer similar or even better safety than jets.” He noted
that while private owners could
already fly to these places, the
new EASA regulation allows the
SETs to fly commercially for the
first time, and they can be offered
for charter if certain conditions
were met.
Bouchard said the industry has been through “five hard
years, and the midsize jets have
been hit hardest. But now there
are signs that there will be a
recovery. More customers are
flying again on larger planes
than they have done for the last
five years. So we’ve decided to go
again with this midsize segment,
with the [Pilatus] PC-24.” JetFly,
he said, uses a fractional ownership model and has 22 aircraft
and 140 owners.
Current Issues

Mitchener said that EBAA is
working on a number of issues
on behalf of the industry. Top
priorities are access to airports
and encouraging wider adoption
of GPS precision approaches.
He also mentioned the hopedfor cut in runway performance
requirements for landing, allowing calculations to be based on
80 percent of the runway length,
rather than 60 percent. “The
Falcon 2000 would have 240
more European airports available,” he pointed out.
On satellite approaches,
Humphries said, “We’re really
excited about this, but [the
industry has] been very slow
to exploit it. [The technology] allows you to fly precision
approaches to small airfields
down to 200 feet [decision
height] and 800 meters’ visibility. We’re working hard with
GSA [the European GNSS
authority].” He noted that the
GPS system (and Europe’s

new Galileo equivalent) and
EGNOS, the European GPS
Navigation Overlay System
are free to use. He also stressed
that the issue of adopting GPS
approaches should be “kept
together” with single-engine
turboprop operations, as they
“are linked” by both helping to
open up small airfields to viable
commercial traffic. Wiese noted
that many authorities were
“very slow with approvals.”This
was certainly the experience in
Germany, he said.
EBACE 2017

Humphries said that this year’s
show would have around 400
exhibitors and “about the same
floor space.” The aircraft static
display area, directly adjacent
to the Palexpo exhibit halls at
Geneva International Airport,
was “pretty much sold out with
52 aircraft” [as of May 4], he
added. “We expect attendees
to be around 13,000. In 2001,
we started with 3,600, and half
of Hall 7.” There will be a new
90-second bus service to the
static display, along with VIP
cars, for those who don’t want
to walk. There are fewer small
exhibitors this year, “mostly
because of the cost of Geneva
itself,” said Humphries. But there
are more hotels being built in the
city, he noted.
A major theme for EBAA

now is to better portray the
value of business aviation both
to lawmakers and company
decision-makers. To this end it
is creating a new online evaluation tool called “Business Sense”
that will allow users to assess the
costs and benefits of using business aviation, comparing it to
other options such as commercial airlines.
Wiese said the tool would be
similar in concept to the Travel
Sense tool provided by NBAA a
few years ago for the U.S. market.
The association illustrates
examples of where business aviation can save time and money,
while encouraging corporations to consider the real value
of executives’ time. Humphries
suggested that if a CEO’s remuneration package costs the company €10,000 a day then, if they
were doing their job properly,
their value should be €40,000
a day. Adding in other executives and the cumulative time
saved, especially when able to
get much closer to a factory or
plant than commercial airlines
could do, the cost-to-benefit
equation could quickly look
favorable, even before considering comfort, ability to work on
board and better work-to-home
life balance.
Wiese noted, “We don’t use
the number of people on a flight
as a [measure of value]. It’s the

Brandon Mitchener, EBAA CEO

business created—setting up a
new factory or doing a new business deal.” Humphries added
that the size of the aircraft (he
was speaking from his personal
experience having once overseen
Shell’s flight department) was
based on the distance, and the
amount of fuel burned, rather
than the cabin size and number
of seats.
EBAA CEO Brandon
Michener said, “Business aviation is about a value proposition, allowing users to realize
huge time savings.” He presented
a case study where Nestlé executives going to South America
could complete the trip in 32
hours with four stops over two
days, or take airlines (and road
transport) with a total time of 53
hours traveling and 11 stops. “So
business aviation is an amazing
time saver and also provides
400,000 highly skilled jobs.” o

PRATT & WHITNEY CANADA REACHES 100,000TH-ENGINE MILESTONE
Pratt & Whitney Canada (P&WC-Booth O105A) has produced its 100,000th engine, the Canadian company
announced earlier this month. Of those, 60,000 are still in service with 12,300 operators in more than 200
countries and territories.
Its engine families span across general aviation, regional turboprops, business aviation, civil helicopters and
auxiliary power units (APUs), and total 730 million flight hours logged. One of Pratt & Whitney Canada’s most
successful of its 14 engine families is the PT6A turboprop, which “helped define general aviation and ushered
in a new generation of fast and versatile small aircraft.” The PT6A, which accounts for more than half of the
engines that the company has produced to date, has powered 128 different aircraft since its introduction in
1960. “Its benchmark reliability enabled the PT6A to be the only engine to achieve single-engine IFR status for
passenger revenue activity in North America, Australia and now Europe,” the company added.
P&WCalso said that its “JT15D pioneered the light business jet market…and then redefined it with the
PW500 engine.” Meanwhile, its PW300 series, which powers a range of midsize and large-cabin business jets,
introduced Fadec technology to the business jet segment. Its latest turbofan engine offering, the PurePower
PW800 turbofan, powers the G500 and G600, Gulfstream’s next-generation long-range jets.
P&WC will continue to celebrate its engine milestone this month, including here at the EBACE 2017 show,
recognizing all the families of products and its many accomplishments over the years.
—C.T.
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BBGA reacts to Brexit
by ‘embracing change’
by Ian Sheppard
For its annual conference, which
took place on March 9 just
before the UK triggered the
process to leave the European
Union, the British Business and
General Aviation Association
(BBGA) chose “Embracing
Change.” Brexit was “high on
the agenda,” said the association’s CEO Marc Bailey.
In his opening address
at the new venue, the Luton
Hoo Hotel, BBGA chairman
Marwan Khalek highlighted the
challenges the newly bolstered
174-member association faces,
including airspace access, heightened regulation and the threatened closure of general aviation
airports in favor of housing.
Khalek was not all down-beat,
however. He noted that EASA
had finally granted approval
for single engine turboprops
(SETOps) to be cleared for use
under an AOC for commercial
charter in IFR conditions.
He said that the market had
experienced an uptick in traffic

from UK airports to mainland
Europe of 3 percent, according to the latest (February
2017) statistics from WingX
Advance—equivalent to 126
daily movements. Of the top
20 performing European business aviation airports, five are in
the UK: Luton; Farnborough;
London Biggin Hill; London
Oxford and Northolt.
BBGA’s Bailey noted the significance of the association’s new
accord with EBAA, with existing UK EBAA members automatically becoming members of
BBGA, while new EBAA members join via BBGA.
Airspace Changes Needed

Martin Rolfe, CEO of UK air
navigation service provider
NATS, emphasized that changes
in airspace are now critical to
handling increased traffic growth
in the UK. London in particular
is a buoyant market, he added,
accounting for 78,000 movements in 2016. Rolfe noted that

EBAA president Brian Humphries

NATS CEO Martin Rolfe

BBGA chairman Marwan Khalek

the current five-year regulatory
term implemented by the government does not provide the flexibility the industry requires to
progress with airspace changes.
A Brexit panel included UK
CAA chief executive Andrew
Haines, Mark Bisset from
law firm Clyde & Co, and Sir
Gerald Howarth, Member of
Parliament for Aldershot, near
Farnborough. Howarth noted
that Britain’s aviation industry is
in a strong position, with 40 percent of U.S.-to-EU traffic coming
in via the UK. He urged members
of the conference audience to be
vocal ahead of Brexit and speak
up (at the time it was not known
that UK Prime Minister Theresa
May would, in mid-April, call for
a General Election on June 8).
Haines said that he preferred no change to European

legislation until the UK leaves the
EU, but noted the political nature
of Brexit meant there could be
no meaningful assurances about
how things might turn out.
A later session looked at how
BBGA could move forward and
better serve its members. Simon
Talling-Smith, CEO of Surf Air,
which will bring its U.S. airline
subscription model to Europe this
year, asserted that 85 percent of its
3,000 members in California came
over from commercial airlines.
He added he never expected Surf
Air to be enjoying a partnership
with Lufthansa Miles and More.
When it debuts in Europe (under
TAG’s AOC), Surf Air is targeting the 5 percent of the European
short-haul market that it believes
will pay more for better service.
There is currently scant difference
between the travel experience on
British Airways and that of the
low-cost carriers.
Carol Cork, co-founder and
director of sales and marketing
for PrivateFly, refuted claims that
the new business model could
be the beginning of a “race to
the bottom.” She asserted that
instead of entering a price war
with commercial airlines, the key
was to show corporate travelers
the convenience—and affordability—that business aviation
can deliver.
Edwin Brenninkmeyer, CEO
of Oriens Aviation, who sits on
the board of Linear Air in the
U.S. alongside his role as UK
sales distributor for the Pilatus
PC-12, said Linear was attracting customers from commercial
airlines through an innovative
partnership with digital sales
platform, Kayak.
EBAA president Brian
Humphries observed that the
more people learned about business aviation, the more they
appeared to appreciate the industry. He urged members to be more
vocal about what they do, and in
turn help EBAA’s own Face-toFace five-year perception campaign, unveiled in Brussels at its
40th annual general meeting held
at the beginning of March.
In the association’s April newsletter, Bailey said of Brexit: “With
Article 50 triggered on March 29,
the expected two-year timeslot for

these negotiations is finally underway. All kinds of topics, from
trade to immigration—and airspace—will be discussed as part
of the UK redefining its relationship with the EU.
“But as part of this, there’s
increasing uncertainty about
Britain’s position in the global
business and general aviation
market. Single skies and maintaining close ties with Europe are
of paramount importance, which
is why we are extremely pleased
to have entered into a formal
partnership with [EBAA].
“None of us can predict the
outcome of the discussions taking place, but we see a development like this as extremely
positive. It strengthens our connections with our European
friends, and will hopefully offer
some reassurance to businesses
on both sides of the Channel.”
After welcoming EASA clearance for SETOps, he said, “We
can’t ignore, however, that a number of small general aviation airfields are under threat of closure
in favor of housing, several in the
Southeast of the UK.
“How can we play our part
to help secure the 400,000 new
pilots our industry needs over
the next decade if we lose our
airfields? This is an important
issue, and we are working with
GAAC [the General Aviation
Awareness Council] and AOPA
UK in this regard. Hopefully the
government is not so engrossed in
Brexit to see the potential with
this and SETOps.”
Bailey turned to BBGA: “To
serve our membership better,
we’re implementing change from
the inside out with help from
corporate behavior specialists…
We are working toward five new
core values: commitment, collaboration, integrity, resourcefulness
and respect, and we will present
our new visions and values later
this year.”
o

Dassault’s flagship Falcon 8X is the newest member of the business jet family to receive approval to operate at London City Airport.

Dassault’s Falcon Jet family
has full set of LCY approvals
Dassault Aviation added its new
Falcon 8X to the list of Falcons
approved for operations at
London City Airport (LCY). The
approval comes less than seven
months after the trijet entered
service this past October. With
the clearance, Dassault’s entire
in-production fleet—including
the 7X, 900LX and 2000S/LX—
is now certified to operate at
LCY, considered one of the most

challenging airports operationally.
With its location in the middle of London’s financial district, LCY has some of the most
restrictive steep-approach and
noise-abatement regulations
in business aviation, Dassault
notes. Aircraft must be able to
fly a 5.5-degree glidepath.
“The ability to fly in and
out of London City, and other
hard-to-reach airports, affords

a measure of flexibility and a
significant operating benefit to
our customers,” said Dassault
Aviation chairman and CEO
Eric Trappier. “Airport performance is among the top design
priorities for every Falcon that
Dassault has produced.”
The 8X has the longest
range of any Falcon at 6,450
nm, enabling it to fly from Los
Angeles or Hong Kong to LCY
nonstop. In addition to the LCY
approval, Dassault also recently
secured certification for its
optional FalconEye combinedvision system on the trijet. o
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PROGRAM SCHEDULE EBACE 2017
MONDAY, 22 MAY 2017
08:00-18:00
Attendee, Exhibitor and Press
Registration Open
08:00-18:00
Press Headquarters Open
08:00-09:00
Continental Breakfast
Congress Centre Foyer
09:00-10:00
EBACE Opening General Session
Congress Centre, Room B
The opening session will feature the
following keynote speakers:
– Edward Zammit-Lewis, Minister for
Aviation and Tourism for Malta
– Bertrand Piccard, Solar Impulse
Chairman and Pilot.
The opening session will also feature
the EBAA Safety Awards ceremony.
EBACE Convention News
will be located
in meeting room Salle T
editor: isheppard@ainonline.com

10:00-18:00
Exhibit Hall and Static Display Open
14:30-15:30
State of the Industry
Hall 3, Room Q
Brexit, market consolidation and a raft
of new business models, including the
introduction of commercial air transport
(CAT) single engine turboprops, all
affect business aviation. Experts will
help predict the opportunities that will
arise as a result.
15:30-16:30
Enhancing Security Together/
Business Aviation Security Challenges
Inspiration Zone
While managing the potential impact
of the passenger name record (PNR)
on business aviation operations,
operators must also work to define

common best practices and work
with the authorities to implement
them. The session will also help
understanding of the increased
derogations introduced for our
sector by Regulation 2016/2096.

TUESDAY, 23 MAY 2017

16:30-18:00
Aviation Leadership –
Cleared for Take Off:
Women’s Networking Event
Inspiration Zone
This EBACE event is dedicated to
female aviation professionals—still
an unacceptably small minority in
business aviation—for them to meet,
mingle, and share their experience
with the younger generation. They
will do so around themes, moderated
by well-recognized female leaders.
Men are encouraged to join the
debate on why women in key
positions continue to be relatively
few in the sector and how balance
can be restored.

08:30-18:00
Press Headquarters Open

WEDNESDAY,, 24 MAY 2017
08:00-16:00
Attendee, Exhibitor and Press
Registration Open
08:00 – 16:00
EBACE Safety Workshop
Hall 3, Room V
08:30-16:00
Press Headquarters Open
09:00-16:00
Exhibit Hall Open
09:00-14:00
Static Display Exhibits Open

9:30 – 14:00
Careers in
Business Aviation Day
Palexpo, Geneva
EBACE Careers in Business
Aviation Day will introduce
students across Europe
and the world to business
aviation and help ensure
this next generation of
aviation leaders is prepared
by providing the opportunity
to explore and learn about
our industry and its many
rewarding careers.
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08:00-18:00
Attendee, Exhibitor and Press
Registration Open

08:30-10:30
European Business Aviation
Communicators Breakfast
Hall 3, Room V
Business aviation communication and
marketing executives are invited to an
exclusive, dedicated breakfast to learn
more about a range of communications
tools that have been produced by
the European Business Aviation
Association, freely available for use.
These include the following:
– A messaging guide
– Communication toolkit, complete with
presentations, fact sheets, videos,
infographics and more
– The launch of a new long-term
regional campaign to improve the
perception of business aviation
across Europe.
09:00-18:00
Exhibit Hall and Static Display Open
10:00-11:00
Brexit and its Implications on
Air Transport in Europe
Hall 3, Room Q
What does Brexit mean for business
aviation? The question has been on
everyone’s lips since June 2016, but do
we yet have any answers? Hear what
the experts think to help us prepare for
the unknown challenges ahead.

11:15-12:15
Best Practices in Environmental
Impact Reduction
Hall 3, Room Q
Learn how making much greater
use of alternative fuels, offsetting,
air traffic management, weather
considerations and other key
environmental management
techniques can help us better
meet our environmental goals
and responsibilities and become a
contributor to the lower
carbon economy.
11:00:12:30
YoPro Networking Brunch and
Debate Inspiration Zone
Meant for rising stars in
the industry and those
looking to attract new talent
to their organization, the
Young Professionals (YoPro)
networking opportunity, offers
to bridge the communication
gap between generations in
business aviation.
14:00-15:00
EBACE Coffee Social –
EBAA 40th Anniversary
NBAA & EBAA booths
15:00-16:00
Meet your Expert
Inspiration Zone
The business aviation
community gathers to meet,
network and discuss with
experts on topical issues
sensitive to the industry.

Opportunity is knocking for
East African business aviation
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Business aviation in East Africa today is
benefitting from improving infrastructure, as well as increased recognition by
governments and civil aviation authorities of the sector’s requirements, according to Tanzania-based Kilimanjaro

Aviation Logistics Centre (KALC).
“There has been visible development in infrastructure that supports general aviation operations in East Africa,”
KALC general manager Stanley Joseph
told AIN. “In Tanzania, Julius Nyerere

AMSTAT_AINCN_Layout 1 2/13/2017 12:04 PM Page 1

International Airport is seeing expansion
with the new Terminal 3 in progress to finish soon. Dodoma Airport and Mwanza
Airport have been targeted to be modernized to international standards. Tanzania’s
government has [also] opened [a] diplomatic lounge for general aviation traffic,
as well,” he said.
Kilimanjaro International Airport is
gaining importance as a business aviation
hub, with companies like Via Aviation and
Swissport Tanzania now operating successful businesses there.“KIA has had
a major renovation and expansion to
accommodate management of multiple
commercial and general aviation flights. It
has a spacious hangar that can accommodate four or more large aircraft at a time.
Customs, immigration and quarantine
can now be arranged within the hangar

officials to discuss [industry] issues has
served as a platform to put in place, as
well as steer, regulations that will help
general aviation business thrive in Africa.
There is still some way to go, but thanks
to such international organizations, general aviation in Africa is now getting the
attention it deserves,” he said. “AfBAA is
actively involved with the Ethiopian CAA
[ECAA] to increase awareness. With these
efforts, we have experienced the ECAA
accommodating general aviation’s needs
with an open mind. This is positive and
the trend is spreading around the region.”
Ethiopia’s status as a global capital on
par with New York and Geneva, through
its position as the African Union’s headquarters and location for several supranational bodies, has made it a focus too.
“Traffic to Ethiopia continues to grow,

WE HELP AVIATION SALES PROFESSIONALS
GENERATE DEALS

Business aviation operations at Dar es Salaam’s Julius Nyerere International Airport in Tanzania are
expanding, with the new Terminal 3 construction process nearing completion.
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premises,” he said. “Kenya and Rwanda
are also undertaking similar development
work at some of their airports to ensure
they can cater to the needs of general aviation traffic.”
KALC (Booth X88) is an affiliate of
trip support group Universal Weather and
Aviation and was founded nine years ago
to meet growing demand for trip support
across Africa. Universal Aviation, the
ground support division of Universal,
recently added a dedicated supervisory
agent in Ethiopia.
FBOs, dedicated general aviation support facilities, and other business aviation opportunities on the continent are
also making progress in East Africa,
Joseph said. “Tanzania, Rwanda and
Ethiopia are locations with great potential. Ethiopia has developed a long-term
plan to develop Addis Ababa airport.
[Several] dedicated general aviation terminals are [planned], which indicates that
government is increasingly understanding
general aviation’s role in the economy,”
he commented. “These locations have
increasing [volumes] of general aviation
traffic, and [while there is a] lack of infrastructure, the commitment of governments to improve services is enormous.”
International organizations such as
AfBAA, IBAC, and MEBAA are helping
African business aviation progress, especially on the regulatory side. Gradually, as
a result of these efforts, governments and
civil aviation authorities are beginning to
understand the need to have infrastructure
in place that caters to the sector, he said.
“The coming together of general aviation stakeholders and government

stimulated by both government initiatives to attract investors as well as being
fairly open to foreign investment. We feel
strongly that this trend will continue,”
Joseph said.
However, Ethiopian airports remain a
challenge for KALC customers. “Ethiopia
continues to be an important [but] potentially stressful destination for our clients,
so we ensure we’re meeting their needs,”
Joseph stated. “We’ve added resources
allowing us to be able to provide supervisory services at all Ethiopian airports.”
In 2016, KALC introduced a new concierge service in 10 African countries, a
number Joseph expects to double in 2017,
as he strives to ‘bulletproof,’ as he puts it,
clients’ missions in Africa.
“Our concierges serve as an on-theground extension of Universal’s trip support teams, working closely to confirm
services on the ground and make sure
everything the client needs is arranged.
This is especially important in a challenging operating environment like in parts
of Africa,” he said. “Part of our advantage as an affiliate of a global trip management company is the access to global
resources, but also close coordination with
their trip support teams and ground handling locations. We are also interested in
feedback from operators on specific locations in Africa where they would like to
see us add additional concierge agents.”o

by Curt Epstein
Gulfstream Aerospace’s first fully
outfitted G500 test aircraft, which
is making its European debut this
week at EBACE, set a city-pair
record from Savannah, Georgia,
to Paris. It flew between the two
cities in 7 hours and 40 minutes,
covering the 3,788-nm distance at
an average speed of Mach 0.90.
Additionally, to commemorate
the 90th anniversary of Charles
Lindbergh’s first nonstop solo
trans-Atlantic flight on Sunday,
the same G500 also achieved a flyover city-pair record between New
York and Paris. With an average
speed of Mach 0.90, the fly-bywire twinjet flew this 3,166-nm segment in 6 hours and 21 minutes.
Pending approval by the U.S.
National Aeronautic Association,
the records will be sent to the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale in Switzerland for recognition as world records.
“The G500 and its larger sibling, the Gulfstream G600, are perfectly suited for European customers
thanks to their best-in-class speeds
and cabin comforts,” said Gulfstream
senior vice president of worldwide
sales Scott Neal. “These are aircraft customers helped design, so
we want them to see the results of
their feedback and to showcase [the
G500’s] technology, performance
and cabin design. The fact that the

G500 is mature enough to complete
trans-Atlantic city-pair records while
simultaneously testing the outfitted cabin says a great deal about
this aircraft’s capabilities.”
According to Gulfstream, the
5,000-nm G500 is slated to enter
service later this year, followed by
the 6,200-nm G600 a year later.
Looking Back

On Sunday at EBACE, Gulfstream
officials looked back on the company’s accomplishments over the
past decade, with the launch of
four new aircraft: the G650/
G650ER; super-midsize G280;
G500; and G600.
When the G650 was announced
in April 2008, the manufacturer received more than 430 letters of intent
and purchase deposits on a single
day, more than 200 of which were
converted into firm orders, making it the most successful product
launch in business aviation history.
Certified in 2012, the G650 “gave
customers more than they expected,” said Scott Neal, the airframer’s senior vice president of worldwide sales.
“We promised an airplane that
would go 7,000 miles at Mach 0.85
and 5,000 miles at Mach 0.90; we
actually delivered an airplane that
went 6,000 miles at Mach 0.90, so
we exceeded customer expectations.”

Longitude lands at EBACE
uContinued from page 1

completed more than 230 missions, accumulating nearly 450 hours.
Textron Aviation has tested a number of Longitude systems and technologies over the past eight months, including avionics, stability, handling, and cabin
systems.
The company further has checked off
several key development and certification
tests, including ultimate load testing that
evaluates the maximum forces the fuselage
and wing can endure and extreme climatic
and environmental testing at the U.S. Air
Force’s McKinley Climatic Laboratory at
Eglin Air Force Base in Florida.
So far about 20 percent of the certification documents have been filed, according to Brad Thress, senior vice president
of engineering. Later this summer the fifth
flight test Longitude will join the fleet. The
company has already begun spooling up
the production line, he said, with number
eight and nine in the assembly line flow.
FAA certification is anticipated by the
end of this year, followed by EASA approval a year later.
Once certified, the Longitude will move

the Citation family into the super-midsize
category with a six-foot-high, flat-floor
cabin and seating for up to 12 passengers.
The cabin will be fitted with a standard
double-club configuration and fully berthable seats, and features 15 large windows.
Powered by Fadec-equipped Honey
well HTF7700L turbofans, the Longitude will have 3,500-nm range and fullfuel payload of 1,600 pounds. The cockpit
features Garmin G5000 avionics and Garmin’s new GHD 2100 head-up display. The
HUD, which features a 30-degree horizontal and 24-degree vertical field of view, is
already installed in the prototype Longitude. The HUD, on P1, has already accumulated 100 hours of testing, including at
Eglin Air Force Base.
“We’re super excited about the Longitude,” said Rob Scholl, senior vice president of sales and marketing. “We continue
to invest in new products, and it’s a testament to the best part of both companies
[Cessna and Beechcraft] coming together.
It’s the quietest jet I’ve ever flown in, an
unprecedented cabin experience. We think
the Longitude is going to define the marketplace in the super midsize segment.”
Potential buyers continue to gain interest
as the flight-test program has progressed,

MARK WAGNER

Gulfstream’s new G500
sets city-pair record

That range was improved upon three
years ago with the advent of the
G650ER, which travels 7,500 nm at
Mach 0.85, allowing it to fly nonstop from Shanghai to New York.
Presently there are more than 230
of the G650s in service.
Like its larger stablemate, the
super-midsize G280 was launched
on the eve of the global economic
downturn, yet Gulfstream persevered with its development, delivering the aircraft on schedule. Since
entry into service in late 2012, the
Savannah, Georgia-based OEM
has delivered more than 105 G280s,
which have been recently certified
for steep-approach operation into
London City Airport.
On its way to EBACE last week,
the first production G500 commemorated Charles Lindbergh’s
historic solo non-stop flight between New York and Paris 90 years
ago. Currently the four test aircraft,
along with the first production
model, have accumulated more
than 2,900 hours over the course of
745 flights, the longest at 10 hours
and three minutes, according to
Dan Nale, the company’s senior
vice president of programs, engineering and test. G500 certification is expected before year-end.
Its larger sibling—the G600—
currently has three aircraft in the
test program, with a fourth to follow shortly. The G600 test fleet has
completed 103 flights and a total
of 460 hours, Nale noted, adding
the longest-endurance flight was 13
hours and two minutes. One of the
test articles is presently having an
interior installed, which will debut
later this year.
o

GAMA president Pete Bunce (foreground) addresses attendees during Sunday’s kickoff
event at EBACE 2017. He’s accompanied by (L to R) EBAA CEO Brandon Mitchener,
Nicolas Chabbert, chairman of EGAMA, and NBAA president and CEO Ed Bolen.

EBACE brings the growth
by James Wynbrandt
The European business aviation market “is growing, after
years of sluggishness,” Brandon
Mitchener, the European Business
Aviation Association’s new CEO
told attendees at the EBACE 2017
kickoff event yesterday. He pointed
to a steady increase in flight activity for six straight months, plus the
industry’s “expanding range of
new aircraft, state-of-the-art new
aircraft technologies, and new business models to meet new market
demands.” As proof, EBACE 2017
features more than 400 exhibitors
and 60 aircraft, plus a full schedule
of workshops and seminars.
Meanwhile, Europe is becoming more receptive to business
aviation, he added, as exemplified by recent approval for commercial single-engine turboprop
operations and the new CS23 rule
simplifying aircraft development
and certification. “These things
don’t just happen by themselves,”
Mitchener said. “The EBAA
works with regulators so they’re
adopted in ways that make sense.”
The EBACE show is “much

Scholl said, noting that the program has
accumulated “a healthy backlog.”
In fact, Textron Aviation president
and CEO Scott Ernest told reporters on the eve of EBACE that the program picked up two more orders just last
week. “Our Longitude continues to make
great progress.”
Work continues on the large-cabin
Citation Hemisphere. “We’re full-speed
ahead,” Thress said, with wind tunnel
testing underway to determine flight
loads, “which allows us to start building
the structural architecture.” Thress added
the company has completed two rounds
of wind-tunnel tests, including one this
past week, with two more planned—one
next month in Toulouse for a landing configuration and one in July in Cologne for

more than an opportunity to
bring buyer and seller together,”
NBAA president and CEO Ed
Bolen agreed–it’s also a place to
address technical challenges and
political change, and to demonstate what the industry brings
to European and world economies. NBAA is co-sponsor of the
EBACE show.
General aviation is known to
be very innovative, said Nicolas
Chabbert, chairman of the
European General Aviation
Manufacturers Association, adding that the industry “is not trying to break rules,” but “make the
best use of technology available”
to enhance general aviation safety.
“What we’ve been able to do in
Europe has made this a bellwether
year,” said Pete Bunce, president
and CEO of the General Aviation
Manufacturers Association, noting
the time and effort put into achieving the recent progress. “The job
doesn’t end,” he said, pointing to
coming challenges on validations
and EASA rules on aircraft completions and modifications.
o

flight at high Reynolds numbers. After
more testing in the fall, he added, “we’ll
crank out the details.” Engineers have also
begun building the “iron bird” test rig for
the Hemisphere’s fly-by-wire flight control system.
Meanwhile wind-tunnel testing is finished on the GE-powered single-engine
turboprop Denali, and the detail design
is expected to be about 75 percent complete by the end of the year. Testing of
the airplane’s 105-inch McCauley composite propeller has included a bird-shot
test and a full-speed run, as well as fatigue
and static strength testing of the blades.
At the EBACE static display, Textron
Aviation is showing the Longitude, Latitude, XLS+, CJ4, CJ3+, M2, Grand Caravan EX and Beechcraft King Air 250. o
A GREAT EXCUSE FOR A PARTY
Presenters and attendees alike took time out
of Monday’s International Aircraft Transactions
Seminar at EBACE to celebrate a special
birthday—that of Sandra Mesinger, lovely
wife of Jay. We won’t say her age, but whatever it is...it’s today’s new 50. Congratulations,
Sandra, and many more to come!
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ExecuJet network makes
“one stop shop” a reality
by Ian Sheppard
The appointment late last year
of long-time ExecuJet executive
Ettore Poggi to run the company’s entire worldwide FBO chain
was a signal that it wants to raise
its game in both standards and
scale. “The idea is to keep adding [FBOs], and my job, as well
as standards, is to grow both
organically and by acquisition.
There are a few opportunities
we’re looking at, they come and
go, and every day there’s another
one wanting to sell up,” he told
AIN before EBACE 2017.
It is the first time that all
the FBOs in ExecuJet’s port-

Ettore Poggi has been ExecuJet Group
FBO director for less than a year.

folio, which now number 25,
have reported to one person,
as previously they reported
to their regional heads. Poggi
has long been based in Africa,
running the flagship African
FBO at Lanseria Airport near
Johannesburg, while he has been
instrumental in setting up satellite FBOs in Cape Town and
Lagos, Nigeria. With his new
role, he is based in Dubai, UAE.
ExecuJet (Booth T70) was
acquired two years ago by
Luxaviation–just before the 2015
edition of EBACE. So it has
become a different company and
has clearly been on the acquisition trail. “People think that if the
big guns are on the acquisition
trail maybe I should sell. Also
we manage around 300 aircraft
around the world and lots of clients are very influential and have
ideas [in their home markets], so
we’re exploring some of those.”
Another theme for ExecuJet is
the “one-stop-shop” idea where
aircraft owners can rely on one
outfit to manage and maintain
their aircraft and provide FBO
services at the airports they visit.
“We set out many years ago to
do the one-stop-shop, and I’m

glad to see that’s bearing fruit,”
said Poggi. “You may ask why we
haven’t got many FBOs yet. One
area that’s exciting for us is that
we haven’t touched the U.S. yet,
and South America is also on the
horizon. But some of our most
successful are in [less mainstream
places], Lagos for example–it’s
very successful.”
However, he added that
“Asia has the best potential at
the moment, for example, with
Bangkok opening up. In Asia they
are starting to understand [what
business aviation can offer].”
Poggi said EBACE is a good
event with lots of high-level people, a different event compared
to NBAA’s annual Schedulers
& Dispatchers conference in the
U.S., which Execujet also participates in. “This is my first
EBACE as group FBO director, and I have a busy schedule, working to establish us as a
global network.” But he stressed
that a big part of his job at
present is establishing uniformity of standards and quality
across the network, and being
able to establish the same standards quickly when FBOs are
added. “There is an integration
job to be done,” he said, which
involves everything from staff
training to computer systems.
He gave the example of the integration of the Abelag FBO,
which is now “almost done.”
Luxaviation acquired Abelag,
which was a founding member
of EBAA, in 2013 along with
its fleet and FBO at Brussels
Airport–now rebranded as
Luxaviation Brussels.
Poggi also said a similar integration, and rebranding, is being
done at ExecuJet’s FBO in St
Maarten in the Caribbean. But
integration is much more than
that. “It’s also how we price, how
we treat our clients…so there’s a
lot of training, but we can draw
resources from Switzerland,
from the Middle East, etcetera,”
said Poggi.
In Europe he admitted
“there is not really development
going on at the moment. If we
were going to expand there, it
would probably be in the East.
But if opportunities arise with a
good local market we will look
at them. Some airports are very
busy though, and there can be
a number of FBOs already so
there could be competition.” He
said that the company has “half

The passenger lounge at ExecuJet’s facility in Zurich, Switzerland. The FBO network is working to raise its service standards while
increasing its market penetration throughout the world, especially in Africa and Asia, but in Mexico and Sydney, Australia, as well.

a dozen [possible new FBOs] on
the table at the moment.” Its
latest foray has been into India,
for the first time, via a partnership in New Delhi, “and we
also have managed aircraft in
Singapore and an MRO in KL
[Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia], and
a small handling facility. But
our main FBO in the region is
in Bali.”
Returning to the one-stopshop theme, Poggi said that the

FBO chain is now “a profit center in its own right” while MRO
and charter/management are
the two other main profit centers for the company. Mike Berry
heads up the latter from the
Middle East (as president aviation services), while Graeme
Duckworth heads up MRO for
the Luxaviation Group (as executive v-p MRO services). All
three report to group president
Gerrit Basson.

However, there are crossovers.
“For example we prefer aircraft
under our management to use
our FBOs, but we can’t dictate
[what FBOs clients use],” Poggi
explained. On the other hand he
admitted that “FBOs and MROs
don’t always go well together”
because the other role of the
MRO is to represent manufacturers, which can cause conflicts.
“But we do prefer [on balance] to
have both if we can.”
o

After only a year of cooperation on maintaining the Dornier 328 jets operated by Sun-Air, like the one pictured above, Jet
Support Services and the Danish regional carrier both can point to real benefits from their ongoing 10-year agreement.

JSSI CELEBRATES FIRST REGIONAL AIRLINE CUSTOMER ANNIVERSARY
Jet Support Services (JSSI) and Danish regional airline Sun-Air are celebrating the first anniversary of the longterm maintenance agreement between the two companies. Last year JSSI (Booth A74) enrolled Sun-Air as its first
regional airline customer and now provides engine maintenance care for the carrier’s fleet of 17 Dornier 328s.
“It has been an honor providing service to Sun-Air over the past year,” said Neil Book, president and CEO
of Chicago-based JSSI. “Our move into the commercial market was a natural progression for us to bring value
to regional airlines looking for more attentive service, cost savings, and support.”
Sun-Air was searching for long-term engine care, tailored to stabilize maintenance costs for its unique operation. Another factor was the minimization of AOG-related downtime.
“We are incredibly happy with the JSSI engine program as it is exactly what we were looking for in a maintenance program,” said Kristoffer Sundberg, the airline’s owner and CEO. “We now have a fixed hourly rate
per engine, across our entire fleet, for a 10-year period. This support offers us fixed costs for the foreseeable
future, with no annual escalations, and with the added value of the unrivalled support structure that JSSI is
world-renowned for.”
—C.E.
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NEWS CLIPS
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z Sparfell & Partners Authorized to Sell ACJ380s

DETAILS, DETAILS
Even if an aircraft is a company demonstrator or slated for static display, it still gets dirty flying from show to
show. Once they arrive at the next event, a small army of men and women are tasked with keeping them clean.

Geneva-based Sparfell & Partners was recently authorized
to market four ACJ380s, each earmarked for a head-of-state
interior configuration created with Winch Design. Here at
EBACE, the company will have renderings and a model on
display. Sparfell Aviation Technologies, Sparfell & Partners’
parent company, will also have a Bombardier Challenger 350
and Boeing BBJ 737-700 on static display (SD13).
The Sparfell & Partners’ head-of-state ACJ380 concept
was developed in collaboration with Winch Design. The
London-based company was founded in 1986 by Andrew
Winch and combines technology with modern design. Winch
Design specializes in exterior and interior design for aircraft,
yachts, and architectural projects.
Just this month, Sparfell & Partners announced it has a
portfolio of 40 commercial aircraft, 15 business jets, and seven
helicopters for sale. The company has 16 associates worldwide.
Sparfell & Partners’s sister company Sparfell International
Lease Corporation has a product it named the SILC Solution.
This program, powered by Luxaviation, allows customers to
lease aircraft, including for head-of-state applications.

z Gogo’s First 2Ku Satcom System Aboard ACJ

Cessna Denali Single
is now taking shape
by Chad Trautvetter
Textron Aviation (Booth V22)
has started building the first test
articles of its new Cessna Denali
turboprop single, the company
announced on Thursday. Since
the Denali was unveiled at
EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin, last summer, program engineers have started fabrication of the first static and
fatigue test articles and initiated
testing with the fuel system iron
bird test article.
The Wichita, Kansas-based
aircraft manufacturer has begun
fabrication of Denali door test
articles, including the 53-inch
wide by 59-inch tall aft cargo
door. According to Textron
Aviation, the large aft cargo door
will add “enhanced capability”
to the turboprop, especially for
special mission operators.
Denali engineers have also
started tests on the complete
fuel system iron bird mock-up,
which has already provided
“valuable feedback” for the
development team, allowing
them to fine-tune the system.
Additionally, testing is under
way on the McCauley 105-inch,
five-blade composite propeller
for the airplane. Program engineers have successfully completed propeller test runs at
max RPM, vibration testing,
and bird strike testing.
“This is an exciting time in the
Denali program as this aircraft is
now coming to life through the
production of the first test articles,” said Brad Thress, senior vice

president, engineering. “The level
of attention that goes into this
phase of development results in
a highly mature product in later
stages of the development program.” Interior group designers
have also created a virtual reality
cockpit where pilots can put on
a special glove and reach out and
“touch” cockpit controls or walk
around the cabin and test various
amenities. “We’re making good
progress,” he said.

refreshment cabinet, and an
inflight accessible baggage compartment. The cabin is designed
to be easily and quickly converted between passenger and
cargo configurations.
A new GE Aviation Fadecequipped 1,240-shp engine with
single lever power and propeller
control will power the Denali.
The engine incorporates the
modular architecture of the
T700/CT7 turboshaft for better
performance and lower operating costs and features an alltitanium, 3-D aero compressor
design for light-weight and efficient power generation, cooled
turbine blades enabling higher

The first Cessna Denali test articles
are starting to take shape at Textron
Aviation’s facility in Wichita, Kansas.

Flight testing is scheduled
to begin in the third quarter of
next year, followed by certification in 2019.
The Denali will have a range
of 1,600 nm, a maximum cruise
speed of 285 knots, and a full
fuel payload of 1,100 pounds.
It features a flat-floor cabin, the
aforementioned large rear cargo
door, a digital pressurization
system that maintains a 6,130foot cabin to 31,000 feet, and an
optional externally serviceable
belted lavatory with pocket door
enclosure in the aft of the cabin.
Inside, the cabin will also
incorporate large passenger windows, interior LED lighting, a

thrust and fuel efficiency, and
integrated and electronic propulsion control to enable the
single-lever power control. GE
plans conduct a detail design
review of the new engine this
year, and flight testing is slated
to start next year.
In the cockpit, the Denali will
be equipped with Garmin G3000
touchscreen-controlled avionics
that will include weather radar,
TAWS, and ADS-B capabilities.
The airplane will also be offered
with a five-year limited warranty covering airframe, engine,
and avionics and will qualify for
enrollment in Textron Aviation’s
ProAdvantage programs.
o

Gogo Business Aviation’s first 2Ku satellite communications
system for a business aviation customer has been
installed in an ACJ319 operated by Europe’s K5 Aviation.
Fokker Services performed the systems integration, EASA
supplemental type certificate and installation at its facilities in
Hoogerheide, The Netherlands.The dual-antenna 2Ku system
requires a larger aircraft and is thus suited for bizliners.
Gogo (Booth U094) has already installed more than 170 2Ku
systems for eight airlines, and 14 airlines operating more
than 1,600 aircraft have placed 2Ku orders. “The 2Ku era has
begun in business aviation,” said Gogo Business Aviation
general manager Sergio Aguirre.The 2Ku satcom can deliver
peak antenna speeds of more than 70 Mbps, according
to Gogo, “with four times the surface area of conventional
aero antennas.” Gogo is developing speedier versions of
2Ku using a new modem design that will work with nextgeneration satellites, and this “has the capacity to deliver
peak speeds of 200+ Mbps to the aircraft,” the company said.

z Par Avion’s Iannarelli to Lead EBAA Sales
Par Avion founder and president Janine Iannarelli has become
chair of the Sales and Acquisitions Committee for EBAA’s
Associate Member Advisory Council (AMAC). A longtime
member of both EBAA and NBAA, Iannarelli joined the EBAA
AMAC Sales and Acquisitions Committee in early 2016.
Iannarelli will lead the committee as it drafts reference
guidelines for the purchase and the sale of aircraft. Iannarelli
also was among the list of panelists for the Business
Aircraft Financing session during the International Aircraft
Transactions seminar scheduled on the eve of this year’s
EBACE. She further is participating in a roundtable discussion
during the Aviation Leadership-Cleared for Take Off women’s
networking event, taking place from 4:30 to 6 p.m. on May 22.
Ianarrelli brings more than 30 years of experience in aircraft
dealer and brokerage activities. After serving with AeroSmith/
Penny for almost 14 years, she founded Par Avion in 1997. The
international business aircraft firm represents aircraft ranging
from light to large intercontinental business jets.

z The Air Law Firm Adds Staff On Anniversary
The Mayfair, London-based Air Law Firm added Rob Mellor
as senior associate and Pam Chambers as consultant while
celebrating its first year in business. Mellor’s nearly 20 years
of industry experience includes contract administration
for Rolls-Royce. Chambers meanwhile built up extensive
investigative experience during her 22 years with American
Airlines as a National Examination Board in Occupational
Safety and Health (NEBOSH)-qualified safety specialist and
member of the carrier’s emergency response team.
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WELCOME TO YOUR
WHISPER-QUIET, 5-STAR SUITE.
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From exquisite finishes and ergonomic seating to unmatched quiet and a fully customizable extra-large cabin, the Falcon 8X is the ultimate in high-flying luxury.
Add to that high-speed connectivity for non-stop productivity or pure entertainment and you have the perfect combination of comfort and technology.
Fly Far. Fly in comfort. Achieve more. Falcon 8X.

SEIZE THE DAY.
CONQUER THE NIGHT.

The 6,450 nm Falcon 8X offers you the ultimate in precision flight. Our unique Digital Flight Control System executes flight path decisions smoothly and efficiently even at Mach .90.
And our revolutionary FalconEye vision system can see runways at night even in extreme weather conditions. Falcon 8X. Fly farther. Achieve more.
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